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A thing of beauty is a joy forever.

KeatSy Endymion.
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ENGLISH POEMS INTERPRETED

BROWNING'S LOVE POEMS

PORPHYRIN'S LOVER

he rain set early in to-night,

The sullen wind was soon awake,

It tore the elm-tops down for spite,

And did its worst to vex the lake :

I listened with heart fit to break.

When glided in Porphyria straight

She shut the cold out and the storm,

And kneeled and made the cheerless grate

Blaze up, and all the cottage warm
Which done, she rose, and from her form

Withdrew the dripping cloak and shawl,

And laid her soiled gloves by, untied

Her hat and let the damp hair fall,

And, last, she sat down by my side

And called me. When no voice replied,

She put my arm about her waist,

And made her smooth white shoulder bare

And all her yellow hair displaced,

And, stooping, made my cheek lie there,

And, spread, o'er all, her yellow hair,

Murmuring how she loved me she



Too weak, for all her heart's endeavour.

To set its struggling passion free

From pride, and vainer ties dissever,

And give hereself to me forever.

But passion sometimes would prevail,

Nor could to-night's gay feast restrain

A sudden thought of one so pale

For love of her, and all in vain :

So, she was come through wind and rain,

Be sure I looked up at her eyes

Happy and proud at last I knew

Porphyria worshipped me surprise

Made my heart swell, and still it grew

While I debated what to do.

That moment she was mine, mine, fair,

Perfectly pure and good : I found

A thing to do, and her hair

In one long yellow string I wound

Three times her little throat around,

And strangled her. No pain felt she

I am quite sure she felt no pain.

As a shut bud that holds a bee,

I warily oped her lids : again

Laughed the blue eyes without a stain.

And I untightened next the tress

About her neck her cheek once more

Blushed bright beneath my burning kiss :

I propped her head up as before.



Only, this time my shoulder bore

Her head, which droops upon it still

:

The smiling rosy little head,

So glad it has its utmost will,

That all it scorned at once is fled,

And I its love, am gained instead

Porphyria's love : she guessed not how

Her darling one wish would be heard.

Ana thus we sit together now,

And all night long we have not stirred.

And yet God has not said a word

LOVE AMONG THE RUINS

Where the quiet-coloured end of evening smiles

Miles and miles

On the solitary pastures wher® our sheep

Half-asleep

Tinkle homeward through the twilight, stray or stop

As they crop

—

Was the site once of a city great and gay,

(So they say)

Of our country's very capital, its prince

Ages since

Held his court in, gathered councils, wielding far

Peace or war.

Now, the country does not even boast a tree,

13



As you see,

To distinguish slopes of verdure, certain rills

From the hills

Intersect and give a name to, (else they run

Into one,)

Where the domed and daring palace shot its spires

Up like fires

O'er the hundred-gated circuit of a wall

Bounding all,

Made of marble, men might march on nor be pressed

Twelve abreast.

And such plenty and perfection, see, of grass

Never was

Such a carpet as, this summer-time, o'erspreads

And embeds

Every vestige of the city, guessed alone,

Stock or stone

Where a multitude of men breathed joy and woe

Long ago

Lust of glory pricked their hearts up, dread of shame

Struck them tame

And that glory and that shame alike, the gold

Bought and sold.

Now, the single little turret that remains

On the plains,

By the caper overrooted, by the gourd



Overscored,

While the patching houseleek's head of blossom winks

Through the chinks

Marks the basement whence at tower in ancient time

. Sprang sublime,

And a burning ring all round, the chariots traced

As they raced,

And the monarch and his minions and his dames

Viewed the games.

And I know, while thus the quiet-coloured eve

Smiles to leave

To their folding, all our many-tinkling fleece

In such a peace

And the slopes and rills in undistinguished grey

Melt away

rhat a girl with eager eyes and yellow hair

Waits me there

In the turret whence the charioteers caught soul

For the goal,

When the king looked, where she looks now,

breathless, dumb
Till I come.

But he looked upon the city, every side,

Far and wide,

All the mountains topped with temples all the glades



Colonnades,

All the causeys, bridges, aqueducts, and then,

All the men !

When I do come, she will speak not, she will stand,

Either hand

On my shoulder, give her eyes the first embrace

Of my face,

Ere we rush, ere we extinguisn sight and speech

Each on each.

In one year they sent a million fighters forth

South and North,

And they built their gods a brazen pillar high

As the sky,

Yet reserved a thousand chariots in full force

Gold, of course.

Oh heart oh blood that freezes, blood that burns

:

Earth's returns

For whole centuries of folly, noise and sin

Shut them in,

With their triumphs and their glories and the rest

Love is best.

EVELYN HOPE

Beautiful Evelyn Hope is dead

CMt ana watch by her side an hour.

That is her book- shelf, this her bed



She plucked that piece of geranium- flower,

Beginning to die too, in the glass

Little has yet been changed, I think :

The shutters are shut, no light may pass

Save two long rays through the hinge's

chink.

Sixteen years old when she died

Perhaps she had scarcely heard my name

It was not her time to love : beside,

Her life had many a hope and aim,

Duties enough and little cares,

And now was quiet, now astir,

Till prod's hand beckoned unawares.

And the sweet white brow is all of her.

Is it too late then, Evelyn Hope

What, your soul was pure and true,

The good stars met in your horoscope,

Made you of spirit, fire and dew

—

And, just because I was thrice as old

And our paths in the world diverged so wide.

Each was naught to each, must I be toid

We were fellow mortals, naught beside

No, indeed for God above

is great to grant, as mighty to make,

And creates the love to reward the love :



I claim you still, for my own love's sake

Delayed it may be for more lives yet,

Through worlds I shall traverse, not a few

:

Much is to learn, much to forget

Ere the time be come for taking you.

But the time will come, at last it will,

When, Evelyn Hope, what meant (I shall

say)

In the lower earth, in the years long still,

That body and soul so pure and gay

Why your hair was amber, I shall divine,

and your mouth of your own geranium's

red

And what you wouia do with me, in fine,

In the new life come in the old one's stead.

I have lived (I shall say) so much since then,

uiven up myself so many times,

Gained me the gains of various men,

Ransacked the ages, spoiled the climes

Yet one thing, one, in my soul's full scope,

Either I missed or itself missed me :

And I want and find you, Evelyn Hope

What is the issue let us see

I loved you, Evelyn, all the while



My heart seemed full as it could hold

There was place and to spare for the frank young

smile,

And the red young mouth, and the hair's

young gold.

So, hush, I will give you this leaf to keep :

See, I shut it inside the sweet coid hand

There, that is our secret : go to sl«ep :

You will wake, and remember, and under-

stand.

SUMMUM BONUM

All the breath and the bloom of the year in the

bag of one bee :

All the wonder and wealth of the mine in

the heart of one gem :

In the core of one pearl all the shade and the

shine of the sea :

Breath and bloom, shade and shine,

wonder, wealth, and how far above

them

Truth, that's brighter than gem,

Trust, that's purer than pearl,

—

Brightest truth, purest trust in the universe all

were for me
In the kiss of one girl.

——19
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YEATS'S LYRICS

THE LAKE ISLE OF INNISFREE

I will arise and go now, and go to Innisfree,

And a small cabin build there, of clay and wattles

made

Nine bean rows will I have there, a hive for the

honey bee,

And live alone in the bee-loud glade.

And I shall have some peace there, for peace

comes dropping slow,

Dropping from the veils of the morning to where

the cricket sings

There midnight's all a glimmer, and noon a purple

glow,

And evening full of the linnet's wings.

I will arise and go now, for always night and day

I hear lake water lapping with low sounds

by the shore

While I stand on the roadway, or on the pave-

ments gray,

I hear it in the deep heart's core.

20——



THE WHITE BIRDS

I would that we were, my beloved, white birds

on the foam of the sea

We tire of the flame of the meteor, before it can

fade and flee

And the flame of the blue star of twilight, hung

low on the rim of the sky,

Has awaked in our hearts, my beloved, a sadness

that may not die.

A weariness comes from those dreamers, dew

dabbled, the lily and rose

Ah, dream not of them, my beloved, the flame of

the meteor that goes,

Or the flame of the blue star that lingers hung

low in the fall of the clew

:

For I would we were changed to white birds on

the wandering foam : I and you

I am haunted by numberless islands, and many

a Danaan shore,

Where 1 lme would surely forget us, and Sorrow

come near us no more

Soon far from the rose and the lily, and fret of the

flames would we be,

Were we only white birds, my beloved, buoyed

out on the foam of the sea



THE FALLING OF THE LEAVES

Autumn is over the long leaves that love us,

And over the mice in the barley sheaves

Yellow the leaves of the rowan above us,

And yellow the wet wild-strawberry leaves.

The hour of the waning of love has beset us,

And weary and worn are our sad souls now

Let us part, ere the season of passion forget us,

With a kiss and a tear on thy dropping brow.

THE LOVER TELLS OF THE ROSEIN HIS HEART

All things uncomely and broken, all things worn

out and old,

1 he cry of a child by the roadway, the creak of a

lumbering cart,

The heavy steps of the ploughman, splashing the

wintry mould,

Are wronging your image that blossoms a rose in

the deeps of my heart.

he wrong of unshapely things is a wrong too

great to be told

I hunger to build them anew and sit on a green

knoll apart,

22——



With the earth and the sky and the water, remade,

like a casket of gold

For my dreams of your image thai blossoms a rose

in the deeps of my heart.

HE WISHES FOR THE CLOTHS OF HEAVEN

Had I the heavens' embroidered cloths,

Enwrought with golden and silver light,

The blue and the dark cloths

Of night and light and the half light,

I would spread the cloths under your feet

:

But I, being poor, have only my dreams

I have spread my dreams under your feet

Tread softly because you tread on my dreams.

m
THE REALM OF FANCY

ODE ON A GRECIAN URN

By John Keats

Thou still unravished bride of quietness

Thou foster-child of Silence and slow lime,

Sylvan historian, who canst thus express

A flowery tale more sweetly than our rhyme



What leaf-fringed legend haunts about thy shape

Of deities or mortals, or of both,

In Tempe or the dales of Arcady

What men or gods are these What maidens

loth

What mad pursuit What struggle to escape

What pipes and timbrels ? What wild

ecstasy

n

Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard

Are sweeter therefore, ye soft pipes, play on

Not to the sensual ear, but, more endeared,

Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone

B air youth, beneath the trees, thou canst' not leave

Thy song, nor ever can those trees, be bare

Bold lover, never, never canst thou kiss,

Though winning near the goal yet, do not

grieve

She cannot fade, though thou hast not thy bliss,

Forever wilt thou love, and she be fair

m
Ah, happy, happy boughs that cannot shed

Your leaves, nor ever bid the Spring adieu

And, happy melodist, unwearied,

Forever piping songs forever new

24-



More happy love more happy, happy love

Forever warm and still to be enjoyed,

Forever panting and forever young

All breathing human passion far above,

1 hat leaves a heart high sorrowful and cloyed,

A burning forehead, and a parching tongue.

IV

Who are these coming to the sacrifice ?

To what green altar, O mysterious priest,

Lead 'st thou that heifer lowing at the skies,

And all her silken flanks with garlands drest

What little town by river or seashore,

Or mountain-built with peaceful citadel,

Is emptied of its folk, this pious morn
And, little town, thy streets for evermore

Will silent be and not a soul to tell

Why thou art desolate, can e'er return.

V

O Attic shape Fair attitude with brede

Of marble men and maidens overwrought,

W ith forest branches and the trodden weea

Thou, silent form, dost tease us out of thought

As doth eternity. Cold Pastoral

When old age shall tnis generation waste,

Thou shalt remain, in miast of other woe



Than ours, a friend to man, to whom thou say'st,

" Beauty is truth, truth beauty," that is all

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.

ODE TO A NIGHTINGALE

By .John Keats

My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains

My sense, as though of hemlock I had drunk,

Or emptied some dull opiate to the drains

One minute past, and Lethe-wards had sunk :

Tis not through envy of thy happy lot,

But being too happy in thy happiness,

That thou, light-winged Dryad of the trees,

In some melodious plot

Of beechen green, and shadows numberless,

oingest of summer in full-throated ease.

n
O for a draught of vintage, that hath been

Cool'd a long age in the deep-delved earth,

Tasting of Flora and the country green,

Dance, and Provencal song, and sun-burnt mirth

O for a beaker full of the warm South,

Full of the true, the blushful Hippocrene,

With beaded bubbles winding at the brim

And purples stained mouth

26



That I might drink, and leave the world unseen,

And with thee fade away into the forest dim :

m
Fade far away, dissolve, and quite forget

What thou among the leaves hast never known,

The weariness, the fever, and the fret

Here, where men sit and hear each other groan

Where palsy shakes a few, sad, last gray hairs,

Where youth grows pale, and spectre- thin, and

dies

Where but to think is to be full of sorrow

And leaden-eyed despairs

Where Beauty cannot keep her lustrous eyes,

Or new Love pine at them beyond to-morrow.

, IV

Away away for I will fly to thee,

JNot charioted by Bacchus and his pards,

But on the viewless wings of Poesy,

Though the aiill brain perplexes and retards :

Already with thee tender is the night,

And happy the Queen-Moon is on her throne,

Cluster d around by all her starry Fays

But here there is no light,

Save v/hat from heaven is with the breezes blown

Through verdurous glooms and winding mossy

ways.



I cannot see what flowers are at my feet,

Nor what soft incense hangs upon the boughs,

But, in embalmed darkness, guess each sweet

Wherewith the seasonable month endows

The grass, the thicket, and the fruit-tree wild

White hawthorn, and the pastoral eglantine

Fast-fading violets cover'd up in leaves

And mid-May's eldest child,

ne coming musk-rose, full of dewy wine,

The murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.

VI

Darkling I listen and for many a time

I have been hall m love with easeful Death,

Calld him soft names in many mused rhyme,

To take into the air my quiet breath

Now more than ever seems it rich to die,

To cease upon the midnight with no pain,

While thou art pouring rorth thy soul abroad

In such an ecstasy

Stnl wouldst thou sing, and I have ears in vain

To thy high requiem become a sod.

vn
1 hou wast not born for death, immortal bird

No hungry generations tread thee down

28—



The voice I hear this passing night was heard

In ancient days by emperor and clown :

Perhaps the self-same song that found a path

Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for

home,

She stood in tears amid the alien corn

The same that oft-times hath

Charm'd magic casements, opening on the foam

Of perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn.

vin

Forlorn the very word is like a bell

To toll me back from thee to my sole self

Adieu the fancy cannot cheat so well

As she is famed to do, deceiving elf,

Adieu adieu thy plaintive anthem fades

Past the near meadows, over the still stream,

Up the hill-side and now 'tis buried deep

In the next valley-glades :

Was it a vision, or a waking dream

Fled is that music :——Do I wake or sleep



IV

STEVENSON'S "A CHILD'S GARDEN

OF VERSES"

THE LAND OF COUNTERPANE

When I was sick and lay a-bed,

I had two pillows at my head,

And all my toys beside me lay

To keep me happy all the day.

And sometimes for an hour or so

I watched my leaden soldiers go

With different uniforms and drills,

Among the bed-clothes, through the hills

And sometimes sent my ships in fleets

All up and down among the sheets

Or brought my trees and houses out,

And planted cities all about.

I was the giant great and still

That sits upon the pillow-hill,

And sees before him, dale and plain,

The pleasant land of counterpane.

J

30~
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MY SHADOW

I have a little shadow that goes in and out with

me.

And what can be the use of him is more than I

can see.

He is very, very like me from the heels up to the

head

And I see him jump before me, when I jump into

my bed.

1 he funniest tfung about him is the way he likes

to grow

Not at all like proper children, which is always

very slow

For he sometimes shoots up taller like an india

rubber ball,

And he sometimes gets so little that there's none
of him at all.

He hasn't got a notion of how children ought to

play.

And can only make a fool of me in every sort of

way.

He stays so close beside me, he's a coward you
can see

I'd think shame to stick to nursie as that shadow-

sticks to me

——31



One morning, very early, before the sun was up,

I rose and found the shining dew on every

buttercup

But my lazy little shadow, like an arrant sleepy-

head,

Had stayed at home behind me and was fast

asleep in bed.

ni

LOOKING FORWARD

When I am grown to man's estate,

I shall be very proud and great,

And tell the other girls and boys,

Not to meddle with my toys.

IV

MY BED IS A BOAT

My bed is like a little boat

Nurse helps me in when I embark

She girds me in my sailor's coat

And starts me in the dark.

At night I go on board and say

Good- night to all my mends on shore

32——
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I shut my eyes and sail away

And see and hear no more.

And sometimes things to bed I take,

As prudent sailors have to do :

Perhaps a slice of wedding-cake,

Perhaps a toy or two.

All night across the dark we steer :

But when the day returns at last,

Safe in my room beside the pier,

I find my vessel fast.

V

HENREY'S "IN HOSPITAL "

HOSPITAL

The morning mists haunt the stony street

The northern summer air is shrill and cold

And lo, the Hospital, grey, quiet, old,

Where Life and Death like friendly chafferers meet.

Thro' the loud spaciousness and draughty gloom

A. small, strange child so aged yet so young

Her little arm besplinted and beslung,

Precedes me gravely to the waiting-room.

I limp behind, my confidence all gone.

——33



The grey-haired soldier-porter waves me on,

And on I crawl, and my spirits fail

:

A tragic meanness seems so to environ

These corridors and stairs of stone and iron.

Cold, naked, clean half-workhouse and half- jail.

OPERATION

You are carried m a basket,

Like a carcase from the shambles,

To the theatre, a cockpit

Where they stretch you on a table.

Then they bid you close your eyelids,

And they mask you with a napkin,

And the anaesthetic reaches

Hot and subtle through your being.

And you gasp and reel and shudder

In a rushing, swaying rapture,

While the voices at your elbow

Fade -receding fainter farther.

Lights about you shower and tumble,

And your blood seems crystallising

Edged and vibrant, yet within you

Racked and hurried back and forward.

34——



Then the lights grow fast and furious,

And you hear a noise of waters,

And you wrestle, blind and dizzy,

In an agony of effort,

Till a sudden lull accepts you,

And you sound an utter darkness

And awaken with a struggle

On a hushed, attentive audience.

DISCHARGED

Carry me out

Into the wind and the sunshine,

Into the beautiful world.

Of the wonder, the spell of the streets

The stature and strength of the horses,

The rustle and echo of footfalls,

The fiat roar and rattle of wheels

A swift tram floats huge on us

It's a dream ?

The smell of the mud in my nostrils

Blows brave like a breath of the sea

As of old,

Ambulant, undulant drapery,

Vaguely and strangely provocative,

Flutters and beckons. O, yonaer



Is it — the gleam of a stocking

Sudden, a spire

Wedged in the mist O, the houses,

1 he long lines of lofty, grey houses,

Cross-hatched with shadow and light

1 hese are the streets

Each is an avenue leading

Whither I will

Free

Dizzy, hysterical, faint,

I sit, and the carriage rolls on with me

Into the wonderful world.

VI

TWO SHORT POEMS BY POE

TO HELEN

Helen, thy beauty is to me
Like those Nicean barks of yore

That gently, o'er a perfumed sea,

The weary, wayworn wanderer bore

To his own native shore.

On desperate seas long wont to roam,

Thy hyacinth hair, thy classic face,

36—^



hy Naiad airs have brought me home,

To the glory that was Greece,

To the grandeur that was Rome.

Lo in yon brilliant window niche,

How statue- like I see thee stand,

The agate lamp within they hand

Ah, Psyche, from the regions which

Are Holy Load

n

TO F~~

Beloved and amid the earnest woes

That crowd around my earthly path

(Drear path, alas where grows

Not even one lonely rose)

My soul at least a solace hath

In dreams of thee, and therein knows

An Eden of bland repose.

And thus the memory is to me
Like some enchanted far-off isle

In some ocean throbbing far and free

With storm but where meanwhile

Serenest skies continually

Just o'er that one bright island smile.



VII

SONNETS

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Not if men's tongues and angels' all in one

Spake, might the word be said that might

speak Thee.

Streams, winds, woods, flowers, fields,

mountains, yea, the sea,

What power is in them all to praise the sun

His praise is this, he can be praised of none.

Man, woman, child, praise God for him

but he

Exults not to be worshipped, but to be.

He is and being, beholds his work well done.

All joy, all sorrow, all strength, all mirth,

Are his : without him, day were night on earth.

1 lme knows not his from time's own

period.

All lutes, all harps, all viols, all flutes, all lyres,

tail dumb before him ere one string suspires.

All stars are angels but the sun is God.

A. C. Swinburne.



II

UNSEASONABLE SNOW

The leaves have not yet gone then why do ye

come,

O white flakes falling from a dusky cloud

But yesterday my garden-plot was proua

With uncut sheaves of ripe chrysanthem .m

.

Some trees the winds have stripped but look on

some,

'Neath double load of snow and foliage bowed,

Unnatural Winter fashioning a shroud

For Autumn's burial ere its pulse benumb.

Yet Nature plays not an inhuman part

:

In her, our own vicissitudes we trace.

Do we not cling to our accustomed place,

nough journeying Death have beckoned us to

start

And faded smiles oft linger in the face,

While grief's first flakes fall silent on the heart

Alfre I Austin.

in

LETTY'S GLCEE

When Letty had scarce pass'd her third gad year,

And h?r young, artless words began to flow,

One day we gave the child a colour'd sphere
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Of the wide earth, that she might mark and know,

By tint and outline all its sea and land.

She patted all the world old empires peep'd

Between her baby fingers her soft hand

Was welcome at all frontiers. How she leap a,

And laugh'd, and prattled in her world-wide bliss

But when we turn'd her sweet unlearn'd eye

On our own isle, she raised a joyous cry,

" Oh oh, yes, I see it, Letty's home is there

And, while she hid all England with a kiss,

Bright over Europe fell her golden hair.

Tennyson- Turner

IV

YOUTH'S ANTIPHONY

" I love you, sweet how can you ever learn

How much I love you " " You I love even

so,

And so I learn it." " Sweet, you cannot

know

How fair you are." " It fair enough to earn

Your love, so much is all my love's concern."

" My love grows hourly, sweet. " Mine too

doth grow,

Yet love seemed full so many hours ago

" Thus lovers speak till kisses claim their turn.



Ah happy they to whom such words as these

In youth have served for speech the whole

day long,

Hour after hour, remote from the world's throng,

Work, contest, fame, all life's confederate pleas,

What while Love breathed in sighs and silences

Through two blent souls one rapturous under-

song.

D. G. Eosseiti.

vm

TENNYSON'S SWAN=SONQ

CROSSING THE BAR

Sunset and evening star,

And one clear call for me
And may there be no moaning of the bar,

When I put out to sea.

But such a tide as moving seems asleep,

Too full for sound and foam,

When that which drew from out the boundless deep

Turns again home.

Twilight and evening bell,

And after that the dark
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And may there be no sadness of farewell,

When I embark.

For tho' from out our bourne of Time and Place

The flood may bear me far,

I hope to see my Pilot face to face

When I have crost the bar.

IX

miscellaneous poems

THE NIGHT

The night has a thousand eyes

And the day but one,

Yet the light of the bright world dies

With the dying sun.

The mind has a thousand eyes,

And the heart but one

Yet the light of a whole life dies

When love is done.
—F. W. Bounlillon

n
SONG

Love laid his sleepless head

On a thorny rosy bed
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And his eyes with tears were red,

And pale his lips as the dead.

And fear and sorrow and scorn

Kept watch by his head forlorn,

Till the night was overworn,

And the world was merry with morn.

And Joy came up with the day,

And kissed Love's lips as he lay,

And the watchers ghostly and gray

Sped from his pillow away.

And his eyes as the dawn grew bright,

And his lips waxed ruddy as light

:

Sorrow may reign for a night,

But day shall bring back delight.

—A. C. SicMurne.

m
THE SICK HEART

O sick heart, be at rest

Is there nothing that I can do

To quiet your crying in my breast ?

Will nothing comfort you
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" I am sick of a malady

There is but one thing can assuage :

Cure me of youth, and, see,

I will be wise in age

^-Arthur Symons.

IV

THE ANGEL'S WHISPER

A Baby was sleeping, its mother was weeping,

For her husband was far on the wild raging sea

And the tempest was swelling round the fisher-

man's dwelling,

And she cried, " Dermot, darling, ho come

back to me."

Her beads while she numbered, the baby still

slumbered,

And smiled in her face as she bended the knee.

" Oh blessed be that warning, my child, thy

sleep adorning,

For I know that the angels are whispering with

thee.

And while they are keeping bright watch o'er thy

sleeping,

Oh, pray to them softly, my baby, with me



And say thou wouldst rather they'd watch o'er

thy father,

For I know that the angels are whispering with

thee.

The dawn of the morning saw Demot returning.

And the wife wept with joy her babe's father to

see

And closely caressing her child with a blessing,

Said, " I knew that the angels were whispering

with thee."

Sar.-.wl Loar

V

SNOW-FLAKES

Out of the bosom of the air,

Out of the cloud-folds of her garments shaken,

Over the woodlands brown and bare,

Over the harvest- fields forsaken,

Silent, and soft, and slow,

Descends the snow.

Even as our cloudy fancies take

Suddenly shape in some divine expression.

Even as the troubled heart doth make
In the white countenance confession,

The troubled sky reveals

The griet it feels.
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This is the poem of the air,

Slowly in silent syllable recorded

This is the secret of despair,

Long in its clouy bosom hoarded,

Now whispered and revealed

To wood and filed,

H. W. Longfelloi

VI

THE PARROT

The deep affections of the breast

1 hat Heaven to living things imparts,

Are not exclusively possess'd

By human hearts.

A Parrot, from the Spanish main,

Full young and early caged came o'er,

With bright wings, to the bleak domain

Of Mulla's shore.

-

To spicy groves where he had won
His plumage of resplendent hue,

His native fruits, and skies, and sun,

He bade adieu.
.

For these he changed the smoke of turf,

A heathery land and misty sky,
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And turn'd on rocks and raging surf

His golden eye.

But petted in our climate cold,

He lived and chatter'd many a day :

Until with age, frcm green and gold

His wings grew gray.

At last when blind, and seeming dumb,

He scolded, laugh'd, and spoke no more

A Spanish stranger chanced to come
To Mulla's shore

He hail'd the bird in Spanish speech,

The bird in Spanish speech replied

Flapp d round the cage with joyous screech,

Dropt down, and died.

Thomas Campbell.

vn

THE MUSMEE

The Musmee has brown velvet eyes

Curtain d with satin, sleepily

You wonder if those lids would rise

' The newest, strangest sight to see

But when she chatters, laughs and plays

Koto, biwa, or samisen,

No jewel gleams with brighter rays

Than flash from those dark lashes then.
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The Musmee has a small brown face,

" Musk-melon seed " its perfect shape

Jetty arch'd eyebrows nose to grace

The rosy mouth beneath a nape,

And neck, and cnin, and smooth, soft cheeks

Carv'd out of sun-burn'a ivory,

With teeth, which, when she smiles or speaks,

Pearl merchant might come leagues to see

1 he Musmee's hair could teach the night

How grow dark, the raven's wing

How to seem ebon Grand the sight

When, in rich masses, towering,

She builds each high black-marble coil.

And binds the gold and scarlet in

And thrusts, triumphant, through the toil

The Kanzashi, her jewell'd pin.

1 he Musmee has wee, faultless feet,

With snow-white tabi trimly deck a,

Which patter down the city street

In short steps, slow and circumspect

A velvet string between her toes

Holds to its place th' unwilling shoe :

Pretty and pigeon-like she goes,

And on her head a hood of blue.

Ihe Musmee wears a wondrous dress

Kimono obi, imoji



A rose-bush in Spring loveliness

Is not more color-glad to see

Her girdle holds her silver pipe,

And heavy swing her long silk sleeves

With cakes, love-letters, milean ripe,

Small change, musk-bag, and writing-

leaves.

1 he Musmee's heart is slow to grief,

And quick to pleasure, dance and song

1 he Musmee's pocket-handkerchief

A square of paper All day long

Gentle, and sweet, and debonair

Is, rich or poor, this Asian lass :

Heaven have her in its tender care,

O medeto gozarimasu
Edwin Arnold.

vin

THE PRIVATE OF THE BUFFS

Last night, among his fellow roughs,

Ke jested, quaffed, and swore

A drunken private of the Buffs,

Who never looked before.

To-day, beneath the foeman's frown,

He stands in Elgin's place,



Ambassador from Britain's crown,

And type of all her races.

Poor, reckless, rude, low-born, untaught,

Sewildered, and alone,

A heart, with English instinct fraught,

He yet can call his own.

Ay, tear his body limb from limb

Bring cord, or axe, or flame.

He only knows, that not through him

Shall England come to shame.

Far Kentish hop-gelds round him seemed

Like dreams, to come and go

Bright leagues of cherry-blossom gleamed,

One sheet of living snow

The smoke, above his father's door,

In gray soft eddyings hung :

Must he then watch it rise no more,

Doom'd by himself, so young

Yes, honour calls with strength like steel

He put the vision by.

Let dusky Indians whine and kneel

An English lad must die.

And thus, with eyes that would not shrink,

With knee to man unbent,

Unfaltering on its dreadful brink,

To his red g-ave he went.
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Vain, mightiest fleets, iron framed

Vain, those all shuttering guns

Unless proud England keep, untamed,

The strong heart of sons.

So, let his name through Europe ring

A man of mean estate,

Who died, as firm as Sparta's king,

Because his soul was great.

Francis Doyle,

IX

ON THE LOSS OF THE " ROYAL GEORGE "

Toll for the brave

The brave that are no more

All sunk beneath the wave,

Fast by their native shore.

Light hundred of the brave,

Whose courage well was tried,

Had made the vessel heel.

And laid her on her side.

A land-breeze shook the shrouds,

And she was overset

Down went the " Royal George.

With all her crew complete.
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Toll for the brave

Brave Kempenfelt is gone

His last sea fight is fought,

His work of glory done.

It was not in the battle,

No tempest gave the shock,

C5he sprang no fatal leak,

She ran upon no rock.

His sword was in its sheath,

His finger held the pen,

When Kempenfelt went down

With twice four hundred men.

Weigh the vessel up,

Once dreaded by our foes,

And mingle with our cup

The tear that England owes.

Her timbers yet are sound,

And she may float again,

Full charged with England's thunder,

And plough the distant main.

But Kempenfelt is gone,

His victories are o'er

And he and his eight hundred

Shall plough the wave no more
William Covcper
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LINES WRITTEN AT SPITHEAD

Hark to the knell

It comes in the swell

Of the gloomy ocean waves :

Tis no earthly sound,

But a toll profound,

From the mariner's deep-sea grave.

When the billows dash,

And the signals flash,

And the thunder is on the gale

And the ocean is white

In its own wild light,

Deadly, and dismal, and Dale

When the lightning's blaze

Smites the seaman's gaze,

And the sea rolls in fire and foam.

And the surges' roar

Shakes the rocky shore

We hear the sea-knell come.

There 'neath the billow-

The sand their pillow

Ten thousand men lie low

:



And still their dirge

Is sung by the surge,

When the stormy night winds blow.

Sleep, warriors, sleep

On your pillow deep,

In peace for no mortal care,

No art can deceive,

No anguish heave

The heart theft once slumbers there.

—George Oroly.

XI

JOHN OF TOURS

John of Tours is back with peace,

But he comes home ill at ease.

" Good-morrow, mother.'' " Good-morrow, son.

Your wife has borne you a little one.

" Go now, mother, go before,

Make me a bed upon the floor

" Very low your foot must fall

That my wife hear not at all."

As it neared the midnight toll,

John of Tours gave up his soul.



" Tell me now, my mother my dear,

What's the crying that I hear

" Daughter, it's the children wake
Crying with their teeth that ache."

" Tell me though, my mother my dear.

What's the knocking that I hear?"

" Daughter, it s the carpenter

Meoding planks upon the stair,

" Tell me too, my mother my dear,

What's the singing that I hear " ?

" Daughter, it s the priests in rows

Going round about our house.'"

" Tell me then, my mother my dear,

What's the dress that I should wear "

" Daughter, any reds or blues,

But the black is most in use.''

" Nay, but say, my mother my dear,

Why do you fall weeping here

"

" Oh the truth must be said,

It's that Joim of Tours is dead."

I
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" Mother, let the sexton know

That the grave must be for two

" Ay, and still have room to spare,

For you must shut the baby there.

D. G. Bossetti.
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BROWNING'S LOVE POEMS

PORPHYRIAS LOVER

Monologue)

»
Lg

ihe rain set early m lo-n:i?ht
?

The sullen wind was soon awalce,

It tore the elm-tops down for spite,

And did its worst to vex the lake

:

I listened with heart fit to break

When glided in Porphyria straight

She shut the cold out and the storm,

And kneeled and made the cheerless grate

B-aze up, and all the cottage warm

Wliich done, she rose, and from her form

Withdrew the dripjnng cloak and shawl.

And laid her soiled glov?s Dy, untied

Her hat and et the damp hair fall.
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And, last, she sat down by my side

And called me. When no voice replied

She put my arm about her waist,

And made her smooth white shoulder 1 ar.

And all her yellow hair displaced,

And, stooping, lnade my cheek lie there,

And spread, o'er all, her yellow hair,

M

»
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——

set in = began—spite = malice, ill-will

.--Wheu glided in Porphyrta = And then P. came into

the room very quietly.—Her yellow hair. ^5 Browning

yellow

: 5

Murmuring how she loved me she

Too weak, for all h r heart's endeavour,

To set its struggling passion free

From pride and vainer ties dissever,

And give herself to me for ever.

c——

1

'
[ for=in spite of.—rainer ties

Wi«s'er)

; (

: ^



But passion sometimes would prevail,

Nor could to-night's gay feast restrain

A sudden thought of one so pale

For love of her, and all in vain

So, she was come through wind and rain.

*K

^
iltp. ^

to-uig!its gay feast

*
caprice

:.

Be sure I looked up at her eyes

Happy and proud at last I knew

Porphyria worshipped me surprise

Made my heart swell, and still it grew

While I debaiecl what to do.

1 hat moment she was mine, mine, fair,

Perfectly pure and good : I found

A thingr to (10 and all h hair

In one long yellow string I wothk!
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Three t'mcs her little throat around,

And straiig'e-.l her. No pain felt she

I aui quite sure she felt no pain.

As a shut bud that holds a bee,

I wanly oped her lids again

Laughed the blue eyes without a slain.

If ^ 3

»

—̂

5

] I am quite snre ^g "" psychological analysis

': 1 : warily = cautiously.
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g M
»

^
:

And I unti^htencd next the tress

About her neck her cheek once more

Blushed bright beneath m)' burning kiss

I propped her head up as before,

Only, tms time my shoulder bore

Her head, winch droops upon it still

The smiling res)' little head,

So jrlad it has its utmost wil',

That all it scorned at once is fled,

And I, its ove am gained instead

3

K



5

Bf^L

'
only, this time: as before

ecstasy)

happiness

gi" > death

S

1 kiss :
blushed bright), death

L(-

c Porphyria MS? love^ c death

•Porptiyna's love she guessed not how

Her darling one wish would be heard.

And thus we sit together now,
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And night long we have not stirred,

And yet God has not said a word

^

'

She guessed not how……

5 , thus we sit together

&

love

" God has said a word " Browning

1836 Browning "The Monthly Repository "

"Dramatic Lyrics "

Browning - "Johannes Agricola

in Meditation " Cells head-

ing

M II

^^
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abnormal sexual psychology

Sadism TO ' (
Lustmord) 5

o

Oscar Wilde "Ballad of Read-

ing Goal"^g .
Yet each man kills the thing he loves,

By each let this be heard,

Some do it with a bitter look,

Some with a flattering word,

The coward does it with a kiss,

This brave man with a sword.

V

wii

^^
>

Hauptmann "Vor

Sonnenaufgan« "



Hekne " '

(So mit dir sterben )

Browning

death

Time, Space

Death

LOVE AMONG THE RUINS

Browning

Campagna

"Love is best"

Browning love-poems

.
; Pre-Raphaelite Burne-

Jones : 1873 • 1893

Burne-

Jones impressive

Burnes-

Jones Browning

^
—

Sic transit gloria mundi
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(Thus the glory of the world passes away),
Thomas a Kempis De Imitatione Christi( f

:^If j ; -'

Browning :

t

: I^
Browning # love-scene

ephemeral . love

(permanency) > (stadium)!It

Browning

love-scene background : con-

trast : *^

Browning ^ "Men

and Women"

1

855
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^
trochaic metre line

Unes shorter lines "trlfc

Donne

Browning K
rime echo-

word smiles miles and

miles sheep, Halt-asleep stop, as they crop

short line echo .
Poe

bell The bells (1849)

Hear tne sledges with the bells

Silver bells

What a world of merriment their melody foretells

* * *

Hear the mellow wedding bells,

Golden bells

# #

Hear the loud alarum bells

Brazen bells

Victor

Hugo lines E5k^

•

" II part, et Madame Isabelle

Belle,
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Dit gaiemcnt du haut des rampaits

:

' Pars

Tous es chasseurs sont dans la plaine,

Pleine

D'ardents seigneurs, de sfenechaux

Chauds ,

Hugo, La Cbasse du Burgrave.

Browning echo

(sheep-bells) onomatopoeia (
cadence

Wylic( ^ 3

word-nmsic ear ^
: 5

When the qvuet-coloured end of evening smiles,

Miles and miles

On the solitary pastures where our sheep

Half-asleep

Tinkle homeward thro* the twilight, stray or stop

As they crop

~

Was the site once of a city great ana gay,

(So they say)

Of our country's very capital, its prince
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Ages since

Held his court in, gathered councils, wielding far

Peace or war.

(

^^

(

^
ft tinkle: make sharp sounds by the she?p-bells.

( -^, stray = go out of the way, rove. Was the

site was Where :Ml site-

place, position great and gay g *S stray

or stop st capital- vh;cli

in which its prince held his court ages sittcQ

wielding^ managing or controlling- far far and wide

m- -

-

Gray Elegy written in
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a Country Churchyard 0 ^ ;.^ it Parallelism

contrast

dash

the first six lines

six lines antithesis (
impression lit

n
Now, the country does not even boast a tree

As you see,

To distinguish slopes of verdure, certain rills

From the hills

Intersect and give a name to, (else they run

Into one)

Where the domed and daring palace shot its spires

Up like fires

O'er the hundred-gated circuit of a wall

Bounding all,

Made of marble, men might march on nor be pressed,

Twelve abreast.

(



)

to dkthigiiish slopes of verdure

certain rills, etc.

which supply slopes of verdure which

certain rills intersect and to which they give a name.

else = if it were not for the riJls (brooks) jt

R domed: furnished with

a dorae, a cupola. daring — shot its spires

circuit = circumference inclosure.

- 1 ndred-gated: Homer

Troy Boumlingall

a wall made of marble, etc.

which supp y "a wall on which men might march "

on " " go on

adverb on

—nor be pressed = without being pressed.—abreast = side by



side. : ::: ^
^

in

Ana such plenty and periection, see, or grass

Never was

Such a carpet as, this summer-time, o'erspreads

And embeds

Every vestige of the city, guessed alone,

Stock or stone

~

Where a multitude of men breathed joy and woe

Long ago

Lust of glory pricked their hearts u|), dreaa of

shame

Struck them tame

And that glory and that shame alike, the gold

Bought and sold,

(
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Such a carpet, etc. predicate never was

3—embed - lay as in a bed conceal.—Every vesuge

stock or stone),

-guessed alone =

stock or stone - stock gray

and red bricks timber

every vestige Lust of glory = desire for

glory:dread of shaina

struck them tame = reduc-

ed them to submission at a stroke.

mm w
contrast

a touch of cynicism(
IV

Now, the smgle little turret that remains

On the plains,

By the caper overrooted, by the goura

Overscord,
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While the patching liorseleek's head of blossom \\Tnks

Through the chinks

Marks the basement whence a tower in ancient time

Sprang snblime,

And a burning ring, all round, the chariots traced

As they raced,

And the monarch and his minions and his dames

Viewed the games.

(
1

A

caper = the caper-bush.—gourd

overscore = overmark, draw lines over.—patching1

= adorning with patches.

Itta Burne-Jones
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chinks = small rents, fissures in a wall. Marks the

bas.ment marks turret. ;
basement basement = the lower story of a building.

--

whence basement > sprang

sublime) - biirniug ring marks object ring

chariot-race

ring ) stadium

burning all round trac-

ed modifier ^ minion = favourite,

V

And I know, while thus tne quiet-coloured eve

Smiles to leave

To their folding, all our many-tinkling fleece

In such peace,

And the slopes and rills in undistinguished grey

Melt awaj

That a girl with eager eyes and yellow hair

Waits me there

In the turret vh nee the charioteers caught soul

For the goal,

When the king looked, where she looks now,

breathless^ dninb

Till x come.

(
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——
*11

^ ^
)

I know that "I"

folding = an inclosure for sheep. fleece

-the flock of sheep.

figure of speech) metonymy

( "W" ^ many

tinkling, hyphen many sheep-bells

eager eyes

eager = keen, sharp—yellow hair

:

^ Browning yeknv hair

P. 61. Porphyria's Lover 1 . 20. .— charioteers

IE canght soul= plucked up

courage. soul energy
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[ ^:
the King looked she looks :

but he looked

IV

But he looked upon the citv, every siae,

Far and wide,

All the mountain stopped with temples, all the glades'

Colonnades,

All the causeyS; bridges, aqueducts, and then,

All the men

When I do come, she will speak not, she will stand,

Either hand

On my shoulder, pave her eyes the first embrace

Of my face,

Ere we rush, ere we extinguish si^ht and speech

Eaco on each.

m)^
« ]^ ——
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'
topped = covered on the top.—glades' edition

possessive ^:
—causey = causeway, a way raised above the ground

C7«iu«s). aqueducts, ruins o^g

^ [ ^
channel give her eyes, etc.

we rush), S
-extinguish sight and speech

:

"

" when I do come) love scene

love scene

suggestive Browning

details

Burne-Jones

:
If® sister-art
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In one year they sent a million fighters forth

South and North,

And they built their gods a brazen pillar hign

As the sky,

Yet reserved a thousand chariots in full force

Gold of course.

Oh heart oh blood that freezes, blood that burns

Earth's returns

For whole centuries of roily, noise and sin

Shut them in,

With their triumphs and their glories and the rest

Love is best

(
g

1 ——
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a brazen pillar = a column made of brass.

pillars chariots gods

ethical dative for their gods -Yet reserved

etc. chariots pillar «^
chariots VC Gold, of course chariots

S3i Of course there was plenty of gold, even though

a million men were sent to war in a single year.

b̂lood that freezes, etc.

shnt them in- triumphs and glories

:
ruins 3

Browning

Shelley

tate, nme. Occasion, chance and Charge, to these

All things are subject but eternal Love.

Browning Shelley

Love is best

" Love is best " dictum



Keats Ode to a Grecian rn

"Beauty is truth, truth beauty "

notes p. 128

EVELYN HOPE

Browning

monologue

:

love eternity

.

Browning philosophy

perfection

optimism :

Beautiiul Evelyn Hope is aead

Sit and watch by her side an hour.

That is her book-shelf, this her bed

she plucked that piece of geranium-Sower,

Beginning to die too, in the glass

Little has yet been changed, I think :

The shutters are shut, no light may pass
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Save two long rays through the hinge's

chink.

(
'

3( :

' l

iA] ^ Evelyn

i vlin sare = except, hinge's

chink:

»
geranium

ove rose lily

geranium

n
Sixteen vears old when she aied

Perhaps she haa scarcely heard my name

It was not her time to love : beside,

Her life had many a hope and aim,

Duties enough and little cares,

And now was quiet, now astir,

Till God's hand beckoned unawares,

——S5



And the sweet white brow is all of her.

(

little cares unawares

=

unexpectedly, astir = in motion, excited, brow all

of her -all that remains of her.

Browning

in

Is it too late then, tvelvn Hope?

What, your soul was pure and true,

The good stars met in your horoscope,

Made you of spirit, fire and dew

And, just because I was thrice as old

And our paths in the world diverged so

wide,

c-ach was naught to each, must I be told

We were fellow mortals, nought beside
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(

. -

g

:^
t

' 5—No, indeed

)
The good star

" influence " horoscope

astrology)

f spirit, Are and dew: "" four

original elements)

Pythagoras Aristotle

earth, water, fire, air {spirit us)

diverged:^ nanglit = nothing.

must I be told! what "( nought beside = and nothing

more.

IV

No indeed for God above

Is great to grant, as mighty to make,

And creates the love to reward the love :

——87



I claim you still, for my own love's sake

Delayed it may be for more lives yet,

Through worlds I shall traverse, not a few

Much is to learn, much to forget

Ere the time be come for taking you.

(

5

great grant, mighty moke alliteration

( Through worlds

[ Browning metempsy-

chosis transmigration of soul

Pato "Symposium"

love

love

union

Browning PJatonism

"Christina" C



Doubt you if, in some such moment,

As she fixed me, she felt clearly,

Ages past the soul existed,

Here an age't is resting merely,

And hence fleets again for ages,

While the true end, sole and single,

It stops here for is, this love-way,

With some other sou to mingle?

" Christina V.

(
e

^
©

V

But tlie time will come, at last it will,

When, Evelyn Hope, what meant (I shall

say)

In the lower earth, in the years long still,

That body and son I so pure and gav r

Why your hair was amber, I shall divine,

And your mouth of your own geranium's

red

And wliat you would do with me, in fine,

-

~
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In the new life come in the old one's

stead.

( )

I shall say)

: 5

TO -
V

;

when relative adverb the time when

it will, it the time

punctuation ' quotation marks

When, " Evelyn Hope, what meant," I shall say.

I shall divine '

meant body and soul divin«=

understand, make out. Why your hair, etc fe

Plat_

onic in fine = finally, in conclusion, the new lire

come, etc. = the new life which comes in place of the old life.

reward



VI

I have lived (I shall sav) so much since then,

Given up myself so man)' times,

Gained me the gains of various men,

Ransacked the ages, spoiled the climes

Yet one thing, one, in my soul's full scope,

Either I missed or itself mis ed me

:

And I want and find you, Evelyn Hope

What is the issue let us see

( )•

love)
'

] given up myself spoiled:
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climes: [J

scope whole range. Z5sue = result, consequence.

VII

I loved you, Evelyn, all the while

My heart seemed ruil as it could hold

There was place and to spare for the frank young

smile,

And the red young mouth, and the hair s

young gold.

So, hush, I will give you tms leaf to keep

:

See, I ^hut it inside the sweet cold hand

There, that is our secret : go to sleep

:

You will wake, and remember, and un-

derstand.

(
5 '

: ^

( ) '

^

c
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all the while:

full as=as full as. ^^ :
and to spare enough and to spare

-

place room ()
love

inner life IS

P. 56 Browning "A

Tale" ) leaf: geranium hush:

g There: ""
There, you see.

Browning Success in failure j»

:
E*

:
" Evely Hope" Arthur Symons

;
It is one of Browning's sweetest, simplest and most pathetic

pieces, and embodies, in a concrete form, one of his deepest

convictions.— Symons, An Introduction to the Study of Browning,

p. 122.

Words-

worth "To a Highland Girl"
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I wf.uld have

Some claim upon thee, if I could,

Though but of common neighborhood.

What joy to hear thee, and to see

Thy elder Brother I avouIc! be,

Thy Father anything to thee

Browning ^
Wordsworth

Browning

SUMMUM B0NUM

Latin the

highest good or the ultimate ideal)

question

« *K^'

Browning "the kiss

of one girl"

Browning " Asolando "

Italy ^
1

Browning



" "
mh

All the breath and the bloom of the year in the

bag of one bee

:

All the wonder and wealth of the mine in

the heart of one gem :

In the core of one pearl all the shade and the

shine of the sea

:

Breath and bloom, shade and shine, wonder,

wealth, and how far above them

Truth, that's brighter than gem.

Trust, that's purer than pearl,

Brightest truth, purest trust in the universe~all

were for me

In the kiss of one girl.

(

(
'
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^^
"Love among the Ruins" "Love is best"

• ——core——

(above them) truth truth

M kiss

concentration

^^ gem effect in-

tensity

^11 (climax)

honey gem, pearl

"In the kiss of one girl"



n

YEATS'S LYRICS

The Celtic Renaissance the Irish Liter-

ary Movement Celt tffll

" " )—
William Butler Yeats (1865

-
SHI Yeats '

lyric poet

"Poems" (1895)" "The Wind Among

the Reeds" ( 1899)

lyrics :

THE LAKE ISLE OF INNISFREE.

Yeats anthology

;
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spiritual nostalgia)

(homesickness) London^
Innisfree Jnnis Gaelic)

sheltered valley P. 245 Mil

—— ""
Yeats !K

Ireland Dublin

P Sligo -'

" John Sherman "

Sligo

Yeats

Katharine Tynan Innis-

free

:

" Any breath or Ireland in this hateful London, vvnere vou

cannot go five paces without seeing some wretched object

broken either by wealth or poverty, is good "

"
It is pleasant to think that this letter will go away out of

this horrid London, and get to the fields, and rattle along in

the liasket from Clondalkin to Whitehall. I wish I could

fold myself up and go in it. A ghost, you know, can lude

9S——



in a diamond or any snch thing. I suppose the buds are ali

coming out with you. Here there is snow on the ground."^ Yeats

:

I will arise and now, and e-o to Inmstree,

And a small cabin build there, of clay and wattles

made

Nine bean rows will I have there, a hive for the

honey bee,

And live alone in the bee-loud glade.

m
£

—^
i:

go now: ^ now

cabin = small rude dwelling I will build a

small cabin wa"^

wattle and daub construction ^» glade = clear

^pen space or passage between forest trees.
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Anci I shall have some peace there, for peace

comes dropping slow.

Dropp ng from the veils of the morning to where

the cricket sings

There midnight's all a glimmer, and noon a pur-

ple glow,

And evening full of the linnet's wings.

(

S

M:

r - Teils: veils of morning mist, midnight's = midnight

is.
^

*

* 8^1

m
I will arise and p-o now, for always night ana day

I hear lake water lapping with low sounds

by the shore

100



While I stand on the roadway, or on the pave-

ments gray,

I hear it in the deep heart's core.

(

:
lapping:

% Tennyson

I heard the ripple wasmnff m the reeus,

And the wild water lapping- on the crag.

Morte d'Arthui.

washing roadway:

:

^II -
Î will rise and go now :^M

LOVE-POEMS

Yeats

Yeate^^ :
delicate

——101



L

eternity

1H:

"Ephemera" (
Before us lies etermtv our souls

Are love, and a continual farewell.(
love poems farewell

immortality, eternity

THE WHITE BIRDS

(

I would that we were, mv beloved, white birds

on the foam of the sea

We tire of the flame of the meteor, before it

can fade and flee

And the flame of the blue star of twilight, bung

low on the rim of the sky,

Has awaked in our hearts, my beloved, a sadness

that may not die.

(

X02——



I 'flu(l = l wish, we: SB I and you

tle flame of the metoor

eter-

nal love the blue star : evening star

blue Jigl.t

rim = margin. Celt

(the very inmost voice of Celtic sadness

and of Celtic longing for infinite thiDgs) 'ft

II

A weariness conies from those dreamers, dew

dabbed, the lily and rose

Ah, dream not of them, my beloved, the flatne ot

the meteor that goes,

Or the flame of the blue star that lingers hung

low in the fall of the dew :

For I would we were changed to white birds on

the wandering foam : I and you

( ^

—— 103



] A weariness etc

dreamers the lily and rose dabbled = slightly

wet, moistened. them dreamers the

lily and rose. tJie flame of the meteor or the name oj the blue

star dream of lingers

m
I am haunted bv numberless islands, and many

a Danann shore,

Where Time would sureJy forget us, and Sorrow

come near us no more

Soon far from the rose and the lily, and fret of

the flames would we be,

Were we only white birds, my beloved, buoyed

out on the foam of the sea

( )

1



ir J?

"
Dannau in Irish mythology the Gods of Dana

Dana was the mother of all the ancient gods, haunted

Time would sorely forget

us j 3 fret of the flames : fret

notes, p. 140: Keats, Ode to a Nightingale) "vve would be far from fret of tlie flames

"

the flame of

the meteor ^:
white birds eternal life

spiritua' beings

:

Celt S Yeate "The

Wanderings of Oisin " The Land of the Heart's Desire "

"White Birds"

Yeats 1094 "Shadowy

Waters "( drama

Forgael " like

the froth of the ale ")

>
love (" imperishable fire")

Dectora sense
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eternal, spiritual ove c ^

"'hite birds Yeats

lyric dramatise "Shadowy Waters "

5

THE FALLING OF THE LEAVES

- '^

Autumn is over the long leaves that love us,
•

And over the mice in the barley sheaves

:

Yell<nv the leaves of the rowan above us,

And yellow the wet wild-strawberry leaves.

(
:

^

'

rowan mountain ash

roan-tree ^»

JOG



n
The hour of the waning of love has beset us.

And weary and worn are our sad souls

now

Let us part, ere the season of passion forget us,

With a kiss and a tear on thy drooping

brow.

(
t

12

[ the waning of lore wax and wane

wax

Let us part: a kiss and a tear

the season of passion

THE LOVER TELLS OF THE ROSE IN HIS HEART.

(
mysterious illusion

incarnation ( 5
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^
IS^L

; «
image

rose

:
rose

Yeats

AH things uncomely and broken, all things worn

out and old,

The cr\- of a child by the roadway, the creak of

a lumbering cart.

The heavy steps of the ploughman, splashing the

wintry mould,

Are wronging your image that blossoms a rose

in the deeps of my heart*

The wrong of unshapely things is a wrong too

great to be told

I hunger to build them anew and sit on a green

knoll apart,

ICS—
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With the earth and the sky and the water, remade,

like a casket of gold

For my dreams of your image that blossoms a

rose in the deeps of my heart.

(

^

9

'

—

^
«[ uncomely unpleasant to look at.

worn out: creak:

o lumbering = moving in clumsy blundering way. The

heavy steps etc (mould= loose earth

upper soil of cultivated land)

wronging:
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—— a wrou? too prroat to bn told:

linngr 1 !- anew = ayain, in a different

"ay. k"oll = small hill,

apart = independently remade: earth,

sky, water built anew

HE WISHES FOR THE CLOTHS OF HEAVEN

»
Haa I the heaven's embromered cloths,

Enwrought with golden an! silver light,

The blue and the dark cloths

Of night and light and the half light,

I would spread the cloths un !er your feet

:

But I, bein?r poor, have only my dreams

I have spread my dreams under your feet

Tread softly because you tread on my dreams.

(

&

s

.

;'

U0~



6

queen :
cloths

^
e dream (carpet) dream

; ;«. embr-

oidered cloths Emrrought

inwrought Wue

dim 'half light
'

twilight( U

dark ( = black) . sky 1

would if I could being poor

1 3, 2 4, 5 7 6 8

'

gem
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m
THE REALM OF FANCY

Keats

"The Realm of Fancy "

Ever let the tancy roam

Pleasure never is at home

:

At a touch sweet Pleasure meltelh,

Like to bubbles when rain pel teth

1 hen let winged Fancy wander

Through the thought still spread beyond her

Open wide the mind's cage-door,

She'll dart forth, and cloudward soar.

O sweet Fancy let her loose.

Keats Fancy L^

»

^
Keats ode D. G. Rossetti

The Blessed Damozel Poe The Raven

;. 5



ODE ON A GRECIAN URN

S

S

ilg ^(
Jchn Keats

(Hellenism) M
S "Ode on a Grecian Urn"

Romanticism

rtfl >

Chapman Homer

—

sonnet

Lempriere Bibliotheca Classic*(

' f^ Urn

^ ^
Holland House

^):
Piranesi
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Vasie OwM^a&ri 'I!'

Lord Elgin

British Museum CO^
.

Annals of the

Fine Arts !
C Ode Pindar

Cowley

"Cowleyan odes" ^^: . Horace

Carmina( songs)

ode " Horatian Odes Keate

ode ^
/' Edmund Gosse " English Odes"

ode " Any strain of enthusiastic

and exalted lyrical verse, directed to a fixed purpose, and

dealing progressively with one dignified theme." (5

»
Keats ileclamatory

quiet meditative

1U



-
Keats Ode

Nightingale We to Psyche,

To Autumn, Ode on Melancholy, Ode on Insolence

1819 ^
L Swinburne Enq/c'opaedia

BrUannica Keats Keats Odes^

g

highest among them we must rate his unequalled and

unrivalled odes. Of these perhaps the two nearest to absolute

perfection, to the triumphant achievement and accompusnment

of the very utmost beauty possible to human words, may be

that to Autumn and that on a Grecian Urn the most radiant,

fervent, and musical is that to a Nightingale the most pic-

torial and perhaps the tenderest in its ardour of passionate

fancy is that to Psyche the subtlest in sweetness of thought

and feeling is that on Melancholy. Greater lyrical poetry the

world may have seen than any that is in these lovelier it

surely has never seen, nor ever can it possibly see.

Grecian Urn^ stanza

ode J

iambic pentameter. ^ quatrain

sestet) rhymes 5

quatrain sestet sestet
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stanza ^
. Pan(

Tennyson

Um

'

„

1 hou still unravish'd bride of quietness

Thou foster-child of Silence and slow

lime,

Sylvan historian, who canst thus express

A flowery tale more sweetly than our

rhyme

What leaf-fringed legend haunts about thy shape

Of deities or mortals, or of both,

In Tempe or the dales of Arcady

What men or gods are these What maidens

loath What mad pursuit What

struggle to escape? That pipes and

timbrels That will ecstasy

lie—



(

p^
'

7^

I
,

!^ 7^ bride

of quietness)

« historian

Classic

"Time" ro-

mantic vision \

F 1S^S

Sylvan

g
W



— P :
Less-

ing Laokoon Space

Time Lessing

' exception

: moment

:

Matthew Arnold Lessing

Epilogue to Lessing's Laokoon)
Pan

Arcady

.̂ ;

5 -- ,

-

ode invocation

apostrophe(

His ©des open with no sweeping invocations, but with a

minor melody which at first seems hardly more audible than

118—



a thought. It is this tranquillity of tone and of mood that

allows Keats, unhurried by the clianging rush and flow of

the usual ode, to give in complete stanzas his clear and im-

mortal pictures.( H^ (5^: :

^

L

1. 3. Sylvan historian: sylvan () -5

leaf-fringedmm
Urn his-

torian 1. 4. rhyme poetry

metony-

my (>i0 1. 5. legend lego

=to read ' ' sometning to be read '

(1) (chronicles of the

saints) the Golden Legend (Legenda Aurea) -^
a romantic story from old

times) II

"" the inscription to be read on

a coat of arms, medal or coin Keats jit

1. 6, Of both. Pan

both 1. 7, Temp

a vale in Thessaly, celebrated by Greek poets on account of

its beautiful scenery. Arcady Arcadia (i Peloponnesus

——119



Virgil EdoglU!

Pan deus Arcadiae (Pan, god of Arcadia)

1. 8, these urn

1. 9, What mad pursuit

1. 10,

Pipes "Pan's pipes " ( tim-

brels tambourine

Standard ecstasy'
-

n
Heard melodies are sweet, but those unneara

Are sweeter therefore, ye soft pipes,

play on,

Not to the sensual ear, but, more endear'd,

Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone

:

Fair youth beneath the trees, thou canst not leave

Thy song, nor ever can those trees be

bare

Bold lover, never, never canst thou

kiss,

Though winning near the goal-yet
?
do not grieve

She cannot fade, though hast not thy bliss,

For ever wilt thou love, und she be fair

( m
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ffi

V

'^'
urn ^

impress

c >

If* ^
it^ ^

'^
urn vision)

suggest sugges-

tive power

——121



: vision

ft art life ideal reality contrast

.

kiss

kiss

.

—
, :ft

:
S

(disillu-

sionment) ^
®

122



2. 2, play on: continue to play. I. 3 sensnal ear:

-ear of sense, bodily ear. to the spirit 1

1. 4 ditties:

^ pipe object '1 (short simple songs)

Z. 5, leave:

I. 8, winning near

the goal : goal kiss

whming = attaining. :

^ - I. 9 thy bliss:

I 10, be fair := she will be fair.

Lafcadio Hearn <e Interpretations of Literature

"

Keats paraphrase^
Music heard bv the ear, however sweet it may be, is never

so sweet as music heard by the imagination only. Therefore

how delightful it is to fancy the melodies being played by

those old Greek flutes thousands of years ago grateful to

the soul is this soundless music. young man, standing

there for many, many centuries and you can never go away

But that does not make any difference to you because the

leaves of those trees never will fall. Young lover, for many,

many centuries you have been vainly trying to kiss that little

maiden and your lips are very close to her lips but they

will never touch, never Still, you must not be sorry there

——123



is a recompense. She will always be young, always beauti-

ful, through the thousands of years, and you will always love.

Such love is like the love of the immortals Human beauty

soon withers and passes, but never the beauty of the being

that you will love upon that vase.— Interpretation of LUeratxvrey

Vol. I. p. 184.

Ill

Ah
?
happv, happy boughs that cannot shed

Your leaves, nor ever bid the spring adieu

And happy melodist, unwearied,

For ever piping song for ever new

More happy love! more happy, happy love

For ever warm and still to be enjoy a,

For ever panting and for ever young

All brcatlring human passion far above,

That leaves a heart high sorrowful and

cloy'd,

A burning forehead, and a parcning

tongue.

(

12-i



«
^

I- 2, bid adieu = (cannot) bid farewell

The Spring can never be gone. I. 6, still constantly, per-

manently, panting= yearning ® I. 8,

hninan passion far above = passion far above human passion.

I. 9, That leaves etc : that human passion an-

tecedent = high-

sorrowfnl = full to the brim of sorrow. J ': cloyed

= satiated I. 10, parchiug= parched

Keats Sir Sidney Colvin

" The second and third stanzas express with perfect poetic

felicity and insight the vital differences between life, which

pays for its unique prerogative of reality by satiety and decay,

and art, which in forfeiting reality gains in exchange per-

125



mnnence of beauty, and the power to clmrm by imasrined

experiences even richer than the real." =Cohin Keats. Chap.

VII. p. 173. (
M

C?

) c

IV

Wno are these coming to the sacrifice

To what green altar, mysterious priest,

I'eadst thou that heifer lowing at the skies.

And all her silken flanks with garlands

drest

What little town by river or sea-shore
;

Or mountain-built with peaceful citadel,

Is emptied of its folk, this ])ious morn

And, little town, thy streets for evermore

Will silent be and not a soul to tell

Why thou art desolate, can e'er return.

(
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^ i

.

ig

:,

FT:

„ :
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C

c; BJ

':

I. 2, green altar:

mysterious priest ^,S ^ 1- 3, heifer

I. 4, silken smooth and glossy, flanks: B With

garlaud drest =decKed or adorned with garlands.

c I. 5, little town:

town urn Keats

1. 6, citadel:

1. 7, is emptied:

;
folk= people, pious morn:

I. 8, for evermore for ever

expression. I. 9, not a soul : not a man can ever return

(to the town) to tell why the town is emptied of the people.

: (desolate)

V

O Attic shape Fair attitude with orede

r marble men and maidens ovcrwrougnt,

With forest branches and the trodden weed
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Thou, silent form, dost tease us out of

thought

As doth Eternity : Cold Pastoral

When old age shall this generation waste,

Thou shalt remain, in midst of other

woe

Than ours, a friend to man, to whom thou say'st,

" Beauty is truth, truth beauty," that is all

Ye know on earth, and all ye neea to

know.

(

4 ^

J j

r
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] Athens Attica

:

-
Eternity

j&

Goethe

MarmorschSn, marmorkalt)'
r

r r

d̂ictum (



^stheticism

3

1ft|S

^Estheticism

o, the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood Rossetti

Rossetti—
Oscar Wilde

.
^i"

1

M ^
sententious

^ j

^ *

^li

;::
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3

form

I. 1 "apostrophe"

Atuc pertaning to Attica (Greece) or to its capital.

Athens Greek, fair attitede : pleasing appearance, brede =

braid. I, 2. overwrought = worked all over

with braid of. 1. 4, silent form urn

' ' tease the basis of the sense

of the word here is its earlier me aning of carding or comb-

ing a tangled mass, as of flax or wool the quiet beauty of

the old Greek vase smoothes the tangles out of our thoughts

and gently leads us away from worries and frets into a calmer

and higher mood, as the sense of eternity does. (Bronson's

English Poems TV. p. 558.) tease

';^1 thought

Eternity

Keats thought)

happiness :
Cf. Ode to a NigMingale I. 27 :

Where but to think is to be full of sorrow.

W. B. Yeats " Where There is Nothing "

Paul Ruttledge "We must

1

'



put out) thought, the waster of Life, as I put out this candle "

Gayley and

Young English Poetry : Its Principles and Progress p.

544. o"i of thought "The urn like

eternity exhausts our powers of thought "

o) I. 5, Cold Pastoral a pastoral, or rural poem, in

marble. "rn I. 8, Than ours-

than our woes. ^S

(other than - different from), a mend to man

um '

Tennyson The Palace oj Art

Keats echo "
" That Beauty, uood, and Knowledge are three

csisters

lhat doat upon each other, friends to man,

Living together under the same roof,

And never can be sunder d without tears."

(

' Beauty is truth, truth (is) beauty " 11. 9-

10 urn all that

K ats

"
I am certain of nothing but of the holiness of the heart's

——133



affections and the truth of imagination. What the imagina-

tion seizes as beauty must be truth—whether it existed before-

or not. " Keats in a letter to Bailey, Nov. 22 1817.

—— :

Yeats " A Drinking Song "

Wine love

\Vme comes m at the mouth,

And ove comes in at the eye

That's all we shall know for truth

Before we grow old and (lie,

I lift the glass to my mouth,

I Iook at you, and I sigh

ft ffl Keats that is all ye know etc.

ODE TO A NIGHTINGALE

Romanticism

Ode to a

Nightingale Keats—
fflf

Keats 1819 Charles Armitage Brown

134r



^ Nightingale

Nightingale^
II

,

Keats

K̂eats

Tom Fanny Brawne

Keats Nightingale

iambic pentametre trimetre( feet) ab ab cde cde

rhyme-scheme £

My heart aches, and a drowsv numbness pains

My sense, as though of hemlock I had

drunk,

Or emptied some dull opiate to the drains

One minute past, and Lethe-wards had

——735



'Tis not through envy of thy h appy lot.

But being too happy in the happiness,

That thou, Hght-wing6d Dryad at the

trees, ,

In some melodious plot

Of beechen green, and shadow numberless,

Singest of summer in full-throated ease.

(
'ifg

^

Hearn The first

effect 01 Deautiiul music is pleasure, perhaps mingled with

surpise but as the sound continues to affect the hearer, the

pleasure may grow to the intensity of pain. The first stanza

of this ode has for its subject such pleasure pain. Nothing
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is more mysterious than the effect of certain music upon the

senses. {Interpretations of Lilerature, vol. i. p. 192.)

/^: Nightingale

opia

' Keate

^5t emotional state "my sense "

^> Wtg sensuous

drowsy numbness pains

as though = as if. hemlock

as if I had drunk some hemlock.

of partake of, eat of emptied to the

drains: "to drink

to the dregs (or less)" Letliewards. Hades)

the

river of forgetfulness

7 •^ Ci. Milton, Paradise Lost i, 583: "Lethe, the river

of Oblivion." wards

towards Tisnot:it

lot: That happiness

Dryad: oak

Nightingale^^ shadows nnmberless I i

mi in Singest subject thou. Summer

«) full-throated ease •
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II

O, for a draught of vintage, that hath b^en

Cool'd a long age in the deep-delved earth

,

Tasting of Flora and the country-green.

Dance, and Prov^n^al song, and su n-burnt mirth

for a beaker full of the warm South,

Full of the true, the blushful Hippocrene,

With beaded bubbles winking at the brim

And purple stained mouth

Ihat I might drink, and leave the world unseen,

And with thee fade away into the forest dim. •

(

: -
Nightingale
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^m : t>

^ 5

^
ft tft^ :

Byron Shelly

Romantic poets ®
[ for vintage

wine, draught: Cooled a

long age etc: cellar) wine

old friend

old wine deep-

delyed Flora

: flora

fauna 3 Dance

farandole

Provencal: Troubadours

lli ove-song Pro-

vence Latin " provincia " , Gaul

(Roman province in Gaul = The Gallic

Province =The Province): beaker= cup, goblet. Sunburnt mirth

:

mirth mm)
B ti ^

transferred epithet the true
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Hippocrene Hippocrene "
"

(Pegasus) —
Helicon

nine Muses)

Castalian

spring Pierian spring ^ Keats

poetic inspriration )lnshfnl

red wine winking- twinkling. ^:
^ ' purple stained month beaker

That I might: that

in order that mween)

the forest dim

romance

in

r ade rar away, assove, and quite rorget

What thou among the leaves hast never known,

The weariness, the fever, and the fret

Here, where men sit and hear each other groan

Where palsy shakes a few, sad, last gray hairs,

Where youth grows pale, and spectre-thin, and

dies;

Where but to think is to be full of sorrow

And eaden»eyed despairs



Where Beauty cannot keep her lustrous eyes,

Or new Love pine at th* m beyond to-morrow.

(
^:

ia

[ M nightingale

;
fade far away fade away

I might fade dissolve

fret: Here where

"where" Here sit and hear,

etc:^ palsy shakes, etc:

yonth grows

pale: spectre-thin:
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winter-thin ( Keats

coin but to think, etc.

leaden-eyed

3 hope c Beauty

cannot keep. etc. ^ pine at

them "pine" cannot "them" lustrous eyes.

;

IV

Away away ror will fly to thee,

Not chariotea bv Bacchus and his pards,

But on the viewless win^s of Poesy,

Though the dull brain perplexes and retards

:

Already with thee tender is the night,

And haply the Queen-Moon is on her throne,

Cluster'd around by all her starry Fays

But here there is no light,

Save what from heaven is with the breezes blown

Through verdurous glooms and winding mossy

ways.

(
n'

•
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M

1 .

[] reality iS^^ ro-

mantic

Awaj Baechns

^ Bacchus tiger lynx Keats

" pards " (= leopards) Titian O " Bacchus

and Ariadne" L

wine -
nightingale Though the dnll

brain etc M ': >

Already rrith thee^ nightingale ^^
haply=by chance (happily )

. The Queen-Moon Shakespeare's Midsummer

Night's Dream Queen Titania fairies 1 > >

fairies Clustered around

= surroundea.

Fays fairies. Proserpina Titania

Cammon song
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The fairy-queen Proserpina

Will send abroad her fairies every one.

But here: nightingale

save what. etc. = except that light which is blown

from heaven with the breezes. f'
V

I cannot see what flowers are at m\ feet,

Nor what soft incense hangs upon the boughs,

But, in embalmed darkness, guess each sweet

Where with the seasonable month endows

\ he grass, the thicket, and the fruit-tree wild

White hawthorne, and the pastoral eglantine

Fast-fading violets cover'd up in leaves

And mid-May's eldest child,

lhe coming musk-rose, full of dewy wine,

lhe inurmurous haunt of flies on summer eves*

(

;

'
3S
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HI^
'̂

3

r viewless wings of Poesy

(flight of imagination) Keats

I cannot see

guess Keats

sensuousness ( i>— t

embalmed = scented. balsamum (the fragrant

gum of the balsam tree) ' where = with which

"sweet" qualify the seasonable month:

May. eglantine = sweet brier.

pastoral poetry)

WMlo dog-rose Midsummer Night's Dream

II. i. Oberon

vVhere oxlips and the noddmp- violet grows,

Quiteover-canopied with lascious woodbine,

With sweet musk-roses ana with eglantine.

mid-May's eldest child musk-rose opposition

May coming:

musk-rose. musk ^" imirmm'ons

haunt m, n, s

flies flying insects

haunt

VI

Darkling I listen and for many a time
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I have been half in love with easeful Death,

Call'd him soft names in many a mused rhyme,

To take into the air my quiet breath

Now more than ever seems it rich to die,

To cease upon the midnight with no pain,

While thou are pouring forth thy soul

abroad

In such an ecstasy

Still wouldst thou sing, and I have ears in vain

To thy hi^h requiem become a sod.

(

1

[ J^
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poetic fancy Keats

" Now I am never alone without reioiang that there

is such a tning as death, witout placing my ultimate

in the glory of dying for a great human purpose.

Perhaps if my affairs were in a different state, I should

not have written the above~you shall jr.dge : I have

two brothers one is driven, by the ' burden of society',

to America the other, with an exquisite love of life,

is in a lingering state."—Keats's letter to Bailey, June

10 181&

Darkling = (a(iv.) dimly, in the dark. Milton

lit King Lear I. iv. 240, Midsummer

Night's Dream II. ii. 86 half in love:

called him soft names: .

J

mused rhyme ^meditated song.

take into the air= receive back into the air whence it

came. u
called to take ,y more than erer

o rich -perfectly blissful, seems it "it" ( it seems

to cease to cease with no pain = BR

Pouring forth: in

sach au ecstasy -i it to cease

( to breathe my last into the nocturnal air
7
to pour forth

my soul into the night of death, while the b'rd is pouring

its soul forth in song. ha ve ears in rain = cannot hear.
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regttiem: rest

Roman catholic hymn

2 Heguiem aeternam dona els.^ Domine.

=

"Give eternal rest to them, Lord."

"dirge" dirige (direct )
hymn to become a sod to:

" sod sward. '"

S

"to" (i deaf or insensible

to

VII

Thou wast not born for death immortal bird

No hungry generations tread thee down

1 he voice I hear this passing mght was heard

In ancient days by emperor and clown :

Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for home,

She stood in tears amid the alien corn

The same that oft-times hath

Charm'd magic casements, opening on the foam

Of perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn.

(
\

^
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^
«1

fll' S

'
"Still wouldst thou sing"

Romanticism itself

immortal mortality

stanza

: Mediaevalism

born for death= mortal.

hungry generations

Forman Dante

Din'n« Comedy "Inferno" Dantesque

hungry generations "

Hearn In-

terpretations of Literature, Vol I. p. 198 No

hungry generations (devouring Time) shall silence your voice

c
emperor and clown clown

fool( jester) peasant

self-same ' the very same

soi-meme c found a path through =
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Rnth: Old Testament The Book of Ruth

Keats Moab

Israel ^ Naomi

alien corn'' ( = wheat an barley in the land of strangers)^ hath charm'd inagie-

casements .... _y Romantic imagination

" charmed " (i delighted, gave pleasure to fairyland

Nightingale

ffJ: Dcnvner "We

read the words and .seem to behold, in high romance, the

shadowy enchanter's castle in a kingdom by the sea, the

lonely tower of which encloses an imprisoned princess, held

in duress and when the rich full note of the nightingale

breaks upon the captive car, she throws open her window to

listen and to look out over the wild waves for the ship that

shall bring tlie knight of her deliverence."

Perilous : lit; - romances adventure scene

opening on:

"on" ... forlorn:^ verloren (lost)

deserted, abandoned) c

: ;it forlorn :
lit forlorn
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inM mediaeval tales emo-

tional effect "forlorn"

ft

transition

c

" forlorn" Piof.

Winchester " Principles of Literary Criticism " p. 217

"
It might be difficult to define clearly to the intelligence

the meaning of forlorn here." itfc—

vm
Forlorn the very word is like a bell

To toll me back from thee to my sole self!

Adieu the fancy cannot cheat so well

As she is famed to do, deceiving elf,

Adieu Adieu the plaintive anthem fades

Past the near meadows, over the still stream,

Up the hill-side and now tis buried deep

In the next val!ey-gades :

Was it vision, or a waking dream

:

Flea s that music Do I wake or sleep ?

(
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SB" '

[ Pygmalion

Keats "for-

lorn"

pell-bound

« reality

nightingale

^: Keats Endynii'n

Boek ii

" Tne journev homeward to habitual selr
"

forlorn: 1315 fro:orn

forlorn deserted sad

;
1) sense 2) sound musical

element forlorn sense

sound forlorn sense sound

forlorn

-2



'
:t

Keats toll me

back:

my sole self: self= a sprite, a

kind of fairy. Adieu : nightingale ;K plaintive

anthem 4n Brooke

ygf " Keats and the nightingale are one it la

his soul that sings in the bird, his music that passes away

over the hill. Into nature has now penetrated the tragedy

of man." - Stopford A. Brooke, Studies in Poetry P. 213.

waking dream

Cf. Coleridge, Love

Oft m my waKme- dreams do I

Live o'er again that happy hour.

Stanza VII ' Grecian Urn

" When old age shall this generation waste,

Thou shalt remain "

*

'
Keate Odes

:
symbol

eternity

—— reality impossible
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: ith

ode Roiiiamicist

stanza : nightingale

< o despair waking dream

'
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IV

STEVENSON'S " A CHILD'S GARDEN

OF VERSES "

Stevenson^
: ifeff

Stevenson man-

nerism .

Robert Louis Stevenson

: Romance-writer

" Yirginibus Puerisque "( ' To Girls and

Boys Horace )
* essayist

'
Stevenson ;

k

"Songs of

Travel," "Ballads" "A Child's Garden of Verses "
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1885

form :

:

Dr. Sully

psychological study

»^
dramatise Aife

f|^

r:

*

THE LAND OF COUNTERPANE

Sully

5
" This stronger movement and wider range ot im-
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agination in children's pastime is explained by the cha-

racteristic and fundamental impulse of play, the desire

to be something, to act a part The child-adventurer,

as he personates Robinson Crusoe or other hero, steps

out of his every-day self and so out of his every-day

world. In realising Ins part he virtually transforms

his surroundings, since they take on the look and mean-

ing which the part assigns to them. This i - prettily

illustrated in one of Mr. Stevenson's child-songs. ' The

Land of Counterpane,' in which a sick child describes

the various transformations of the bed scene'~James
Sully, STUDIES OF CHILDHOOD, Chap. II. P. 36.

(…
lit ^» ^

Robinson Crusoe

Stevenson

Stevenson

imagination

octosyllabic couplet
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iambus()
iambic tetrameter

When I was siok and iav a-bea

I had two pillows at my head,

And all my* toys beside me lay

To keep me bappy all the day.

And sometimes for an liour or so

I watched my leaden soldiers go

With different uniforms and drills,

Among the bed-clothes, through the hills

hills folds

And sometimes sent my ships m fleets

All up and down among the sheets

Or brought my trees and houses out,

And planted cities all about.

up and down from one place to another

It was the giant great and still

That sits upon the pillow-hill,

U8



And sees before him, dale and plain.

The pleasant land of counterpane.

i

n

MY SHADOW

I have a httlc shadow that goes m and out with

me.

Vnd what can be the use of him is more than I

can see.

He is very, very like me from the heeis up to the

head

Ana I see him jump before me, when I jump into

my bed.

:(i

1 he funniest thm' about him is tne wav he like?

to grow

—

—— 159



Not at all like proper children, which is always

very slow

For he sometimes shoots up taller like an india

rubber ball,

And he sometimes gets so little that there's none

of him at all.

5

^tU'

'

which is always very slow

He hasn't got a notion of how cniidren ought to

play,

And can only make a fool of me in every sort of

way.

He stays so close beside me, he's a coward you

can see

d think shame to stick to nursie as that shadow

sticks to me

;6
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rd think shame to stick to nursie etc. ^^ '
:

, 5 nursie nurse diminutive

'endearment () birdie, lassie, Will (William)

One morning, verv early, berore the sun was up,

I rose and found the shining dew on every buttercup;

But my lazy little shadow, like an arrant sleepy-

head,

Had stayed at home behind me and was fast asleep

in bed.

'
buttercup crow-

foot( 5 kinguep arrant

^-
head^^ dullard(
K humour
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in

quatrain (

LOOKPNG FORWARD

When am grown to man's estate,

I shall De very proud and great,

And tell the other girls and boys,

Not to meddle with my toys.

(
^51

estate to meddle with

IV

MY BED IS A BOAT

My bed is like a little boat;

Nurse helps me in when I embark

She girds me in my sailor's coat

And starts me in the dark.

«&^ :



helps me m:

At night I tro on board and say

Good-night to all my mends on shore

I shut my eyes and sail away

And see and hear no more.

H^L

And sometimes thmps to bed I take,

As prudent sailors have to ao

:

Perhaps a slice of weddincr-cakc,

Perhaps a toy or two,

weddinpcake

M ffl

All night across the dark we steer :

But when the day returns at last,

Safe in my room beside the pier,

I find my vessel fast.^it

: ^^
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Stevenson

Walter de la Mare "Songs of

Childhood" (1902), "Peacock Pie" (1913)? wonder aspira-

tion humour imagination I jit

- af-

fectation trick
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V

HENLEY'S " IN HOSPITAL

(
5-̂

amputation ^&

^ t

«
William Ernest Henley (1840-1903) ft

"In Hospital"

Henley^
Henley 1ftffi journalist
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Rondel Rondeau Ballade, Villanelle

5

saga "The Song of the Sword"

epic

"For England's Sake'

^#

"In Hospital"

Henley revolt

Victoria Tennyson

I®

:
Henley

realistic

Kipling

democratic

prosaic realistic J. Masefield

Kipling Henley

Hen-

ley immediate experience'
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Henley ^
Edinburgh Pro-

fessor Joseph Lister

O King's College ii^ baronet

surgery Lister

^ (antiseptic treatment)

: ' :
© Henley

Lister

13
Henley Edinburgh Lister

Henley

(ward)

"In Hospital "

Cornhill Magazine

Leslie Stephen : Henley ;^I®

Stephen R. L. Stevenson

Stevenson Henley

"In Hospital"
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The morning mists haunt the stony street

The northern summer air is shri and cold

And lo, the Hospital, grey, quiet, old,

Where Life and Death like friendly chaff rers meet.

Tlro the oud spaciousness and draughty gloom

A small, strange child so aeed yet so younp*

Her little arm besplinted and bcslung,

Precedes me gravely to the waitinir-room.

I limp behind, my confidence all ^one.

The grey-haired soldier-porter waves me on,

And on I crawl, and my spirits fail

:

A tragic meanness seems so to environ

These corridors and stairs of stone and iron,

Cold, naked, clean ha If-workhouse and halr-jail.

(
&

M —— ——

^
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——

The northern summer air Edinburgh

Life and Death

loud spacionsness loud

draughty

drafty '
draff draffy '^

nasty) ; besplinted

and beslnng splint, sling prefix &e P

splint confidence

gone: g wave on

spirits out of spirits

workhouse

'
—

impressionistic

Henley Wait"

ing)

One has a probe it feels to me a crowbar.

A small boy sniffs and shudders after bluestone.

A poor old tramp explains his poor old ulcers.

•Life is (I think) a Dlunder and a shame.
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(— . fttl

^
probe Sonde( sound)

!^ crowbar rf

>

bhmder Jft

chloroform ether

Henley

"Operation"

OPERATION

You are carried in a basket,

Like a carcase from the shambles,

To the theatre, a cockpit

Where they stretch you on a table.

lhen they bid you close your eyelids,

And they mask you with a napkin,

And the ansesthetic reaches

170



Hot and subtle through your being.

And you gasp and reel and shudder

In a rushing, swaying rapture,

While the voices at your elbow

Fade receding fainter farther.

Lights about you shower and tumble,

And your blood seems crystallising

Edged and vibrant, yet within you

Racked and hurried back and forward.

Then the lights grow fast and furious,

And you bear a noise of waters,

And you wrestle, blind and dizzy,

In an agony of effort,

Till a sudden lull accepts you

,

And you sound an utter darkness

And awaken with a struggle

On a hushed, attentive audience.

(

1
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—— —— -

…… ……^
[ basket J: basket-carriage.- shr.mbles

theatre Edged and

Tibrant blood fast firm, fixed

you sound ...... sound
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on hashed audience ft on direction

The door opens on the road

realistic

physical pain

© "Discharged" (

: i!K ^
-

Henley

DISCHARGED

Carry me out

Into the wind and the sunshine,

Into the beautiful world.

0 the wonder, the spell of the streets

The stature add strength of the horses,

1 he rustle and echo of footfalls,

The flat roar and rattle of wheels

A swift tram floats hup*e on us

It's a dream

1 he smell of the mud in my nostrils

Blows brave like a breath of the sea

As of old,

Ambulant, undulant drapery,

——173



Vaguely and strangely provocative,

Flutters and beckons. 0 yonder

Is it? the gleam of a stocking

Suaden, a spire

Wedged in the mist
, 0, the houses,

The long lines of lofty, grey houses,

Cross-hatched with shadow and light

These are the streets

Each is an avenue leading

Whither I will

Free

Dizzy, hysterical, faint,

I sit, and the carriage rolls on with me

Into the wonderrul world.

(

;'

…
—— o
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?——^
……

o

.•

…

;K<'

(stature) : t

The smell of the mud impressionistic

suggestive
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flat brave

—as of old drapery

strangely provocative

Is it?

edition Scarlet Wedged

crosshatched ^+
-Free ……

;^S
Tennyson Victoria tradition
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VI

TWO SHORT POEMS BY POE

TO HELEN

Decadence Edgar Allan Poe

"An-

nabel Lee " " The Raven " essays, prose-

poems

Poe c

Poe

Symbolist Stephane Mallarme

Baudelaire

Histoires Extraordinaires. Par Edgar Poe. Traduction de

C. Baudelaire. Paris, Milchel Levy freres 1856.

Histoires Grotesques et Seneuses. Par E. Poe. Traduites par

Baudelaire Paris, Michel Levy ireres 1865.
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Le Corbeau d'Edgar Poe. Traduction fran^aise de Stephane

Mallarme (en prose,) avec illustrations d'Edouard Manet.

Paris, Leon Vanier 1887.

Les Poemes d'Edgar PQe. Traduction en prose de S. Mal-

larme, avec Portrait et Fleuron par E. Manet. Bruxelles. 1888.

Poe : Baltimore

:
'

©
Stedman Woodberry

^^ (1895 Chicago ^:
Bau-

delaire Poe

n " un amour msatiaDle du Beau, qui avait pris la

puissance d'une passion morbide " 3

Poe

Tennyson :
Catullus Heine

Poe

»
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"To Helen" B

m
Helen, thy beauty is to me

Like those Nicean barks of yore,

That gently, o'er a perfumed sea,

The weary, wayworn wanderer bore

To him own native shore.

On desperate seas long wont to roam,

1 hy hyacinth hair, thy classic face,

Thy Naiad airs have brought me home

To the glory that was Greece,

Ana the grandeur that was Rome.

Lo in yon brilliant window niche,

How slatue-like I see thee stand,

The agate lamp within thy hand

Ah, Psyche, from the regions which

Are Holy Land

(

@ to '
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*

]
the regions which

are Holy Land)

t

' Xic6an barks

(1)
' Homer Uly?ses (or Ulixes.

Gk. Odysseus) ; Troy

Ithaca

. Phaeacian Ho-

mer's Odyssey XIII) Nic^an

Athene Nice

Parthenon

Phidias

ISO



2)

wanderer) Bacchus Jupiter

Juno

Pentheus Ovidius,

Metamorphoses III. 511-733)

Xysa Poe

II Nic an Nyseian

misspelling. Milton, Paradise Lost, IV, 1.275 '
Pee

Hyacinth hair: *
hyacinth Homer Ulysses

Milton

and livacmtinne ooks

Round from his parted forelock manly huug

Clustering, but not beneath his shoulders broad.

Paradise Lest IV, 301-303

a

Poe Tales " Ligeia " passage

the raven-black, the glossv, the luxuriant and

naturallycurling tresses, setting forth the full force of the

Homeric epithet ' hyacinth ine.'

"

Naiad
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Scott

And ne'er did urecian chisel trace

A Nymph, a Naiad or a Grace

Of finer form, or lovelier face.

The Lady of the Lake, Canto I. 18

:
desperate = extremely dangerous, wont to roam= accustomed

to wander, wont wohnen (dwell) classic

face: Naiad

5 graceful airs mien bring home = to

make personal, to prove. To the glory that

was Greece : it

Rome grandeur

Arthur Symons

"

'

The grandeur that was Rome' : that phrase of Poe's

sums up perfectly the impression which Rome, even now,

makes upon the observer." Cities p. 13.

' window niche

oriel window

Byron Chide Harold Waterloo
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Psyche Eros

Eros Aphrodite

Psyche

Apuleius Plato

Keats

Ode to Psyche. William Morris Earthly Paradise, Walter

Pater Marius the Epicurean

Shelley

lia

Keata '
Poe

Lowell Poe 5

There is a little dimness in the filling up, but the grace and

symmetry of the outline are. such as few poets ever attain.

There is a smack of ambrosia about it The melody

of the whole, too, is remarkable. It is not of that kind which

can be demonstrated arithmetically upon the tips of the fingers.

It is of that finer sort which the inner ear alone can estimate.

It seems simple, like a Greek column, because of its perfection.
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Helen

Poe

Helen Mrs. Whitman

" While at the academy in Eichmond, he one dav accom-

panied a schoolmate to his home, where he saw, for the first

time, Mrs. Helen Stannard, the mother of his young mend.

This lady, on entering the room, took his hands and spoke

some gentle and gracious words of welcome, which so pene-

trated the sensitive heart of the orphan boy as to deprive

him of the power of speech, and for a time almost of con-

ciousness itself. He returned liorae in a dream, with but one

thought, one hope in life to hear again the sweet and

gracious words that had made the desolate world so beautiful

to him, and filled his lonely heart with the oppression of a

new joy. This lady afterwards became the confidant of all

his boyish sorrows, and hers was the one redeeming influence

that saved and guided him in the earlier days of his turbulent

and passionate youth.M

( —
M
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"tfc 5

Poe

:
Poe

^? {5

" one idolatrous and purely ideal love" l

«

n

To F——

Beloved amid tne earnest woes

That crowd around my earthly path

(Drear path alas where erows

Not even one lonely rose)

My soul at least a solace hath

In dreams of thee, and therein knows

An Eden of bland repose.

And thus the memory is to me

1S5



Like some enchanted far-off isle

In some tumultuous sea

—

Some ocean throbbing far and free

With storms but where meanwhile

Serenest skies continually

Just o'er that one bright island smile.

(

•

] An Edeu of bland repose Eden

Bible Gen. ii. 15 Adam Eve

bland gentle smooth ^^
>Mfe drear)

— en'
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chanted far-off isle

charmed circle'

5

- some ocean

sea apposition throbbing

meanwhile

!II :

c Yeats "The Lover Tells

of the Rose in His Heart "

^
Poe

Poe

5

Poems of E. A. Poe By Killis Campbell, Associate Professor

of English in the University of Texas. (Ginn & Co. 1917)

E. A. Poe, How to Know Him. By C. Alphonso Smith,

Former E. A. Poe Professor of English in the University of

Virginia. (The Bobbs-Merrill Co. 1921)

Poe

--
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SONNETS

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Not if men's tongues and angels' all in one

Spake, might the word be said that might

speak Thee.

Steams, wmds, woods, flowers, fields, monntains,

yea the sea,

What power is in them all to praise the sun

His praise is this, he can be praised of none.

Man, woman, child, praise God for him but he

Exults not to be worshipped, but to be.

He is; and being, beholds his work well done.

All ]oy y
all glory, all sorrow, all strength, all mirth,

Are his : without liim, day were night on earth.

lime knows not his from time's own period.

All lutes, all harps, all viols, all flutes, all lyres,

Fall dumb before liim ere one string suspires.

AH stars are angels but the sun is God.

A. C. Swinburne.

Shakespeare
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S"inbnrae

sonnet gp iambic(
quatrain octave

tercet : Sestet

.
Swinburne it quatrain

abba, abba -% ' extreme and mean ' (
orthodox form sestet

cede"!

(

)

3

V——
3 ;K('

S

,
'

V

tt^

)
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withont him, day were ni^bt - but for him, day would

be night. - Time knows, etc. tell ij know i>

from distinguish 7ii« his period

;^
period All lutes,

all harps etc. ^
imrp '

violin flute lyre

; national instrument

lyric( ^
song

n
Sonnet Alfred Austin (1835-1913) Austin

Alfred Tennyson 1896 Poet Lau-

reate( R. Bridges

Tennyson

'the Little Alfred '— Sonnet

5

'
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UNSEASONABLE SNOWS

riie leaves have not yet jn'ne; then whv do ye come,

O white flakes falling from a (In sky cloud?

But yesterday my warden-plot was proud

With uncut sheaves of ripe ch^santhcmuin.

Some trees the winds have stripped; but look on some,

' Neath double load of snow and foliage bowed,

Unnatural Winter fashioning a shroud

For Autumn's burial ere its puse be numb.

Yet Nature plays not an inhuman part

:

In her, our own vicissitudes we trace.

Do we not cling to our accustomed place,

Though journeying Death have beckoned us to start?

And faded smiles oft linger in the face,

While grief's first flakes fall silent on the heart

Alfred Austin.
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dusky > gloomy stripped

line some

trees ( stripped object looli on some some

trees

' Neath beneath.- Uuiiatnral Winter unseasona-

ble

fasliioning a shrond

(shroud winding-sheet) ere its pulse be

uiimb i

- inhuman part

journeying Death

flakes snow-flakes

Sonnet line



LETTY'S GLOBE

Lord Tennyson

1

846

" Poems by Two Brothers " Charles

Charles Tennyson (b. 1808 d. 1879) Turner

Tennyson Turner Alfred

Alfred Charles

: ^
Sonnet

f&

Sonnet

" Small Tableaux " (1868)

M
anthology IE Sonnet

humour ^
vVhen il/etty had scarce pass'd her third glad vear,

And her young, artless words began to flow,

One day we gave the child a colour'd sphere

Of the wide earth, that she might mark and know,

By tint and outline, all its sea and land.

She patted all the world old empires ]ieep d

Between her baby fingers her soft hand

Was welcome at all frontiers. How ske leap'd,



And langh'd, and prattled in her world-wide bliss

But wlicn we turn'd her sweet unlearned eye

On our own isle, she raised a joyous cry,

" Oh yes, I see it, Letty's home is there

And, while she lnd, all England with a kiss,

Bright over Europe fell her golden hair.

(
:'

^

^:

1-1" "
: "sn

Letty— Lettice diminutive that

(4th line) in order that, world-wide bliss —

playful use On our own isle—
with a kiss-

ki^s
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IV

YOUTH'S ANTIPHONY

Ro??etti sonnet "The House of Life " fU:

Beowulf, Caedmon

sonnet

Shakespeare c "The House of Life "

Part I. Youth

and Change Part II. Change and Fate

" tnelve houses " "^
six houses 'ascendant" des-

cendant ' Rossetti : House

of life House of Health

House of Marriage House of Enemies AO)
Antiphony {anti, in return; phone, voice) :

': $1

" 1 love you, sweet, now can you ever learn

How much I love you : " " You I love even so,

And so I learn it." Sweet, you cannot know

How rair you are." " If iair e;.ougn to earn

Your love, so much is all my love's concern."

——m



" M.y love grows hourly, sweet." " Mine too

doth grow

Yet love seemed full so many hours ago

"

" Thus lovers speak till Kisses claim their turn.

All happy they to' whom such words as these

In youth have served for speech the whole day

long,

Hour after hour, remote from the world's throng,

Work, contest, fame, all life's confederate pleas,

What while Love breathed in sighs and silences

Through two blent souls one rapturous under-

song.

D. G. Rossetti.

(

J

>
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rfi

Sweet my dear; my love §^»

endearment even so just in the same manner.

My lore's concern—— ^
love seemed fall——

con-

federate pleas

urgent entreaties what

what does it matter(
what if, though conjunction '

elliptical sentence
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TENNYSON'S SWAN=SONG

CROSSING THE BAR

Tennyson ; Prof. Saintsbury

marvellous swan-song

^- 2 svan-song Cf. Shakes-

peare, Othello v . 2: I will play the swan ana aie in music,")

Tennyson "The

Silent Voices "

Tennyson - Memoir

" Crossing the Bar " was written in my father's eighty-first

year, on a day in October when we came from Aldworth to

Farringford. Before reaching Farringford he had the Moan-

ing of the Bar in his mind, and after dinner he showed me

this poem written out.

I said, " That is tlie crown of your life's work." He

answered, " It came in a moment." He explained the "Pilot"

as "that Divine and Unseen who is always guiding us."

A few days before my father's death he said to me: "Mind

m—



you put * Crossing the Bar ' at the end of all editions of my

poems. Alfred Lord Tennyson, J Memoir by his Son. Vol. II.

p. 366.

Memoir

Tennyson :

lucid ^ Bal-

lad balled quatrain

Bar

bar

bar terminus limit

Tennysen ; ' Imr

^:
bar Death (personify

Charon

3i Henry Van Dyke

Termyson

^ Death
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weird effect

euthanasia)

;
"fit

""" "

Tennyson

Henry Van Dyke

JNothing that Tennyson has ever written is more beautiful

in body and sou than Crossing the Bar. That is perfect poetry

simple even to the verge of austerity, yet rich with all the

suggestions of wide oceans and waning light and vesper bells;

easy to understand and full of music, yet opening inward to

a truth which has no words, and pointing onward to a vision

which transcends all forms it is a delight and consolation, a

song for mortal ears, and a prelude to the larger music of

immortality. " The Poetry of Tennyson." p. 276.

Sunset and evening stai,

And me clear call for jne

And may there be no moaning of the bar,
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When I put out to sea.

(

4

Bar :
Tennyson

one clear call— Death

"^ moani"g— Cf. "…

though the harbour-bar be moaning "—Charles ivingsley.

II

But such a tide as moving seems asleep,

Too full for sound and foam,

When that which drew from out the boundless deep

Turns again some.

(
s i

5

] tide simile Too full for sound

and foam-full tide : 7K

Cf.

' o "Smooth runs the water where

the brook is deep."—Shakespeare II Henry VI. Act iii. Sc.



I.) That lyhich drew from home

^M ^
1^

^
<lrew from = came from

m
Twilight and evening bell,

And after that the dark

And may there be no sadness of farewell,

When I embark.

(

, (evening bell or vesper bell),

1 2

IV

For tho from out our bourne of Time and Place

The flood may bear me far,

I hope to see my Pilot face to face

When have crost the bar.

(
5

:
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1 b(mrne~boundary ^^ A^fe

Time Space

finite c I hop? to see my Pilot

face to face~~

c Pilot

Tennyson

c

- Memoir

Henry Van Dyke

passage 1 John 3: 2 1 Cor. 13: 12

Cf. Browning, Old Pictures in Florence vii:

" Now that they see God face to face."

PftW Tennyson religious song

record

lumbia Record

A 1891 (Barnby Columbia Mixed Quartette).

Victor Record

74119 (Evan Williams)

17564 (Alan Turner)

lyrics musical element K SSL

4
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MISCELLANEOUS POEMS

THE NIGHT

Francis

William Bourdillon

Mr. F. W. Bourdillon died on

January 13th (1921) at the age of sixty -eight

L

simple ; gem

lne nignt has a thousand eyes

And the day but one,

Yet the light of the bright world dies

With the dying sun.

The mind has a thousand eyes,

And the heart but one

Yet the light of a whole life dies

When love is done.
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<
5

- love. love is done= is

finished) night mind heart

day word life

love

love imagery,
anthology

Bourdillon early

French romances

Bourdillon

Avmssin et Nicolelte : Pater The

Renaissance t^P notes bibliography,

glossary g
1S97 second edition

Macmillan & Co. Bourdillon

Bibliotheque Rationale

reproduce The Clarendon Press

allegory i?omcm
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dc la Hose lit Bourdillon authority

. the Bihliofrrai.hical Society ^
monograDh

ff:

R

pedantic^^ Bourdillon

U

5

n
Swinburne sontr —

SONG

Love laid bis sleepless heaa

On a tliorn—y rosy bed

And his eyes with tears were red.

And pale his lips as the dead.

(
J

4
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Love love (personify)

love Amor, Eros his

personify love c sleepless unable to

sleep -—Theory rosy bea : • 1 n'y point de

roses sans epines ' (No rose without a thorn)

l '
And fear and sorrow and scorn

Kept watch by his head forlorn,

Till the night was overworn,

And the world was merry with morn.

( )
3

tt^ •

forlorn desolate Anglo-Saxon/oWeosctn

past participle verliei'eu (to lose) past

participle verloren • overworu worn out.

the niaht Burton " Anatomy of Melancholy " 1 'The

night and darkness makes men sad ' 'L'

Milton melancholy night

daughter

;
.
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And Joy come up with the day,

And kissed Love's lips as lie lay.

And the watchers ghostly and gray

Sped from his pillow away.

(

^L^1

[ the watchers ghostly and gray watchers

fear, sorrow, scorn gray

symbol

And his eves as the dawn grew bnght,

And his lips waxed ruddy as light

:

Sorrow may reign for a night,

But day shall bring back delight.

(
>

] waxed ruddy wax to grow

iveaxen wachsen ruddy ^
bright
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flK: V Arthur

Symons

Aft c

THE SICK HEART

si civ heart, be at rest

Is there nothing that I can do

To quiet your crying in my breast

Will notnmg comfort yon r

" I am sick of a malady

There is but one tliingr can assuage

:

Cure me of youth, and, see,

1 will be wise in age

"

(
'

f : 1

heart : 3 Cure me of youth



'

-IV

THE ANGEL'S WHISPER

Samuel Lover '(1797-1868)

;
serious poems anthology^

A Babv was sleeping-, its mother was weeping,

For her husband was far on the wild ratiging

sea

And the tempest was swelling round the fisherman's

dwelling,

And she cried, " Dermot, darling, oh come back

to me."

(

^

[ Dermot husband

L
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Her beads while she ru"nbeir( the baby still

slumbered,

And smiled in her face as she bended the knee.

" Oh blessed be that warning, nv child, thy sleep

adorning,

For I know that the angels are whispering with

thee.

(^

4

Her beads while she numbered l inversion

while she numbered her beads beads rosary

Roman Catholics

to tell one's beads

'— that ivarning that warning which adorns thy

sleep angels baby warning

( warniug

previous notice ''

c

And while thev are keeping bright watch o'er thy

sleeping.

Oh, pray to them softly, my baby, with me

And say thou wouldst rather they'd watch o'ei

thy father.
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For I know that the angels are whispering with

thee.

(

^
[ wonldst wish

1 he dawn of the morning saw Dermot retnrnintr,

And the wife wept with joy her babe's father to

see

And closely caressing her child witli a blessintr,

Saia, [" I knew that the angels were whispering

with thee."

(

g .

V

SNOW-FLAKES

Longfellow- Snow-Flakes(
Out or the bosom of the air,

Out of the cloud-rolds of her garments shaken,



Over tlic woodlands brown and hare,

Over tlic harvest-fields forsaken,

Silent, and soft, and slow,

Deccnds the snow.

(

bosom——the interior.

i out of (t compound preposition { into

lier jrarments—— air ^
her Air. shaken out of bare——

harvest-fields L silent and

soft...snow.

Silent, Soft, Snow (alliteration)

Lven as our clotadv fancies take

Suddenly shape in some divine expression,

Even as the troubled heart doth make

In the white countenance confession,

The troubled sky reveals

The griet it feels.

(
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; ^
[' Even as in the same manner as fel

cloudy fancies —cloudy "
"^"" (indicating gloom)

take shape——
confession make object, it feels which

.

\ his is the poem of the air,

Slowly in silent syllables recorded

This is the secret of despair,

Long m its cloudy bosom hoarded,

Now whispered and revealed

To wood and field.

(

^^
its cloudy bosom—— hoarded^ e P$ «

-
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VI

PARROT

Coventry Patmore : M "The

Children's Garland from the Best Poels " (Macmillan's Golden

Treasury Series) ;S

c Thomas Campbell (1777

-1844)

Campbell

Sii Pat-

more Campbell

Campbell The

following incident, so strongly illustrating the power of memory

and association in the lower animals, is not a fiction. I

heard it many years ago in the Island of Mull, from the

family to whom the bird belonged.

The dee]) affections of the breast,

That Heaven to living thmgs imparts,

Are not exclusively possess'd

By human hearts.

(

exclusively with the exclusion of all others.
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^ .
A parrot, rrom the Spanish main,

FiHl young and early caged came o'er.

With bright wings, to the bleak domair

Of Mul la's shore.

('
Spanish main mainland of South America near

West Indies, belonging to Spain, full ycung' quite young.

the bleak domain Mulla's shore Scotland

the Hebrides i'
Mulla

C

'I o spicy groves where he haci won,

His piinnage of resplendent hue,

His native fruits, and skies, and sun,

He bade adieu.

(

spicy groves——
-' His plumage of. ..hue

—— He bade adien—bade bid

to bia adieu or farewell to= to leave to give salutations

2IS——



At parting. (i He bade adieu to spicy groves &c.

adieu, ( a Dieu ( = to God) I commend

you to God

For these he changed the smoke of turf,

A heathery land and misty sky,

And turned on rocks and raging surf

His golden eye.

(
i

For—— Exchange

I

bought the book for 25 sen.

the smoke of turf——turf peat(
Mull c Heathery land

^^ His goldeu eye turned direct

object ft

But petted in our climate cold,

He lived and chattered many a day

Until with age, from green and gold,

His wings grew gray

(
^
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At last when blind, and seeming dumb,

He scolded, laugh'd, and spoke no more,

A Spanish stranger chanced to come,

To Mulla's shore

( &'Ma
He hail'd the bira m Spanish speech,

The bird in Spanish speech replied

Flapped round the cage with joyous screech,

Dropt down, and died.

(
-

screech a harsh, sudden cry.

vn
THE MUSMEE

Daud-

et. Loti, Longfellow, Stevenson, Kipling

Lafcadio

Hearn Sir Edwin Arnold( 13»



M ilearn

M Arnold

Arnold b. June 10th. 1832) Oxford

Poona

1S61 ;
/£ (" Poems, Narrative and Lyrical "

Daily

Telegraph Stanley

' Daily

Telegraph

;
1904

» ^3

"Light of Asia" (1879 M
21§ "Japonica" (1891) " Adzuma " (1893

:
tTf : Hearn" Arnold

" HearnU
"Kotto"( Arnold dedicate

The Musmee has Drown velvet eves

Curtain'd witli satin, sleepily

219



You wonder if those lids would rise

The newest, strangest sight to see

But when she chatters, laughs and plays

Koto, biwa, or samisen,

No jewel gleams with brighter rays

Than flash from those dark ashes then.

(
'

S

" "

11^

^:
You wonder if those lids to see—

;K(' ^K

II if whether dark

lashes black evelashes.

rhe Musmee nas a small brown race,

"Musk-melon seed " its perfect shape

Jetty arch'd eyebrows nose to grace

The rosy mouth beneath a nape,

And neck, and chin, and smooth, soft cheeks

Carv d out of sun-bnrn'd ivory,

With teeth, which, when she smiles or sj>eaks,

Pearl merchant might come leagues to see

( )""
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fci §i

g
] Mu<k-melon seed—musk-melon '

SIA c

The Musmee's hair could teach the night

How grow dark, the raven's wing

How to seem ebon Grand the sight

When, in rich masses, toweriag,

She builds each high black-marble coil.

And binds the p-old jind scarlet in

And thrusts, triumphant, through the toil

1 he Kanzushi, her jewell'd pin.

( m)""
1^^ ^S

The MnsmeeN hair etc^
; Exoticism(
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The Musinee has wee, faultless feet,

With snow-white tabi trimly deck'd

Which patter down the city street

In short steps, slow and circumspect;

A velvet string between her toes

Holds to its place th
y

unwilling shoe

:

Pretty and pigeon-like she goes,

And on her head a hood of blue.

( -

""

' fiiultless—free from blemish, trimly deckW—jt

trimly decked with snow white tabi. (f

>

decked feet ' past participle

which antecedent feet Circumspect—

circum = about; specere = to look.

" """
Hold to its place th' un^villing shoe—th ? ( the

(unwilling)

rhe Musmee wears a won rous dress

Kimono, obi, imoji

222——



A rose-hush in S])ring loveliness

Is not more (oor-glad to see

Her girdle holds her silver pipe,

And Vicavv swing her long silk sleeves

\vith cakes, love- letters, mikan npe,

Small change, musk-bag, and writing-leaves.

("" —— ——^
tg

] imoji—
petticoat

Small change—small coin.

The Musmce's heart is slow to grief,

And quick to pleasure, dance and song

The Musmce's pocket-handkerchief

A square of paper All day long

Gentle, and sweet, and debonair

Is, rich or poor, this Asian lass

:

Heaven have her in its tender care,

O medeto gozarima.su!

(""
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^:'
The Musiunee's heart, etc.—

@ ttentle and sweet lass--

This Asian lass, rich or poor, is always gentle and sweet

and debonair ( = of good appearance and manners : elegant).

Heaven haye lier—optative sentence May Heaven

medeto gozarimasu~^
" May it be well with thee! "

Arnold

"Seas and Lands "

1891 1889

Daily Telegraph

Arnold :
Hearn

Her snow-white socks, which onlv just cover the little foot,

are divided into a private room for the great toe, and a par-

lour for the little toes, which gives her the air of being a

little pigeon with white feet; and she waddles prettily, some-
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what like a pigeon. The Kimono is folded demurely acro-s

her little bosom, and her long sleeves hang down from the

small brown wrists and arms to her knees. In these recepta-

cles she keeps sheets of soft tough paper, with which she

blows her pmaJl nose and wipes the dust from her dainty

skirts, besides innumerable other articles of constant use, such

as her card her chop-sticks, perhaps her special porcelain

cup for tea. She has the little clear-cut almond eyes which

the artist so faithfully depicted, the funny little nose

"adpiessos" flattened into the little rosy, laughing face,

which presents a lovely mouth with the whitest shining teeth,

full curving lips, and dimpled chin, and amber coloured neck

and throat losing themselves softly in a tender folds of the

kimono. Her hands are small and fine, the little nails veritable

rose-leaves; and in her glossy hair she Avears a red camellia

with ever so many little fantastic pins stuck up and down

the smooth waves of it. But there is where the artist of the

fan and glove box failed. His pallettn had not any black

pigments black enough to represent the night dark depths of

the tresses of the Japanese girl. Those puffed and perfumed

bandeaux of field coiffure, so carefully dressed^ and arrayed

so that no single hair strays from the rigid splendour of the

toilette room, would make a jetty spot on the heart of midnight.

So black that the very highest lights of it are blue-black beyond

inky blackness, black so that ebony would be grey beside it,
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the glittering tenebrosity of it makes her little nape and

throat emerge like dyed ivory from the contrast.

"Seas and Lands " p. 177.

(Longmans' Colonial Library)
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vm
THE PRIV ATE OF THE BUFFS

Sir Francis Hastings Doyle (b. 1810; d. 1888) Oxford

" Miscellaneous Verses "

1834 " The Two D tinies " (1844), Sopho-

cles " Oedipus King of Thebes " (1849), Wellington

"The Duke's Funeral" (1852), "The Return

of the Guards, and Other Poems" (1866)

"Lectures on Poetry "

" Reminiscences and Opinion 1781-1835 "

bailad

" The Return of the Guards," " The Old Cavalier,"

" The Red Thread of Honour"

« :
Lord

Elgin

g McCarthy
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"History of Our Chvn Times "

Moyse Seiks {Seeks

"Kotou"

( Seiks

5

Times

The Private of the Buffs.—Private

Buffs

2

8th Regiment ( '_'nd

Battalion of Seaforth Highlandere) Rosshire Buffs
_
^

East, Kent Regimem

Last night, among his iellow roughs,

He jested, quaffed, and swore

A drunken private of the Buffs,

Who never looked before.

To-day, beneath the foeman's frown,

He stands in Elgin's place,

Ambassador from Britain's crmvn,

And type of ull her races.

22S



(

[ Elgin—James Bruce Elgin (1811-1863)

1857,
Poor, reckless, ruae, low-born, untaught,

Bewildered, and alone,

A heart, with English instinct fraught,

He yet can call bis own.

Ay, tear his body limb from limb

Bring cord, or axe, or flame.

He only knows, that not through him.

Shall England come to shame.

(

TO

' £11-

( A heart ...call his own.—!^

Z

Yet = even now. his own

heart He can yet (still) call

a heart fraught (filled) with English instinct, his own.
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c fraught freight past participle c not

tliroagli him……come to sliame.— ju± Eng-

land shalJ not come to shame through him come to

shame It to be disgraced( ) put to shame

( = to cause to feel shame

Far Kentish ho fields round him seemed

juike dreams, to come and go

Bright leagues of cherry-blossom gleamed,

One sheet or living snow

The smoke, above his father's door,

In pray soft eddv ngi hung

:

Must he then watch it rise no more,

Doom'd by himself, so young r

(

;^ ^ a

one sheet of living "ioir—

home-sickness

pathetic .
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Yes, honour calls with strength like steel

He put the vision by.

Let dusky Indians whine and kneel

An English lad must die.

And thus, with eyes that would not shrink.

With knee to man unbent,

Unfaltering on its dreadful brink,

To his red grave he went.

(

M

he put the vision by—

2: put by = thrust aside. Dreadful brink—

brink

He was on the brink of death

Vain, mightiest fleets, iron framed

Vain, those all shuttering guns;

Unless proud England keep, untamed,

The strong heart of her sons.

So, let his name through Europe ring

A man of mean estate,

Who died, as firm as Sparta's king,
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Because his soul was great.

( ^
E

:

5± Vam—worth less; of no use. untamed—

untamed mind her sons—
Spartas king—Leonidas

Persia Thermopylae

Sparta Leonidas

"laconic" "Come and get them."

Persia

IX

ON THE LOSS OF THE " ROYAL GEORGE "

William Cowper (1731-1800)

prosaic

Cowper
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Leslie Stephen " Hours in a Library "

r Covper " Written when the news

arrived." " Royal George

opera

r

metre iambic( 3 accents

trimeter Cowper Unwin Sti

^1 lit Alexandrines (six feet or the hexameter.

12 syllables

Cowper six feet trimeter

> S
Alexandrine ;^ syllable pause :

last stanza

scan

But Kem / penfelt / is gone, // his vie / tories / are o'ver;

W w s-'

And he / and his / eight hundred // shall plough / the wave / no

more. couplet(
f monosyllable dis-

syllable

io'II fo'r the bra've.

" Royal George" 1782 Spi-

thead

loll for the brave

1
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The brave that are no more

All sunk beneath the wave,

Fast by their native shore.

(

Toll for the brave—
chitrch bell To be no more to be dead.

Fast by—close beside, very near.

Light hundred of the brave,

Whose courage well was tried,

Had made the vessel heel,

And aid her on her side.

(

Eight hundred— tried——put

to the preof or test.

heel——to incline or to eau. |g

laid her on her side——care-

ened the ship.

A land-breeze skooke the snrouds,

And she was overset

:

Down went tfee " Royal George."

With all her crew complete.
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(
i "-"

Down wont went down = sank.

Toll for the brave

Brave Kempenfelt is gone

His last sea fight is fought,

His work of glory done.

(

[ Kemp?nfelt Rear Admiral Richard Kempenfelt.

Royal George |g done~

finished.

It was not in the battle,

No tempest gave the shock,

She sprang no fatal leak,

She ran upon no rock,

(
ii^

shp sprang no fatal leak—— ?
fatal) to spring a leak = to begin

to leak; to commence. leaking, i
run npou

e
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His sword was in its sheath,

His finger held the pen,

When Kcmpenfelt went down

With twice fou r hundre l men.

(^
His sword, etc.—— ®

1^
Weigh the vessel up,

Once dreadea bv our foes,

And mingle with our cup

The tear that England owes.

(

Weig'" np = raise up. to

weigh anchor > One? droad^d Royal George

® 11

And mingle ......owes

'
Her timbers vet are sound.

And she may float again,

Fuil charged with England's thunder,

And plough the distant main.
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(^ ^^
And iniHg …… tlmi!(kr- Main

the ocean or main sea. plough ^
she

may run through the distant ocean in sailing Pope

With speed we plow the watery wave

But Kempenfelt is gone,

His victories are o'er

And he and bis eiVht hundred

Shall plough the wave no more

(

X

LINES WRITTEN AT SPITHEAD

William Cowper "On the Loss of the

' Royal George ' " elegy George Croly

;

George Croly (1780-1860)
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"Paris in 1815"

ffi

Royal George Spithead

ffl

Hark to the knell

It c omes in the swell

Of the gloomy ocean waves :

'Tis no earthly sound,

But a toll profound,

From the mariner's deep-sea grave.

(
'

[ Knell— swell—""
When the billows dash,

And the signals flash,

And the thunder is on the p-ale

And the ocean is white

In its own wild light,

Deadly, and dismal, and pale

(

@ ii
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.
stanza We hear the

sea-knell come 1

Deadly, dismal, pale——^( light adjective

pale Jlt^ not bright, not

shining, of a faint luster

When the nglitnmg's blaze

Smites the seaman's gaze,

And the sea rolls in fire and foam,

And the surges' roar

Shakes the rocky shore

We hear the sea-knell come.

rolls in Are and foam—._

" "
There 'neath the billow,

The sand their pillow,

Ten thousand men lie low

And still their dirge

Is sung by the surge,

When the stormy night winas dIow.
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(
C

leatli——beneath, lie low

Sleep, warriors, sleep

On your pillow deep,

In peace for no mortal care,

No art can deceive,

No anguish have

The heart that once slumbers there.

(
BfeK

' ' 11 ;Ka'

-

for no mortal care for because mortal

^^ a being

subject to death it belonging to man

who is mortal slnmbsr ^^ sluma

Middle English slumeren

b slumber

^ schlunamern

XI

JOHN OF TOURS
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Romanticism The Pre-

Raphaelite Brotherhood D. G. Rossetti O

lyrics ballad

sonnet

"6^ Sappho Dante Leopardi

^
Fran^k Villon a431-1461) " Ballade des

Dames du Temps Jadis" burden(
Mais oti sont les neieres d'antan r

Bnt where are the snows of yester-year

yester-year

Swinburne

Villon

Rossetti

(shBplificatkm)

ballad

•.
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John -
: c John

John 01 Tours is back with peace,

But he comes home ill at ease.''
'* Good-morrow, mother." " Good-morrow, son,

STour wife has borne you a little one."

"Go now, mother, go before,

Make me a bed upon the floor

ery low your foot must fall

That my wife hear not at all."

;
As it neared the midnight toll,

John of Tours gave up his soul.

• '
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" Tell me now, my mother my dear,

"What's the crying that I hear'
inj

( -

" Daughter, it's the ciuldren wake

crying with their teeth that ache."

"
Tell me though, my mother my dear,

What's the knocking that I hear?"

:
:

"Daughter, it's the carpenter

Mending planks upon the stair."

" Tell me too, my mother my dear,

What's the singing that I hear "

>

" Daughter, it's the priests in rows

Going round about our house

ft



"
Tell me then, my mother my dear,

What's the dress that I should wear

" Daughter, any reds or blues,

But the black is most in use."

" Nay, but say, my motner my aear,

Why do you fall weeping here

"

"Oh the truth must be said,

It's that John of Tours is dead."

:
" Mother, let the sexton know

That the grave must be two

" Ah, and still have room to spare,

For you must shut the baby there."



(See page 98)

Innisfree Yeats

passage^» 5

Thoreau " W'alden " ; Yeats

My father bad read to me some passage out of " Walden",

and I planned to Jive some day in a cottage on a little island

called Innisfree, and Innisfree was opposite Slish Wood where

I meant to sleep.

I thought that having conquered bodily desire and the

inclination of my mind towards women and love, I should

live, as Thoreau lived, seeking wisdom. There was a story

in the country history of a tree that had once grown upon

that island guarded by some terrible monster and borne the

food of the goods. A young girl pined for the fruit and told

her lover to kill the monster and carry the fruit away. He

did as he bad been told, but tasted the fruit and when he

reached the mainland where she bad waited for him, was

dying of its powerful virtue. And from sorrow and from

remorse she too ate of it and died. I do not remember

whether I chose the island because of its beauty or for the

story's sake, but I was twenty-two or three before I gave up
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the dream.

—Yeats. Reveries over CJiildliood and Youth P. 83.

( -
;

^:;'

;

>

;^ ;
Innisfree Ireland

Country Mayo

Stevenson Vailima

Stevenson Yeals

TO W, B. YEATS

Vailima, Samoa, April 14, 1894.

Dear Sir,—Long since when I was a boy I remember the
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emotions with which I repeated Swinburne's poems and ballads.

Some ten year's ago, a similar spell was cast upon me by

Meredith's Love in the Valley the stanzas beginning ( Wlien

her mother tends her ' haunted me and made me drunk like

wine and I remember walking with them all the echoes of

the hills about Hyeres. It may interest you to hear that I

have a third time fallen in slavery : this is to your poem

called the Lake Isle of Innisfree. It is so quaint and airy,

simple, artful, and eloquent to the heart but I seek words

in vain. Enough that ' always night and day I hear lake

water lapping with lovr sounds on the shore/ and am, yours

gratefully,

Eobert Louis Stevenson.

!5 -̂
S^

^^
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[] Stevenson letter-writer Essay

Charles

Lamb Letters Samoa

Vailima Letters W. B. Yeats

Swinburne, Meredith lit
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CONTEMPORARY ENGLISH LYRICS

JOHN MASEFIELD

SEA-FEVER

I must down to the seas again, to the lonely sea and

the sky.

And all I ask is a tall ship and a star to steer her

by,

And the wheel's kick and the wind's song and the

white sails shaking,

And a grey mist on the sea's face and a grey dawn

breaking.

I must down to the seas again, for the call of the

running tide

Is a wild call and a clear call that may not be

denied

And all I ask is a windy day with the white clouds

flying,

And the flung spray and the blown spume, and the

sea-gulls crying.
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I must down to the seas again to the vagrant gypsy

life,

To the gull's way and the whale's way where the

wind's like a whetted knife

And all I ask is a merry yarn from a laughing

fellow-rover,

And quite sleep and a sweet dream when the long

trick's over.

BEAUTY

I have seen dawn and sunset on moors and windy hills,

Coming in solemn beauty like slow old tunes of

Spain :

I have seen the lady April bringing the daffodils,

Bringing the springing grass and the soft warm April

rain.

I have heard the song of the blossoms and the oia

chant of the sea,

And seen strange lands from under the arched white

sails of ships

But the loveliest things of beauty God ever has

showed to me
Are her voice, and her hair, and eyes, and the dear

red curve of her lips.
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CARGOES

Quinquireme of Nineveh from distant Ophir

Rowing home to haven in sunny Palestine,

With a cargo of ivory,

And apes and peacocks,

Sandalwood, cedarwood, and sweet white wine.

Stately Spanish galleon coming from the Isthmus,

Dipping through the Tropics by the palm-green

shores,

With a cargo of diamonds,

Emeralds, amethysts.

Topazes, and cinnamon, and gold moidores.

Dirty British coaster with a salt-caked smoke stack,

Butting through the Channel in the mad March

days.

With a cargo of Tyne coal,

Road-rails, pig-lead,

Firewood, iron-ware, and cheap tin trays.

THE SEEKERS

Friends and lovers we have none, nor wealth nor

blessed abode,
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But the hope of the City of God at the other end

of the road.

Not for us are content, and quiet, and peace of mind,

For we go seeking a city that we shall never find.

There is no solace on earth for us for such as we
Who search for a nidden city that we shall never

see.

Only the road and the dawn, the sun, the wind, and

the rain,

And the watch fire under stars, and sleep, and the

road again.

We seek the City of God, and the haunt where

beauty dwells,

And we find the noisy mart and the sound of burial

bells.

Never the golden city, where radiant people meet,

But the dolorous town where mourners are going

about the street.

We travel the dusty road till the light of the day is

dim,

And sunset shows us spires away on the world's rim.
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We travel from dawn to dusk, till the day is past

and by,

Seeking the holy city beyond the rim of the sky.

Friends and loves we have none, nor wealth nor

blest abode,

But the hope of the City of God at the other end

of the road.

HER HEART

Her heart is always doing lovely things,

Filling my wintry mind with simple flowers,

Playing sweet tunes on my untuned strings.

Delighting all my undelightful hours.

She plays me like a lute, what tune she will,

No string in me but trembles at her touch,

Shakes into sacred music, or is still,

Trembles or stops, or swells, her skill is such.

And in the dusty tavern of my soul

Where filthy lusts drink witches' brew for wine,

Her gentle hand still keeps me from the bowl,

Still keeps me man, saves me from being swine.

All grace in m€, all sweetness in my verse,

Is hers, is my dear girl's, and only hers.
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II

ALICE ME IX

RENOUNCEMENT

I must not think of thee and, tired yet strong,

I shun the thought that lurks in all delight

i ne thought of thee—- and in the blue Heaven's height,

Ana in the sweetest passage of a song.

Oh, just beyond the fairest thoughts that throng

1 his breast, the thought of thee waits, hidden yet

bright

But it must never, never come in sight

I must stop short of thee the whole day long.

But when sleep comes to close each difficult day,

When night gives pause to the long watch I keep,

And all my bonds I needs must loose apart.

Must doff my will as raiment laid away,

With the first dream that comes with the first sleep

I run, I run, I am gathered to thy heart.



VIA, ET VERITAS, ET VITA

" You never attained to Him." " If to attain

Be to abide, then that may be."

" Endless the way, followed with how much pain

*' The way was He."

SONG OF THE NIGHT AT DAYBREAK

All my stars forsake me,

And the dawn-winds shake me.

Where shall I betake me

Whither shall I run

Till the set of sun,

Till the day be done

To the mountain-mine,

To the boughs o' the pine,

To the blind man's eyne,

To a brow that is

Bowed upon the knees,

csick with memories.
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AT NIGHT

To W. M.

Heme, home from the horizon far and clear,

Hither the soft wings sweep

Flocks of the memories of the day draw near

1 he dovecote doors of sleep.

Oh, which are they that come through sweetest light

Of all these homing birds

Which with the straigntest and the swiftest flight

Your words to me, your words

TWO BOYHOODS

Luminous passions reign

High in the soul of man and they are twain

Of these he hath made the poetry of earth

Hath made his nobler tears, his magic mirth.

Fair Love is one of these,

The visiting vision of seven centuries

And one is love of Nature love to tears

The modern passion of this hundred years.
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Oh never to such height,

Oh never to such spiritual light

~

The light of lonely visions, and the gleam

Of secret splendid sombre suns in dream

Oh never to such long

Glory in life, supremacy in song,

Had either of these loves attained in joy,

But for the ministration of a boy.

Dante was one who bare

Love in his deep heart, apprehended there

When he was yet a child and from that day

1 he radiant love has never passed away.

And one was Wordsworth he

Conceived the love of Nature childishly

As no adult heart might old poets sing

That exaltation by remembering.

For no divine

Ir telligence, or art, or fire, or wine,

Is high-delinous as that rising lark

1 he child's soul and its daybreak in the dark.

And Letters keep these two

Heavenly treasures safe the ages through,

Safe from ignoble benison or ban

-

These two high childhoods in the heart of man.
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YOUR OWN FAIR YOUTH

Your own fair youth, you care so little for it,

Smiling towards Heaven, you would not stay

the advances

Of time and change upon your happiest fancies.

I keep your golden hour, and will restore it.

If ever, in time to come, you would explore it

Your old self, whose thoughts went like last

year's pansies,

Look unto me no mirror keeps its glance

In my unfailing praises now I store it.

To guard all joys of yours from Time's estranging,

I shall be then a treasury where your gay,

Happy, and pensive past unaltered is.

I shall be then a garden charmed from changing,

In which your June has never passed away.

Walk there awhile among my memories.
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YEATS S PCEMS

THE FIDDLER OF DOONEY

When I play on my fiddle in Dooncy,

Folk dance like a wave of the sea

My cousin is priest in Kilvarnet,

My brother in Moharabuiee.

I passed my brother and cousin :

They read in their books of prayer

I read in my book of songs

I bought at the Sligo lair.

When we come at the end of time,

To Peter sitting in state,

He will smile on the three old spirits,

But call me first through the gate

For the good are always the merry,

Save by an evil chance,

And the merry love the fiddle

And the merry love to dance :



And when the folk there spy me,

They will all come up to me,

With " Here is the fiddler of Dooncy

And dance like a wave of the sea.

HE REPROVES THE CURLEW

O, curlew, cry no more in the air,

Or only to the waters in the West

Because your crying brings to my mind

Passion-dimmed eyes and long heavy hair

•That was shaken out over my breast

:

There is enough evil in the crying of wind.

THE SONG OF WANDERING AENGUS

I went out to the hazel wood,

Because a fire was in my head,

And cut and peeled a hazel wand,

And hooked a berry to a thread

And when white moths were on the wing,

And moth- like stars were flickering out,

I dropped the berry in a stream

And caught a little silver trout.



When I had laid it on the floor,

I went to blow the fire a- flame,

But something rustled on the floor,

And some one called me by my name :

It had become a glimmering girl,

With apple-blossom in her hair,

Who called me by my name and ran

And faded through the brightening air.

Though I am old with wandering

Through hollow lands and hilly lands,

I will find out where she has gone,

And kiss her lips and take her hands

And walk among long dappled grass,

And pluck till time and times are done,

1 he silver apples of the moon,

Ihe golden apples of the sun.

A COAT

I made my song a coat

Covered with embroideries

Out of my old mythologies

From heel to throat

But the fools caught it,



Were it in the world's eye

As though they'd wrought it.

Song, let them take it,

For there's more enterprise

In walking naked.

IV

LAURENCE BIN

FIDE ET UTERIS

(Written for the Fourth Centenary of St. Paul's School)

When the long-clouded spirit of Europe drew

Life from Greek springs, frost could no longer bind.

And old truth shone like fresh dawn on the blind,

Our founder sowed his pregnant seed : he knew

No crabbed rule rather he chose a clue

fhat should emband us of our historied kind

Comrades, and keep in us a morning mind,

Since to the wise Learning is always New.

In Faith and Letters he enshrined his light

faith, the divine adventure that holds on

Through this world's forest into worlds unknown,

And Letters, that since speech on earth began
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As one unended sentence burning write

The hope, the triumph, and the tears of Man.

AUTUMN MCONRISE

Lamp that risest lone

From thy secret place,

Like a sleeper's face,

Charged with thoughts unknowr.

Strange thoughts, unexpressed

In thy brightening beam,

Strangeness more than dream

Upon earth e'er guessed

Strange thou gleam'st as some

Eastern marble old,

Scrawled with runes that hold

Histories, yet are dumb.

But they viewless hand

Out of whelming night

Waves the woods to light,

Summons up the land
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Sea that merged in sky,

To its far bound shines,

And thy touch defines

Our infinity.

Now the murmuring coast

Glistens rocks are there,

Ana what most was bare

Thou enrichest most.

Far through granite caves

Diving glide thy beams,

Till the dark roof gleams

Laced with hovering waves.

O'er the white walls glide,

Through the lattice creep,

Where the lovers sleep,

Bridegroom by his bride.

Soft their wakened eyes

From a deep bliss gaze

On those marvellous rays

New from Paradise.

In the self-same hour,

Whitening Russian plains,

On sad exile trains

Thou hast also power,



No more kindly glocm

Veils from them despair

Near and clear and bare

They behold their doom.

Bowed, they see their own

Shadows on the snow,

And the way they go

Endlessly alone.

Aching, chained, footsore,

Through the waste they wind,

All their joy behind,

Nought but grief before.

O thou sleeper's face,

Whence hast thou this gift

So much to uplift,

And so much to abase

Lovers' happier dream,

Exiles' heavier pain,

Thou on each dost rain

Beam on radiant beam.

Changed in thy control,

Though no leaf hath stirred,

Though no breath was heard,

Lie both world and soul.



A SONG

For Mercy, Courage, Kindness, Mirth.

There is no measure upon earth.

Nay, they wither, root and stem,

If an end be set to them.

Overbrim and overflow,

If your own heart you would know
For the spirit born to bless

Lives but in its own excess.

WORLD, BE NOBLER

O world, be nobler, for her sake

If she but knew thee what thou art,

What wrongs are borne, what deeds are done

In thee, beneath thy aany sun,

Knovv'st thou not that her tender heart

For pain and very shame would break

O world, be nobler, for her sake
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HILAIRE BELLOC

EPIGRAMS

I

ON HIS BOOKS

When I am dead, I hope it may be said :

" His sins were scarlet, but his books were read."

II

ON A ROSE FOR HER BOSOM

Go, lovely rose, and tell the lovelier fair

That he which loved her most was never there.

Ill

EPITAPH ON THE FAVOURITE DOG OF A POLITICIAN

Here lies a Dog : may every Dog that dies

Lie in security as this Dog lies.

IV

EPITAPH ON THE POLITICIAN HIMSELF

Here richly, with ridiculous display,

The Politician's corpse was laid away.



While all of his acquaintance sneered and slanged

I wept : for I had longed to see him hanged.

V

ANOTHER ON THE SAME

This, the last ornament among the peers,

Bribed, bullied, swindled and blackmailed for

years :

But Death's what even Politicians fail

To bribe or swindle, bully or blackmail.

THE EARLY MORNING

The moon on the one hand, the dawn on the other

:

The moon is my sister, the dawn is my brother.

The moon on my left and the dawn on my right.

My brother, good morning : my sister, good night*

THE SOUTH COUNTRY

When I am living in the Midlands,

That are sodden and unkind,

I light my lamp in the evening

:

My work is left behind

And the great hills of the South Country

ome back into my mind.
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The great hills of the South Country

They stand along the sea,

And it's there, walking in the high woods,

That I could wish to be,

And the men that were boys when I was a boy

Walking along with me.

The men that live in North England

I saw them for a day

Their hearts are set upon the waste fells,

1 heir skies are fast and grey

From their castle-walls a man may see

The mountains far away.

The men that live in West England

They see the Severn strong,

A-rolling on rough water brown

Light aspen leaves along.

They have the secret of the Rocks,

And the oldest kind of song.

But the men that live in the South Country

Are the kindest and most wise,

They get their laughter from the loud surf,

And the faith in their happy eyes

Comes surely from our oister the Spring

When over the sea she flies
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The violets suddenly bloom at her feet.

She blesses us with surprise.

I never get between the pines

But I smell the Sussex air

Nor I never come on a belt of sand

But my home is there.

And along the sky the line of the Downs
So noble and so bare.

A lost thing could I never find,

Nor a broken thing mend :

And I fear I shall be all alone

When I get towards the end

Who will there be to comfort me
Or who will be my friend ?

I will gather and carefully make my friends

Of the men of the Sussex Weald

They watch the stars from silent folds,

They stiffly plough the field.

Ey them and the uod of the South Country

My poor soul shall be healed.

If I ever become a rich man
Or if ever I grow to be old,

I vill build a house with a deep thatch



To shelter me from the cold,

And there shall the Sussex songs be sung

And the story of Sussex told.

I will hold my house in the high wood,

Within a walk of the sea,

And the men that were boys when I was a boy

Shall sit and drink with me.

VI

JOHN DRINKWATER

A PRAYER

Lord, not for light in darkness do we pray.

Not that the veil be lifted from our eyes,

Nor that the slow ascension of our day

Be otherwise.

Not for a clearer vision of the things

Whereof the fashioning shall make us great,

Not for remission of the peril and stings

Of time and fate.



Not for a fuller knowledge of the end

Whereto we travel, bruised yet unafraid,

Nor that the little ' healing that we lend

Shall be repaid.

Not these, O Lord. We would not break the bars

Thy wisdom sets about us we shall climb

Unfetter'd to the secrets of the stars

In Thy good time.

We do not crave the hign perception swift

When to refrain were well, and when fulfil,

Nor yet the understanding strong to sift

The good from ill.

Not these, O Lord. For these Thou hast revealed,

We know the golden season when to reap

The heavy-fruited treasure of the field,

The hour to sleep.

Not these. We know the hemlock from the rose:

The pure from stain'd, the noble from the base,

The tranquil holy light of truth that glows

On Pity's face.

We know the paths wherein our feet should press.

Across our hearts are written Thy decrees



Yet now, O Lord, be merciful to bless

With more than these.

Grant us the will to fashion as we feel,

Grant us the strength to labour as we know.

Grant us the purpose, ribbed and edged with steel,

To strike the blow.

Knowledge we ask not knowledge Thou has lent,

But, Lord, the will there lies our bitter need,

uive us to build above the deep intent

The deed, the deed.

SYMBOLS

I saw history in a poet's song,

In a river reach and a gallows-hill,

In a bridal bed, and a secret wrong,

In a crown of thorns in a daffodil.

I imagined measureless time in a day,

And starry space in a wagon-road,

Ana the treasure of all good harvests lay

In a single seed that the sower sowed.



My garden-wind had driven and havened again

All ships that ever had gone to sea,

And I saw the glory of all dead men
In the shadow that went by the side of me.

TO THE DEFILERS

Go, thieves, and take your riches, creep

To corners out of honest sight

We shall not be so poor to keep

One thought of envy or despite.

But know that in sad surety when

Your sullen will betrays this earth

To sorrows of contagion, then

Beelzebub renews his birth.

When you defile the pleasant streams

And the wild bird's abiding place,

You massacre a million dreams

And cast your spittle in God s face.

RECIPROCITY

I do not think that skies and meadows are

Moral, or that the fixture of a star



Ccmes of a quiet spirit, or that trees

Have wisdom in their windless silences.

Yet these are things invested in my mood

With constancy, and peace, and fortitude,

That in my troubled season I can cry

Upon the wide composure of the sky,

And envy nelds, and wish that I might be

-s little daunted as a star or tree.

MOONLIT APPLES

At the top of the house the apples are laid in rows,

And the skylight lets the moonlight in, and those

Apples are deep-sea apples of green. There goes

A cloud on the moon in the autumn night.

A mouse in the wainscot scratches, and scratches,

and then

There is no sound at the top of the house of men
Or mice and the cloud is blown, and the moon again

Dapples the apples with deep-sea hgnt.

They are lying in rows there, under the gloomy beams

On the sagging floor they gather the silver streams

Out of the moon, those moonlit apples of dreams.

And quiet is the steep stair under.



In the corridors under there is nothing but sleep.

And stiller than ever on orchard boughs they keep

Tryst with the moon, and deep is the silence, deep

On moon-washed apples of wonder.

THE VAGABOND

I know the pools where the grayling rise,

I know the trees where the filberts fall,

I know the woods where the red fox lies,

The twisted elms where the brown owls call.

And I've seldom a shilling to call my own,

And there's never a girl I'd marry,

I thank the Lord I'm a rolling stone

With never a care to carry.

I talk to the stars as they come and go

On every night from July to June,

I'm free of the speech of the winds that blow,

And I know what weather will sing what tune.

I sow no seed and I pay no rent,

And I thank no man for his bounties,

But I've treasure that's never spent,

I'm lord of a dozen counties.
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G. K. CHESTERTON

THE MARINER

The violet scent is sacred

Like dreams of angels bright

The hawthorn smells of passion

Tola in a moonless night.

But the smell is in my nostrils,

Through blossoms red or gold,

Of my own green flower unfading,

A bitter smell and bold.

The lily smells of pardon,

The rose of mirth but mine

Smell shrewd of death and honour,

And the doom of Adam's line.

The heavy scent of wine-shops

Floats as I pass them Dy,

But never a cup I quaff from,

And never a house have I

:



Till dropped down forty fathoms,

I lie eternally

And drink from. God's own goblet

The green wine of the Sea.

DU BELLAY'S SONNET

Happy, who like Ulysses or that lord

Who raped the fleece, returning full and sage,

With usage and the world's wide reason stored,

With his own kin can wait the end of age.

When shall I see, when shall I see, God knows

My little village smoke or pass the door,

1 he old dear door of that unhappy house

That is to me a kingdom and much more

Mightier to me the house my fathers made

Than your audacious heads, O Halls of Rome
More than immortal marbles undecayed,

The thin sad slates that cover up my home
More than your Tiber is my Loire to me,

Than Palatine my little Lyre there

And more than all the winds of all the sea

The quiet kindness of the Angevin air.
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THE DONKEY

When fishes flew and forests walked

And figs grew upon thorn,

Some moment when the moon was blood

Then surely I was born

With monstrous head and sickening cry

And ears like errant wings,

The devil's walking parody

On all four-footed things.

The tattered outlaw of the earth,

Oi ancient crooked will

Starve, scourge, deride me : I am dumb,

I keep my secret still.

Fools For I also had my hour

One far fiercer hour and sweet

There was shout about my ears,

And palms before my feet.



vm

W. H. DAVIES

LEISURE

What is this life if, full of care,

We have no time to stand and stare.

No time to stand beneath the boughs

And stare as long as sheep or cows.

No time to see, when woods we pass,

Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass.

No time to see, in broad daylight,

Streams full of stars, like skies at night.

No time to turn at Beauty's glance,

And watch her feet, how they can dance.

No time to wait till her mouth can

Enrich that smile her eyes began.

A poor life this if, full of care,

We have no time to stand and stare.



THE EXAMPLE

Here's an example from

A Butterfly

That on a rough, hard rock

Happy can lie

friendless and all alone

On this unsweetened stone.

Now let my bed be hard,

No care take I

I'll make my joy like this

Small Butterfly

Whose happy heart has power

To make a stone a flower.

THE MOON

Thy beauty haunts me heart and soul,

Oh, thou fair Moon, so close and bright

Thy beauty makes me like the child,

That cries aloud to own thy light

:

1 he little child that lifts each arm,

To press thee to her bosom warm.
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Though there are birds that sing this night

With thy white beams across their throats.

Let my deep silence speak for me
More than for them their sweetest notes

:

Who worships thee till music fails,

Is greater than thy nightingales.

DEATH'S GAME

Death can but play one game with me
If I live here alone

He can not strike me a foul blow

Through a beloved one.

To-day he takes my neighbour's wife,

And leaves a little child

To lie upon nis breast and cry

Like the Night-wind, so wild.

And every hour its voice is heard~

-

Tell me where is she gone

Death can not play that game with me
If I live here alone.



SHEEP

When I was once in Baltimore

A man came up to me and cried,
" Come, I have eighteen hundred sheep,

And we will sail on Tuesday's tide.

" If you will sail with me, young man,
I'll pay you fifty shillings down

These eighteen hundred sheep I take

From Baltimore to Glasgow town."

He paid me fifty shillings down,
I sailed with eighteen hundred sheep

We soon had cleared the harbours mouth,
We soon were in the salt sea deep.

The first night we were out at sea

Those sheep were quiet in their mind;
The second night they cried with fear

They smelt no pastures in the wind.

They sniffed, poor things, for their green fields

- They cried so loud I could not sleep
For fifty thousand shillings down

I would not sail again with sheep.



THE TRUTH

Since I have seen a bird one day,

His head pecked more than half away

That hopped about, with but one eye,

Ready to fight again, and die——

Ofttimes since then their private lives

Have spoilt that joy their music gives.

So, when I see this robin now,

Like a red apple on the bough,

And question why he sings so strong,

For love, or for the love of song

Or sings, maybe, for that sweet rill

Whose silver tongue is never still

Ah, now there comes this thought unkind.

Born of the knowledge in my mind

:

He sings in triumph that last night

He killed his father in a fight

And now he'll take his mother's blood

The last strong rival for his food.



IN THE END

With all thy gold, thou canst not make
Time sell his sand

With all thy cloth, a thin white shroud
Is Death's command

Death gives thee but a poor man's space.

With all thy land.

The beggar in his grave and thou

Must be the same
For neither thou nor he shall hear

Men's praise or blame
Though thunder and a thousand rocks

Should call thy name.

TRULY GREAT

My walls outside must have some flowers,

My walls within must have some books;
A house that's small a garden large,

Ana in it leafy nooks :

A little gold that's sure each week
That comes not from my living kind,

But from a dead man in his grave.

Who cannot change his mind :



A lovely wife, and gentle too

contented that no eyes but mine

Can see her many charms, nor voice

To call her beauty fine :

Where she would in that stone cage live.

A self-made prisoner with me
While many a wild bird sang around,

On gate, on bush, on tree :

And she sometimes to answer them,

In her far sweeter voice than all

Till birds, that loved to look on leaves,

Will dote on a stone wall.

With this small house, this garden large,

This little gold, this lovely mate,

With health in body, peace at heart

Show me a man more great.

THE KINGFISHER

It was the Rainbow gave thee birth,

And left thee all her lovely hues;

And, as her mother's name was Tears,

So runs it in thy blood to choose

For haunts the lonely pools, and keep

In company with trees that weep.
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Go you and, with such glorious hues,

Live with proud Peacocks in green parks
On lawns as smooth as shining glass

Let every feather show its mark
Get thee on boughs and clap thy wings

Before the window of proud kings.

Nay, lovely Bird, thou are not vain

Thou hast no proud ambitious mind
I also love a quiet place

That's green, away from all mankind
A lonely pool, and let a tree

Sigh with he bosom over me.

OH, SWEET CONTENT I

Oh, sweet content, that turns the labour's sweat
To tears of joy, and shines the roughest face

How often have I sought you high and low,
And found you still in some lone quiet place

Here, in my room, when full of happy dreams,
With no life heard beyond that merry sound

Of moths that on my lighted ceiling kiss

Their shadows as they dance and dance around



Or in a garden, on a summer's night,

When I have seen the dark and solemn air

Blink with the blind bat's wings, and heaven's bright

face

Twitch with the stars that shine in thousands

there.

EARLY SPRING

How sweet this morning air in spring,

When tender is the grass and wet

I see some little leaves have not

Outgrown their curly childhood yet

And cows no longer hurry home,

However sweet a voice cries " Come."

Here, with green Nature all around,

While that fine bira the skylark sings

Who now in such a passion is,

He flies by it, and not his wings

And many a blackbird, thrush, and sparrow

Sing sweeter songs that I may borrow.

These watery swamps and thickets wild

Called Nature's slums to me are more

Than any courts where fountains play,

And men-at-arms guard every door
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For I could sit down here alone,

And count the oak-trees one by one.

THE TWO FLOCKS

Where are you going to now, white sheep.,

Walking the green hillside

To join that whiter flock on top,

And share their pride

Stay where you are, you silly sheep :

When you arrive up there,

You'll find that whiter flock on top

Clouds in the air





NOTES





JOHN MASEFIELD

Masefield (1878—) t

& bar-tender and dish-

washer) c S^-TTofer^BaHa^

92(») ^«0^(1903)

sailor-poet '̂
Anglo-Saxon Beowulf

ft A. C. Swinburne

^^ ^
Joseph Conrad

John MaselieW ;E

.

Jules Doudy, La Mer et les Poetes

Anglais. Fari?, Hachette. 1912.)

Sea-Fever"" Swinburne

.

t liberty
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i:t

- Sea-Fever ^
Nature

Liberty :«
ft

Wanderlust" Wander-Thirst "

Gerald Gould

It (Wander-Thirst) works in me like madness to

bid me say goodbye,

For the seas call, and the stars call, and oh

the call of the sky

( £ :
. Masefield Sea-Fever. :

Masefield'

must down to the seas a^am, to the lonely

sea and the sky,
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And all I ask is a tall ship and a star to steer

her by,

And the wheel's kick and the wind's song and the

white sails shaking,

And a grey mist on the s^a's face and a grey

dawn breaking.

(

£

I mnst down " Collected Poems edition

{;t *' I must go down "

all I ask is: all that ' what I ask is

only a tall ship and…
' to

steer her by pole-star()^ (compass)

the wheel's kick the jerk of the wbeei due to a sharp move-

ment of the rudder-head caused by the action of the sea on the

rudder. {Century Diet.) Masefield || lit nautical

terms : :.
dawn bivaking break of day a tall sV-ip

:

breaking is conipleiuent,
itt il^B; Was the s!a ever more lovingly, more
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intimately sung than in "Sea-Fever" No one who has read

it can forget that magical first stanza. i*'

n
x must down to trie seas a^ain, lor the call or

the running tide

Is a wild call and a clear call that may not

denied;

And all I ask is a windy day with the white

cJouds flying,

And the flung spray and the blown spume, and

the sea-gulls crying.

(

;'

Tfd^

[ that may not be denied ;^
"a wild call and a clear

call" "a clear call"

: Tennyson

" Crossing the Bar" J;

: E Tenny-

son "Enoch Arden " 1. '.04 'a

calling of the sea " Sea-Fever "
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One Clear Call, by F. R. Barry.

W. Heffer & Sons, Cambridge England

Tennyson '
"Wild" Gerald Gould

"like madness" flung:

spiune the sea-gulls: sea-mews

@| IS

"a windy day" " the gull's way

„ Swinburne "To a Sea-mew" (
fl Later Nineteenth Century Poets, p. 260)

" They cry from winward clandng

Makes all the cliffs rejoice."

(

m
I must down to the seas again to the vagrant

gypsy life

To the guli's way an the whale's way where

the wind's hice a whetted knife

'

And al I ask is merry yarn from a laughing fel-

low-rover,

And quiet sleep and a sweet dream when the

long tncii's over.
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( m' '1

[ ffypsy gypsy( gipsy)

vagrant life).

The whale's way: "
"Beowulf" "Andreas"

Beowulf 1. 10 "beyond the Whale-road "

ocean 1. 200 "the swan's road"

Anglo-Saxon ^
echo

whetted knife S

" "

yarn:

o Masefield Salt water Ballads "

refrain(
"Hear the varn of a sauor,

An old yam learned at sea."

—The Yarn of the Lock Achray.

swcot dream:
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t: ifk the time allotted to a man to stand at tho helm,

generally two hours. 1 .

o

BEAUTY

'
"Beauty"

(overture) climax

(climax) "the dear red curve

of her lips" :
: M

I have seen dawn and sunset on moors and

windy hills

Coming in solemn beauty like slow old tunes of

Spain :

I have seen the lady April bringing the daffodils,

Bringing the springing grass and the soft warm

April rain.

I have heard the song- of the blossoms and the

old chant of the fea,
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And seen strange lands from under t'.ie arrhcd

white sails of ships

But the loveJiest things of beauty God ever has

showed to me,

Are her voice, and her hair, and eyes, and the

dear red curve of her lips.

(

.

"̂] The lady April:

personify

Daffodils lltTEd:^ Shaken

peare Winter1

s Tale Act IV. sc. 3 "Daffodils, That

come before the swallow dares " Tennyson The

Princess II " an April daffodilly

jpriZ rain Chaucer Prologue

March wind, April showers

(
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ft F1 Masefiehl

f&fg :
ffi

expect

climax "but"- the last two lines

line

voice hair, eyes, ft H- sensuous " red curve of

her lips" : burning kisses ^. Masefield simple

CARGOES

introduction

Wilkinson

One or the most beautiful modern poems made out

of a symbol is " Cargoes " by John Masefield. Only

one symbol is usea the carp-o. But in terms of that

symbol, and in three short stanzas. Mr. Masefield des-

cribes commerce in three gTcat periods of the world's

liistoty. And he contrives to ^nve us a sense of the
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world's growth in democracy without saying a word

about it.

—Marguerite Wilkinson, New Voices, p. 96.

Cargo ?5 '
Solomon :^

iyje

K '
aristocratic plutocratic

( democratic

symbolize

|| predicate verb

plain— dirty

contrast

' symbolic

poetry 3

democratic poet Masefield 6^/; ^
ft

yuinqureme or Nineveh rrom distant Ophir

Rowing home to haven in sunny Palestine,

\\ith a cargo of ivory,

And apes and peacocks,

Sandalwood, ceflarwooJ and sweet white wine.
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(^
Qninqiiiivme ^ quinque-

remis {quinque = &ve remuB= car)

^g >'ineTeh Assyria

Oplii-:

1

Chron xxix. 4: Job. xxii. 24; Psalra. xiv. 9; Isa. xiii. 12 "^
) HaTen: Hafeii M

Copenhagen kaufen + Hafen) - Pales-

tine: the Holy Land. Ivory,

And apes and peacocks: I Kings x. 22 II Chron.

ix. 21 ^ Solomon^
James Huneker "Ivory,

Apes and Peacocks" Apes

: Palestine

^^ tailed monkey Peacocks:

"Taos" Hebrew

Thukiyim Sandalwood, Ccderwood

fragrant
.

cedar the Cedar of Le-

banon

II

CDtatelv Spanish galleon coming irom the sthmusj
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Dipping through the Tropics by the palm-green

shores,

With a cargo of diamonds,

Emeralds, amethysts,

Topazes, and cinnamon, and gold moidores.

(

51] .
Isthmus the isthmus of Darien Pa-

nama " the Spanish

main"

"El Dorado " ( the Golden

Stately Spanish galleon

galleon galley large Spa-

nish ship used in American trade Moidores

Portuguese gold coin worth

27 shillings.

in

Dirty British coaster with a salt-caked smoke stack

Butting through the Channel in the maa March

days,

With a cargo or xyne coal,
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Road-ra l-, pig-lead,

Firewood, iron-ware and cheap tin trays.

(
^?7

: « ^ '
fl; Coaster: Salt-caked: :

Butting: to but = to push with the head.

Th > mad March days ]VIarch winds, April shower

;Kif mad "Mad as a March

hare" Tyne Xen-castle-upon-Tyne

coal trade

Road-rail Pig-lead lead in the form in which

it is ordinarily offered for sale after reduction from the ore.

" pig-iron "

quinquereme Spanish galleon

British coaster :

ifcE

striking contrast — c m
curiosity of design

Masefield :
Democratic poet ]\Iasefie:d g

inte
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" Salt-Water Ballads"

"A Consecration")

5:

Otners may sing- of trie wine and the wealth and

the mirth,

Mine be the dirt and the dross, the dust and

scum of the earth

"Cargoes"

Victoria

. simple direct

THE SEEKERS

quest knight

Holy Grail

Masefield

the Seekers Cromwell

.
the City of God

L St. Augutstine

Civitas Dei Church
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Yeats 1886 The Seeker

seeker

:i iambic hexametre

couplet Wordsworth "The Pet Lamb

K. Browning " Fifine at the Fair

:
MaselieldM8

Friends and lovers we hdve none, nor wealth nor

blessed abode,

But the hope of the City ot God at the other

end of the road.

^- jl (biased

= joyful, pleasurable.) :^ig

unity of effect questing, ventur-

ous spirit :
:

n
Not for us are content, and quiet and peace ot mind,

For we go seeking a city that we shall never find.

mi

The City of God

re-Uess
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(are subject content

fJ

m
There is no solace on earth ror us tor such «is we~~

Who search for a hiuden chy that we shall never see.

(city)

IV

Only the road and the dawn, the sun, the wind,

and the rain,

And the watch fire under stars, and sleep, and

the road again.

1 watch fire)

the road the road

again

V
We seek the City or God, and the haunt where

beauty dwells,

And we find the noisy mart and the sound of

burial bells.

the city of God
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^ ^ . burial bells

immurtality mart market-p'ace.

g#i -g;> Itaunt = place of frequent resort.

VI

Never the g >ld -n city, where radiant people meet,

But the dolorous town where mourners arc going

about the street.

[
3 radiant beaming with hope

or joy wourners burial be] Is

city :
quest S—

iilJ via dolorosa

VII

Wc travel the dusty road till the liVht of the day

is dim,

And sunset shows us spires away on the world's

rim.

[ ' U

the Golden City

Masefield "Salt-Water

Ballads " The Golden City of St. Mary
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PiS 'St.

Mary ' ,
Out Devond the sunset, coula I but find the way,

Is a s'eepy blue laguna which "widens to a bay,

And there's the blessed City so the =«iiIors say

1 he Golden City of St. Mary.

(
St. Mary )

vm
We travel from dawn to dusk, tnl the day is

past and by,

Seeking the Holy City beyond the rim of the sky.

IX

Friends and oves we have none, nor wealth nor

blest abode,

But the hope of the lty of God at the other

end of the road.

^ :
:

llts# spirit of adventure, aspiration, romance

Masefield
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simple spontaneous utterance

M̂a-cfield fffi ^
John Mas field a Critical Study. By W. H.

Hamilton.

London : George Allen and Unwin. 1922.

Ma-efield

guide book

Ma?efield : ^
narrative poems lyrics

ft sonnets

HER HEART

Masefield sea-poems love-poems

c ;K ';K simple charm {t"Her

Heart" sonnet = Masefield son-

nets Shakespearean type

a&, ab, cd cd, ef ef quatrian

gg final coupiet "The

Story of a Round-House" (1913) -

-

Her heart is always doing ove!y things,

Fiiling my wintry mind witn simple flowors

Piaving sweet t'mes on my untuned strings
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Delighting all my undelightful hours.

She plays me like a lute, what tune she will,

No string in me but trembles at her touch,

Shakes into sacred music, or is still,

Trembles or stops, or swells, her skill is such.

And in the dusty tavern of my soul

Where filthy lusts dnnk witches' brew for wine,

Her gentle hand still keeps me from the bowl,

Still keeps me man, saves me from being swine.

All grace in me, all sweetness in my verse,

Is hers, is tny dear girl's, and only hers.

( '

^-
ft

)^L

^
rin^
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wliat tune she will that time which she likes. but =

that not. shakes = vibrates, her skill is such that there is not a

string that does not tremble at her touch, etc.

sit'eU filthy lusts

! M
:

witches' brew: I":

witch the lust of the flesh the animal carnal

sexual impulse f kitchen

keeps me from the bowl

she keeps me man:

s'Jblhmue) : :
Masefield

ALICE MEYNELL

Meynell

Mrs. Browning

Christian Rossetti

Meynell :
'

' mis
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Meynell Mr?,

Margaret L. Wood ^i

Mrs. Alice Meynell 1850 1922

S V'
^: essays

Miss Viola Meynell

Horace
j ("Mater pulchra,

filia pulchrior "—Carmina I. 16. 1.) :•

(Alice Meynell lomfon Mercury

1920 Vol. I. p. 754 )

Lady Butler (Elizabeth Thompson)

W
^:
Alice Meynell 1877^if : Wilfrid

Meynell "Merry England "

Francis Thomson ("The

Hound of Heaven"

Thompson editor
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^
-Meynell Viola

Meyneli : " Evarard Meynell Thompson

"Life of F. Thompson " Corot^ : lit Evarard

Alice Meynell Preludes

Miss Thompson

1876 Ruskin

passages " the finest things"

' Si!

"
"^

Eos-

setti Browning maiden work ^^
i •RenoimcemerU sonnet

simple Essays

Rhythm of Life

I

893 Coventry Pat-

more : :
Catholic Meynell 1900

"John Euskin " Patmore Selections

]895 Introduction 1905

ffiSX' essay Collected Poems (1913) Selected

Essays (1914) Burns and Oates ——
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Essays

" Essays ami Sketches

simple style

essay

CoZowo?1896) prose-

poems Dixon Scott Jlfen of Letters

(Hodder and Stoughton 1917) pp. 214-220

prose style appreciate " It indicates the farthest

point yet reached by English prose along the line of its surest

advance" (
Meynell

S Tlie Second Person Singular (1921). Ten-

nyson Charlotte and Emily

Bronte ictt

>

"The Century of Moderation"

ifc^'

1918 Hearts of Conlroversg(
New York Charles Scribner's

Alice Meynell "a poet of
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exquisite contemplations, the mistress of a blamele^ and lovely

art " !11

Catholic

pensive

^
1917 2 Fattier oj

Women, and Other Poems (Burns and Oates. 2s.)^ Unter-

meyer " Modern British Poetry "

Meynell Thrush Before

Daim

Thrush Athenaeum (No. 4518. May 30. 1914)

thrush

Keate "Ode to a Nightingale"

"charm'd magic casements "( Notes

p. 101 :
Darkling, deliberate, what things

lhs wonaerful one, alone, at \ieace?

What wilder things than song, what things

Sweeter than youth, dearer than Greece,

Dearer than Italy, untold

Delight, and freshness centuries old
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What Middle Ages passionate,

O passionless voice What distant bells

Lodged in the hills, what pa'ace state

Illyrian For it speaks, it tells,

Without desire, without dismay,

Some morrow and some yesterday,

(

^
* » * * *

-

@

Illyrian: the

Adriatic sea Ulyria

'
c. Mathew Arnold "Empedocles on

Etna" 1. 427 Callicles Illyrian hills

Meynell

OTsr sternly brialed emotion :> scrupulous reticence of

thought

thrush Kea Nigh-

tingale Ode

Keats romantic
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Pimple classic restraint

- ^ re-

serve) ' R tranquility)

Meynell

^
^

l^B democratic tendency

feminine insight) subtlety

;
*S

Meynell :^ '

emancipation

political freedom

suffragettes

Meynell Francis

Thompson :
ihe tootialls of her rause waken not sounds.
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but silences. We lift a feather from the

marsh and say : ' This way went a heron.'

"

(
&

^ "Preludes"

(sonnet) iJ 3^ i?enotmce'ment

> (renounce)

:

psycho-analysis(
Freud

repression(

c dream r Meynell

tercet (
repression

RENOUNCEMENT

1 must not thmk or thee and, tired yet strong.
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I shun the thought that lurks in all delight—^

The thought of thee and in the blue Heaven's

height,

And in the sweetest passage mf a song.

Oh, just beyond the ran est thoughts that throng

This breast, the thought of thee waits, hidden

yet bright

But it must never, never come in sight

I must stop short of thee the whole day long.

But when sleep comes to close each difficult clay,

When night gives pause to the long watch I keep,

And all my bonds I needs must loose apart.

Must doff my will as raiment laid away,

With the first dream that comes with the first sleep

I run, I run, I am gathered to thy heart,

(

:

it 5

^^ c
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I

$i.

] The thought of tliee

thought apposition c jnst beyond the fairest

thoughts

•^ neTer come in sight

=He bidden. stop

short oi thee = stop before reaching thee, each difficult day

:

^
difficult night gives pause

all my bonds loose

object sleep

needs: nece^jsarily. mnst doff line "I"

rfo#=do + off "don" do+on

ac raiment laid away

repression ^VC I run I

run^I I am gathered ^P

[ sonnet iambic pentameter '
abba, abba, cde, cde octave)

sestet)

rime-scheme ^ sonnet
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^ Meynell

experimentalist sonnet

simple metre

('
——" : effect >

sonnet

William Sharp

"In its class, Know of no nobler or more beautiful

sonnet than ' Renouncement ' and I have so considered

ever since the day I first heard it, when Rossetti (who

knew it Dy heart), repeating it to me, added that it was

one of the three finest sonnets ever written by women."

W. Sharp, Sonnets of this Century p. 310.

(
>

;
^!
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Mrs. Meynell

. ft
'

essays ft.
«

verbosity ( simple epi-

grammatic Meynell

magic crystals

(quatrain)

VIA, ET VERITAS, ET VITA

" You never attained to Him." " If to attain

Be to abide, then thet be."

" Endless the way, followed with how much pain

"

" The way was He."

I^Jfg "The way, and the truth, and the life "

.

:Kif

d

am the way, and the truth, and tlie life : no man coiru th unto

the Father, but by me.) religious

and philosophical poems ^
He Veritas Truth

truth
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O truth

truth

James

pragmatism- Bergson ^!J ^
philosophy ^||

a crystal quatrain ^ JI gem >

MS

(abide) (attain)

c

truth

life goal ( attain

:

SONG OF THE NIGHT AT DAYBREAK

All my stars forsake me,

And the dawn-winds shake me.

Where shall I betake me r

Whither shall I run

Till the set of sun,

Till the day be done?
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To the mountain-mine,

To the boughs o the pine,

To the blind man's eyne,

To a brow that is

Bowed upon the knees,

Sick with memories.

:
"I"

simple

(

;

—

[ forsake: ' Night

33S



3 betake: reflexive convey myself!
1 '

Ioimtain-mine

mine the pine:

dark pine . blind

man's eyne eye ft (archaic form) (i eyne

eyes mine, pine rime

Milton "Paradise

Lost "

Night, Darkness

Milton Sammi Agonistes 11. 80-89 ) To a

brow: H "mm"

1

^

AT NIGHT

To W. M.

1901

;a " Later poems

Wilfrid Meynell
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' ^
Meynell

"Collected Poems")

Home, home from the horizon far and clear,

Hither the soft wings sweep

locks of the memories of the day draw near

The dovecote doors of sleep.

Oh, which are they that come through sweetest Hglit

Of all these homing birds

Which with the straiVhtest and the swiftest flight?

Your words to me, your words

(
?

'

'

3

[ Home: homeward, clear BfH
2

1^ flocks of the momories
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doTccote:/t=S

lioiuing: coming home. "Which: "^
^-
"Renounce-

ment" iambic

pentametre trirnetre

TWO BOYHOODS

subject-matters : sexual

love love of Nature Dante

Alighieri (1265-1321) Beatrice

love ^ Ro-

mantic period

William AVordsworth

nature

sexual love love of nature :
Meynell

" Two Boyhoods"

. Ruskin Modern Painters _£f Pt.

ix. chap, ix Ruskin

:^ Giorgione Turner ^^^
Ieynel

" Modern English Writers "

Ruskin P. 78 :
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u
RusT\in goes back to Turner in the chapier called

* The Two Bovliouds/ which paints the Venice of the

young Giorgionc, and the Maiden Lane, the Chelsea,

the Covent Garden, and Thames side of the London

child."

Ruskin

Ruskin

(1) Luminous passions reign

High m the soul of man and they are twain.

Of these he hatli made the poetry of earth

Hath made his nobler tears, his magic mirth.

(2) Fair Love is one of these,

The visiting vision of seven centuries

And one is ove of Nature~love to tears

The modern passion of this hundred years.

(3) Oh never to such height,

Oh never to such spiritual light

The light of lonely visions, and the gleam

Of secret splendid sombre suns in dream

'4) Oh never to such long

Glory in life, supremacy in song,

Had either of these loves attained in joy.

But tor the ministration of a boy.

(5) Dante was one who bare

Love in his deep heart, apprehended there

336~
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when he was yet a child and from that day

The radiant love has never passed away.

(6) And one was Wordsworth he

Conceived the love of Nature childishly

As no adult heart might od poets sing

That exaltation by remembering.

(7) For no divine

Intelligence, or art, or fire, or wine,

Is high-delirions as that rising lark

The child's soul and its daybreak in the dark.

(8) And Letters keep these two

Heavenly treasures safe the ages through,

Safe from ignoble benison or ban

These two high childhoods in the heart of man.

(-)

^^
J —— ——
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,
(

^i"

(

(
j

(

(
ffi
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——

( I"ininons l>ri]iant. resplendent. /)a«!'cm5 <

tJjTp sexual love love of nature ,.; twain : two

"411 reign Of these he has made of

the-e two pas-sions the poetry of earth, etc magic mirth

tears mirth (merriment) - alliteration J

.&
(2) visiting haunting ^< seven centuries Dante

t«^ hundred years Wordsworth

o

a rigid economy of words

epigrams Mey-

nell Dante

Word^vorth

(3) sentence lonely

visions lonely (= companion-

less, solitary) Love Nature personify

visions

;^ secret ...... in dream:

dream - fg

(4) ;^- If it had not been for

(but for ) the ministration of a boy, either of these two

boys- should never have {had) attained in joy to such height,
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to such spiritual light, etc. attained . "to"

the miiustratiou of a boy sexual love

Dante, love of nature Words-

worth boy :
(5) bare bear bore apprehended there

seized in his heart.

(6) conceived became pregnant with, jt Wordsworth

" Intimations of Immortality from Recollections or Early

Childhood" ode inner life

"The Prelude" «
That exaltation rapturous emotion the love

of nature ' by remembering Wordsworth

B

love of nature ;

(7) high-delirious wildly excited.

high intensified to a high pitch

Its daybreak:

lark Shelley

Shakespeare

" I was the lark, the herald of the morn "

Romeo and Juliet III. 5.

Wordsworth " To " a Sky-

lark "

(8) Letters: childhoods: treasures
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1 keep object, bpnison or ban blessing or curse.[ reflective lyrics:
intellectual element

essays Meynell "The Spirit of Place"

personal essays L
' "The Hearts of

Controversy n K critical essays

essays ^
L

sonnet

YOUR OWN FAIR YOUTH

Your own fair vou th, yoa care so nttie for it.

Smiling towards Heaven, you would not stay the

advances

Of time and chanp-e upon your happiest fancies.

I keep your golden hour, and will restore it.

It ever, in time to come, you would explore it

Your old self, whose thoughts went like last year's

pansies,

Look unto me; no mirror keeps its glances:

In my unfailing praises now I store it.

To guard all joys of yours from Time's estranging,

I shall be then a treasury where your gay,

Hapny, and pensive past unaltered is.

——341



I shall be then a garden charmed from changing,

In which your June has never passed away.

Walk there awhile among my memories.

(
c

\

-
[

;flC

;^ ^^

342—-
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7lC

.̂
it: fair youth Smiling towards Hearen

golden hour: ^ mil

restore it: -
in time to come : in future, explore it:

it Fbw old self your

fair youth like last yx'ars pansies '
5

-

Villon " Mais oCi sont les

neiges d'antan "( . But where are the

snows of yester-year -Rossetti, The Ballad of De«td Ladies)

: pansy(
pansy pens thought)

" inhere is pansies, that's for thoughts "

—Hamlet IV. 5.

Ophelia

Shelley

ila lies for a bndal bed

Roses for a matron's head
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Violets for a maiden dead

Pansies let my flowers be

:

Remembrance III.

^ Meyndl

"To Any Poet":
t^axth

vVill bring forth her rue and pansies

Unto more divine

Thoughts than any thoughts of thine.

glances : gleams. My unfailing praises : \.

3

estranging alienating

unaltered is remains unchanged.

charmed from changing

; June g
youth

The Fortnightly Review

(Jan 1923) E. H. Moorhouse MeyneI

essays apprecia-

tions Meynell

North American Review vol. 217. No.

3 (March 1923) J. Marks " The Multitude, an

Appreciation of Alice Meynell"
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: :
Mrs. Meynell's Collected Poems 6 s.

The last Poems of A. Meynel 1
. 3 s. 6 d.

London Burns, Oates and Washbourne

(1923).

YEATS S POEMS

THE FIDDLER OF DOONEY

When I play on my fiddle in Dooney,

Folk dance like a wave of the sea

My cousin is priest in Kilvarnet,

My brother in Moharabuiee.

V. B. Yeats -
fiddle violin

Dooney Ireland

" (
Dooney fiddle

K.

M.

Folk: s folks

dance like a wave of the sea: lit

] James I 6 "For he that wavereth is like a wave

of the sea driven with the wind and tossed
"

——345



Shakespoar The Winter's Tate, Act IV. sc. iii. 1. 140

i

When you dance, I wisb you

A wave o the sea, you might ever do

Nothing but that.

Florized echo Kilvarnet,

Moharabuiee Ireland

sound : local colour

Dooney

\< -
humour F

I passed mv brotner and cousin

:

They read in their books of prayer

I read in my book of songs

I bought at the Sligo fair.

(

[ I bought: vhich Sligo Ireland

Connaught) r.
Yeats

fair: periodical gathering

for sale of goods, often with shows and entertainments, at

place and time fixed by charter or custom.
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When we come at the end of time,

To Peter sitting in state,

He will smile on the three old spirits,

But call me first through the gate

(
:

[ at the eud of time: Peter:

" I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of

heaven" St, Peter (the gate)

For the good are always the merry,

Save by an evil chance,

And the merry love the fiddle

And the merry love to dance

:

(
3

[] Save: except

the merry:

And when the folk there spy me,

They will all come up to me

With " Here is the lid:ller of Dooney

"

And dance like a wave of ttie sea.
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(

" "
:

3

there spy me: there)

«
joy of life '

: fid-

dle

,

Ireland fiddler

ring-dance

Irish poet Seumas

O'Sullivan "The Ballad of the Fiddler "

And things came out of the bushes

And out of the irrassy mound

And joined their liancls in a circle

And danced to the fiddle's sound.( "'

fairy-folk

34S



HE REPROVES THE CURLEW

^^ -
—— lost love 5

curlew

^ "" reprove)

0, curlew, cry no more in the air,

Or only to the waters in the West

Because your crying brings to my mind

Passion-dimmed eyes and long heavy hair

That was shaken out over my breast :

There is enough evil in the crying of wind.

(
curie"-
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[ cui'lew:

"in the air" Yeats Burns "Captain M.

Henderson "

" /e curlews calling tnrcugn a clad

"

(chuZ—cloud

Scott The Lady of the Lake, V. ix.

" Wild as the scream of the curlew "

ifrJE

John Davidson "New Ballads" (1897)

1 he curlew calls me where the salt winds blow

His troubled note dwells mournfully and dies

Then the long echo cries

Deep in my heart.

~John Davidson, Spring- Song; 11. 10-13

(
)

curlew

imitate onomatopoetic(
whistling cry " Too-ee, too-ee, too-ee

" Quoi-ee, quoi-ee " Ireland

350~«
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Masefield

rhat curlew-callinc: time m Irish dusk.

Masefield, Biogmphj.

Or= otherwise, the West the West country

Ireland O

Yeats "the West"

"
the place of sunset was in Ireland, as in other

countries, a place of symbolic darkness and death "

shaken ont oyer my breast

A
(6Wnos to my mmc7= reminds me of), enough evil

^:
curlew

naive

simple unsophisticated

(̂ wind waind

mind

THE SONG OF WANDERING AENGUS

Aengus ^
: e Yeats ;

notes



" The poem was suggested to me by a Greek folk

song but the folk belief of Greece is very like that

of Ireland, and I certainly thought, when I wrote

it, of Ireland, and of the spirits that are in Ireland."

Galway^ C

Yeats emotional be-

auty : ecstatic longing(
;

P^to

Shelley Pla-

tonism Blake mysticism

Yeats love-poeins

I went out to the hazel wood

Because a fire was in my head,

And cut and peeled a hazel wand,

And hooked a berry to a thread
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And when white moths were on the wing,

And moth-like stars were flickering out,

I dropped the berry in a stream,

And caught a little silver trout

;H£E

^^

[gj a fire was in mv uead : a passionate madness was in

my heart. Yeats

lines

In mv most secret spirit grew

A whirling and a wandering fire.

Yeats. The Madness of King Go/7.

a hazel wand: Aengus

Yeats

A man witn a nazel wand came without sound.

——He Mourns for the Change, etc.

Yeats "The man in my poem who

has a hazel wand may have been Aengus. Master of Love"

hooked a berry: fish-hook) bait
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J ;
And when white moths, etc:

suggestive twilight

Yeats

on the wing: flying.

ballad

When 1 had laid it on the floor,

I went to blow the fire a-flame,

But something rustled on the floor,

And some one called me bj my name

:

It had become a glimmering girl,

With app!e-bossom in her hair,

Who called me by my name ana ran

And faded through the brightening nir.

;
M

'

^:

to blow the fire

rustled:

a



glimmering girl: ideal beauty

—— mystic longing

object 3 Yeats " The Secret Rose "

5

" Woman of so shining' loveliness."

ap/^-WoMom simple

tt

lhou^h I am od with wandering

Through hollow lands and hilly lands,

I find out where she has gone.

And kiss her lips and take her hands

And walk among long dapped grass,

And pluck till time and times are done

lhe silver apples of the moon,

The goiden apples of the sun.

s*u

S^ dappled variegated

with rounded spots or patches of colour or shake. (C. 0. D)
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time and times

2 silver apples golden apples IwiI pluck

knigbt : the Holy Grail)

quest :

iim^

)
Yeats ;K fairyland Mase-

field M Yeats Beauty

influence

A COAT

made my song a coat

Covered with embroi'ieries

Out of my old mythologies

From heel to throat

But the fools caught it,

Wore it in the world's eye

As though they'd wrought it.

Song, et thern take it

For there's more enterprise

In walking naked.

" Responsibilities."

Yeats

m^
Yeats Francis Thompson A. E. Housman John



Davidson

M Yeats

M TO c

S

J

Yeats

The Wanderings of Oisin (1889)

The Wind among the Reeds (1899)

Celt S
Yeats In the

Seven Woods (1903), The Green Helmet and Other Poems

(1910), Responsibilities (1914)

' ——
Yeats dreamland

®
il[ : ^
"A Coast " -

Later Poems. By W. B. Yeats.

(Macmillan. 10s. 6d. net.)

#
Yeats—— symbolist, mystic

"The Wind among the Reeds " Yeats

- lyric poet

Yeats greatness
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"A Coat"

tail-piece

(

V -

my song: ethical dative

song personify

my old mythologies dreams

Aengus - From heel to

throat the fools caught it:M
Yeats -

imitations '
S Yeats

the world's eye the world the public

they'd: they had. take it: it

coat enterprise: adven-

turous spirit, energy. ^"^^ coat

Yeats

London Time3 (The Literary Supplement, Thursday,

Dec. 28, 1922) Yeats
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"A Coat"

" Plie explanation given here is, no aoubt, as

wrong as can be. A poet does not, whatever

woman may do with their hats, discard a style

that is his natural expression merely because it has

been freely imitated. But Mr. Yeat's natural expres-

sion has kept pace with the development or ms

mind and as this has grown more mature, so that

has grown firmer and terser, less in need of lavish

decoration."(
—

S
"

LAURENCE BINYON

the Georgians

M^ ^K

——369



: ^
Poet Laureate Bridges

Watson, Hardy '^ ) Bridges

Hardy

Wateon Laurence Binyon

faultless verse

Robert Laurence Binyon 1896 " Lancaster

St. Paul's School Trinity

College 1890 "Persephone"

Newdigate Prize

Tennyson ^
Stephen Phillips (1864-1915)

Primavera, Botticelli

ft S. Binyon "Youth,"

" Testamentum Amoris "Psyche"

:
'

I

1893 (The Department

of Printed Books) assistant The Department



of Prints and Draw ings Assistant Keeper of

the Oriental Prints and Drawings

^ virgin work

"Lyric Poems " The Yellow Book (
^

1

894

18% ^: "Praise of Life"

Browning {§ optimism

:
"London Visions " (1895-1896)

modernity in

verse) William Ern-

est Henley A. Symons 1895

" London Nights" Binyon

U' reflective

Binyon

Rembrandt etching

"Whitechapel High Road"

:gjg V

Yet me to-night thy peace rejoices less

Than this warm human scene,( :
•»~361



c)^
B̂inyon

1898 "Porphyrion"

narrative poem

±«' a vision of loveliness)

blank verse ^
William Archer M Binyon :^

Ar-

cher Streatfield^ " The Death

of Adam " (1903), " Pentliesilea " (1905), " Paris and (Enone "

(1906), "Attia" (1907)

1901 ^ "Od" Ode ;
"Autumn Moonrise "

ff^f

" The Death of Adam and other Poems" (1903)

"Dream come True" (1905), " England and

other Poems" (1909), "Auguries" (1913)

"The New World" (1918) "The Four

Years " (1919), "The Secret" (1920)
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''

' ^^
:^ j "Whitechapel Hi&h

Road" tfei:

•̂ "Road Men-

ders" "The Statues " /1/

hammer

(Necessity)

^
"Mo-

dern English Writers' H. Williams

Binyon ^!
J

Binyon^^!
the qualities oi

fine scholarship, cultivated taste and a nature sensitive to the

ideal of beauty)

(When he departs from every day life to kingdoms of myth,

mysticism or pure imagination) 1 ^^
3'J3



Theodore Maynar Our Best Poets (New York '•

Henry Holt & Co. 1922)

Binyon

ode

il.au rence Binvon presents a comparativelv comnion-

pJace figure when set beside some of his brilliant

contemporaries but he has won his place amonp* them

by solid talent and industry. He lacks the glamour of

De La Mare and Yeats, the charm of Hodgson or

Belloc or Davies, the mysticism of Chesterton and

Williams; the delicacy of Alice Meynell and the intel-

lectual force of Abercrombie. He has neither the tanv

of Squire nor the interest of Masefield. Nevertheless,

he is perhaps the best balanced of living poets one of

the least striking, it may be, but upon the whole one

of the most satisfactory. His work is architecturally

well designed and well built and possesses the beauty

of unity where other writers depend upon the beaut)'

of detail.

—T. Maynard, Our Best Poets p. 131.

Binyon colour print

Stein

suggestive
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The Flight of the Dragon, an essay on the Theory

and Practice of Art in China and Japan, Based on

Original Sources. By L. Binyon (London : John Murray,

19 L4).

The Spirit of Japanese Poetry

The Wisdom of the East ^9 JWM 3'- 6d.

Binyon rhythm

Buddhism, Symbolism of Colours

Keats, Meredith

^

comparative study

Binyon ^^ ^ 'In Faith and

Letters
'

Binyon

St. Paul's School

sonnet

1913
" Auguries "

Robert Bridges dedicate Binyon

FIDE ET UTERIS

(Written for the Fourth Centenary of ot. Paul's school)

When the long-clouded spirit of Europe drew
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Life from Greek springs, frost could no longer bind,

And old truth shone like fresh dawn on the blind,

Our Founder sowed his pregnant seed : he knew

No crabbed rule rather he chose a clue

That should eniband us of our mstoried kind

Comrades, and keep in us a morning mind,

c>mce to the wise Learning is always New.

In Faith and juetters he enshrined his light

Faith, the divine adventure that holds on

Through this world's forest into worlds unknown,

And Letters, that since speech on earth began

As one unended sentence burning write

The hope, the triumph, and the tears of Man.

(

:«

Renais-

sance London St. Paul's School John



Colet (1466-1519) Out

Founder Colet Colet Renaissance

:5fc^G— Erasmus. the

long-clonded spirit Middle Ages BtH^^ from Greek springs:^ humanism

bind intransive g
c the blind Renaissance

pregnant

crabbed rule: harsh rule.

rigid emband bind Oxford

historied recorded in history.

Morning mind: g fresh ft To the

wise, cU: ^ In Faith and

Letters letters

Fide et Uteris (i Faith Letters

the divine adventure knight

hold on

write Letters that write ' o since burn—

^i"

Renaissance Renaissance

St. Paul's School

faultless Binyon
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:
Siberia

contrast

Thou

AUTUMN M00NRISE

(1) Lamp that risest Jone

From thy secret place,

Like a sleeper's face,

Charged with thoughts unknown.

(2) Strange thoughts, unexpressed

In thy brightening beam,

Strangeness more than dream

Upon earth e'er guessed

(3) Strange thou gleam'st as some

Eastern marble old,

Scrawled with runes that hold

Histories, yet are dumb.

(4) But thy viewless hand

Out of whelming night

Waves the wood to light,

SummoTis up the land

(
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: -

(1) secret place

chained with thoughts unknown : filled with

mysterious thoughts. ^M expression

(2) strange thoughts thoughts unknown

strangeness apposition

369



(3) Eastern marble old:

Binyon British Museum

Scrawled

rimes: ^ «
mysterious writings

(4) whelming overwhelming.

waves: '
to summon, beckon

(5) Sea that merged m sky,

To its far bound smnes,

And thy touch defines

Our infinity.

(6) Now the murmuring coast

Glistens rocks are there,

And what most was bare

Thou cnriclicst most.

(7) Far through granite caves

Diving glide thy beams,

Till the dark roof gleams

Laced with hovering waves.

(
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S

C

M 5) Sea that merged in sky
' g

4^ bound: limit,

defines our infinity— define

to make clear in outline

(6) mnrmuring: rocks are

there:^^ .
what most was bare :

f

bare' unadorned

what enrich object

(7) Diying glide thy beams:

^ moonrise
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(8) O'er the* white walls glide,

Through the lattice creep,

Where the lovers sleep,

Bridegroom by his bride.

(9) Soft Ihcir wakened eyes

From a deep bliss gaze

On those marvellous rays

New from Paradise.

((

*

] (8) glide, creep: beams subject c

by by the side of.

(9) soft : adverb :
New:

lovers

(10) In the selr-same hour,

Whitemnp- Russian plains,
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On sad exile trains

Thou hast also power. •

No more kindly gloom

Veils from them despair

Near and clear and bare

They behold their doom.

Bowed, they see their own

Shadows on the snow,

And the way they go

Endlessly alone.

Aching, chained, footsore,

Through the waste they wind,

All their joy behind,

Nought but grief before.

(

itA



10) self-same same

soi-m me

contrast

Siberia

Tolstoi Dostoievsky

Siberia

;' ea^Wmins) wliiteuing:

Russia

(11) No more kindly gloom, etc:

^± : Siberia

ft

" KruKy gloom " them, their:

trains'

(12) Bowed, they see, etc



(13) footsore fetters (^ ithe u-aste) wind:

behind: line before

^
(14) O thou sleeper's tace,

Whence hast tnou this gift

So much to uplift,

And so much to abase

(15) Lovers' happier dream,

Exiles' heavier pain,

Thou on each dost rain

Beam on radiant beata.

(16) Changed in thy control,

Though no leaf hath stirred,

Though no breath was heard,

jue both world and soul.

( .

^
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.

4 ) conclusion

sleeper's face

gift: pon'er

miraculously bestowed. to uplift

Paradise

o

aoase).

(15) Beam on radiant beam on

1
He incurred loss on loss

6) changed in thy control, etc : "Both world and soul

lie changed in thy control ( = under your mysterious power) "

:

abba

Bin-

yon -.
Robert Bridges - Matthew Arnold

classical
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o

anthologies

Masefield

5

f

» anthologies

Harold Monro

Hi

1 he present popularity or the Antholopv is aue

to the fact, among others, that so many writers

of the last twenty or thirty years have produced

perhaps only one or two poems worth preserving.

These may with advantage figure in anthologies,

and the average reader will be gaa to read them

there, and to be saved the trouble of searching

through dozens of volumes of insignificant verse on

the off-chance of finding them H. Monro, Some

Contemporary Poets, p. 214.

[
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\«

it Monro

anthologies

;

C
anthologies A)5:

book form

London Poetry Bookshop

"Georgian Poetry " 1911-1912

1921-1922 book

form

anthology

A Miscellany of British Poetry. 1919. Edited

by W. K. Seymour. With decorations by Doris

Palmer.

(Harcourt Brace and Howe).

: Bmyon song

Seymour Un-
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termeyer "Modern British Poetry " Biuyon

song :

A SONG

ior Mercy, Courage, Kinaness, Mirth,

There is no measure upon earth.

Nay, they wither, root and stem,

If an end be set to them.

Overbrim and overflow,

If your own heart you would know

For the spmt born to bless

Lives but in its own excess.

(

[ measnre they wither Mercy, Courage

an end a limit, overbrim

yoir own heart Untermeyer §^
you but: only.

t
; excess
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M""
moderation

'your own

heart') self-realization

Binyon qua-

trains the simplest, severest form

WORLD, BE NOBLER

Theodore Maynard

"Our Best Poets" p. 129 Binyon

" It js really a question or breadth rather than of

length, and there is a spacious quality even about his

trifles. Both of the two complete, diminutive poems I

am about to quote might have been passages that

formed parts of an ode.

world, b? nobler, ("or her sake

If she but knew thee what thou art,

What wrongs are borne, what deeds are done

In thee, beneath thy daily sun,

Know'st thou not that her tender heart

380——



For pain and very shame would break

O world, be nobler, for her sake

This comes so near to beaing a triolet that one can

appropriately apply to it Mr. Austin Dobson's complaint

(though in a different sense to that in which he made

it), " I intended an ode and it turned out a triolet."'
:^

ode triolet

3 (Maynard Binyon

The Little Dancers "

two complete, diminutive poems triolet

rondeau ^ "Sit

Henley Dobson

"I intended an

ode, etc" Dobson "Rose Leaves "

triolet Horace 4rs Poetica (Art

01 Poetry) . 22 " intended a wine-jar but it turned

out a pitcher." triolet

— abaaabab ^""ft
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Maynard . 1^

Binyon

^^ The Oxford Book of English Verse (No.

871) Methuen " An Anthology of Modern Verse "

Binyon

(
41

>

1] she her

angelic beauty thou

^^ wrongs

daily snn:^ tender heart

tender hard

5
^^
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;
the world

ode

HILAIRE BELLOC

H. Belloc

1870 1903

"a Frenchman, an Englishman, an Oxford man,

a country gentleman, a soldier, a satirist, a democrat, a

novelist, and a practical journalist " "a

poet" last, but not least P

G. K. Chesterton Belloc

journalistic essayist

"The Jews "^(
(1923)

J )
"Robespierre" (1901) "Marie Antoinette

"

(1909) The Home Univ. Library "The French Revo-

lution " fig

"Path to Rome " (1902)

essay

——3S3



Methuen's Shilling Library

"A Picked Company " " On Nothing

and Kindred Subjects," "On Everything " (1909) "On Any-

thing" (1910)

I

Belloc

" English Essays"( Novissima Bora

Prose

1910 "Verses" :
Belloc 1906 TO

"Mr. Clut-

terbuck's Election " JiM

political satires humor-

ous, burlesque epigrams

Belloc

beer( malt liquor

topography (topography ,
Beoc

: roistering note

drinking

3S4——



songs topography

C'
Belloc

•

"
Hills and the Sea " (Methuen's Shilling Library

*

g : Be-

loc "Th«

South Country "

EPIGRAMS

G. B. Shaw

" Chester-Belloc "

Robert Lynd Chesterton Belloc

essayist

Belloc Chesterton journalistic

satirical, humorous poems

;K^ L

epigrams^j London Mercury (Vol. VII. No. 37. Nov. 1922)

: journalist

epigrams elegiac metre

JS5



clever ideas

sententious satires

ft epigrams

epigrammatist

I'L :Pope

classic

epigrams

Walter Savage Lander epigrams

"On Himself " "Dirce"

Landor epigrams anthology

William Watson

epigrams

epigrams Landor

serious light (

satirical mocking epigrams

humour inclination

clever epigramma-

tic poetry : Belloc

journalism

ffi c Belloc epigrams
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ON HIS BOOKS

When I am dead, I liojie it may be said

:

" His sins were scarlet, but his books were read."^
mid red

pun)

comic poetry ^ Thomas Hood

Pun

epigrams pun

(atonement) sin goat

(a scarlet fillet)

. goat Azazel( scapegoat) Holman Hunt

"The Scapegoat " scarlet fillet

Sir James George Frazer "The Golden

Bough " T^^ (Scapegoat Leviticus XVI.
Belloc couplet symbol scarlet

red were

read)

3S7



(Iiaiah I. 18 : Though your sirs be as scarlet, they s' allbe

as white as snow though tliey Ko red like crimson, they

-hall be a wool.

II

ON A ROSE FOR HER BOSOM

Go, lovely rose, and tell the lovelier fair

That he which loved her most was never there.

[ rose

lovelier fair (-^ :
rose lovely

love — there

(Her Bosom

he which: which who

person Shakespeare

Belioc epigram

Edmond Waller (1605-1687) To a Rose)

Waller

Archbishop Trench Gree!; epigram

BeIoc

epigram Waller

——

Kjo, lovdy Rose

38S



TeH lier, that wastes her time and me

That now she knows,

When I resemble her to thee,

How sweet and fair she seems to thee.(
:
'

Belloc

c

in

EPITAPH ON THE FAVOURITE DOG

OF A POLITICIAN

Here lies a Dog : may every Dog that dies

le in security as this Dog lies.

IV

EPITAPH ON THE POLITICIAN HIMSELF

Her- richly, with ridiculous display,

The Politician's corpse was laid away.

While all of his acquaintance sneered and slanged

I wept : for I had longed to see hun hanged.

v
ANOTHER ON THE SAME

This, the last ornament anion? the peers,

3S9



Bribed, bullied, swindled and blackmailed for years

:

But Death's what even Politicians fail

To bride or swindle, bully or blackmail.

epitaph(
epigrams : ia«criptions( Belloc

^ "tires Pope ft

journalism: clas-

sicism entail

Belloc E. Waller

Dryden influence

Early of Rochester (1647-1680) lyrics Belloc

Rochester "On

Nothing" : Belloc

essay epi-

grams Rochester Prof. Saints-

bury Rochester "the acknowledged father of the

best epigram in the English language "

Charles II

" Here lies our sovereign lora the king,

Whose word no man relies on

Who never said a foolish thing

Nor ever did a wise one."

(

390~«
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Belloc IV. V epigrams

quasi-epitaph(g|g

antithesis ( epigrams

III.

Dog Here lies

epitaph phrase Aic joe

may:

IV.

^
f

wept

bang j£

Belloc political satires

fierce attacks c

sardonic

V.

the last ornament ornament it-y^

3 last lowest parli-

amentary government

…
391



Death's: Death is.

-

Belloc epigrams

W. H. Davies

"Shorter Lyrics of the XX. Century, 1909-1922 "

anthology ; p. 95 Belloc

epigram 5

——

THE EARLY MORNING

The moon on the one hand, tne dawn on the

other

:

The moon is my sister, the dawn is my brother.

The moon on my left and the dawn on my right.

M y brother, good morning : my sister, good night.

Belloc

; 'W
brother, sister

humour

THE SOUTH COUNTRY

[ ^^ i
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London Sussex

Brighton, Hastings

watering-places Caesar

William the Conqueror

ft

'The South Country
'

Sussex

country M^
topography^^:

The South Saxons Sussex

(South Saxons Essex East Saxons

Wessex West Saxons

Belloc ^ :
Sussex the South

Country Sussex

prose works "The Four Men "

Sussex

"

Hills and

the Sea" ft Rother "…
in that part of England which is very properlv called her

Eden (that centre of all good things and home of happy men,

the country of Sussex), -…. "

"The Soath Country " Belloc

anthology

——393



" Poems of To-day " (Published for the English

Association by Sidgwick & Jackson) -
Eudyard Kipling Sussex

:
God pives all men all earth to love,

But since man's heart is small

Oraams for each one spot shall prove

Beloved over all.

Each to his choice, and I rejoice

The lot has fallen to me

In a fair ground in a fair ground

Yea, Sussex by the sea

(
C

:

Kipling

M
Kipling

Belloc

:^ « «
Kipling

5 Thomas
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Hardy Dorest Eden Phi 11 potts

Dartmoor Q John Trevena

Bennett 'j Staffordsliire the Five Towns

A. E. Housman Shropshire

Sussex

E. V. Lucas O

Henry James E. F. Benson g Sussex

^m
local colour

Miss Sheila Kaye-Smith C (tfp "Sus-

sex Gorse" (1916)

" Saims in Sussex " (1923)^
regionalism

Belloc "The South

Country
-

' ^

^ -

" The South Country " has all the artiessness and

pictorial effeit gained by simplest means belonging to

the true ballad. It is an infinite pity that Mr. Belloc

has not found it in him '.o give us more poems nke

this. For in it he reaches in verse the poetic rom uiti-

cism, the naive inconsequence which lend so great c

——306



delight and charm to (his) prose. In the
i Soutli

Country there is the true ingenuousness of poetry, a

use of simple and good English, a clear eye for effects

and contrasts, and an arrestive melody which mark

Mr. Belloc as capable of better poetry than any he has

yet written Harold Williams, Modern English Writers

p. 124.

;

(1) Wnen I am living m the Midlands,

That are sodden and unkind,

I light my lamp in the evening

My work is left behind

And the great hills of the South Country

Come back into my mind.

(2) Tlie great hills of the South Country

They stand aloiij^ the sea,

And it's there, w all.injj m the high woods.
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That I could wish to be,

And the men that were boys wlien I was a boy

Walking along with me.

(3) Tlie men that live in North England

I saw them for a day :

Their hearts are set upon the waste fell"

Their skies are fast and grey

From their castle-vails a man may see

The mountains far away.

,

(4) The men that live in West England

They see the Severn strong,

A-rolling on rough water brown

Light aspen leaves along.

They have the secret of the Rocks,

And the oldest kind of song.

(5) But the men that live in the South Country

Are the kindest and most wise,

They get their kuifrnlcr from the cmd surf,

And the faith in their happy eyes

Comes surely from our Sister Spring.

When over the sea she flies

The violets suddenly bloom at her feel,

She blesses us with surprisc

1)

51 f
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Midlands : the middle counties of England, sodden : heav^

anrl moist dull

My work is left behind

:

Sussex

- I proceed in dream to the South Country, leav-

ing my work behind Come back

(2)

g

They hills

"the great hills "

"the men"» nature

men - it's: it it that

Belloc Sussex ^
—— Sussex

(3)

'W

— ^H-^

C

them men fell stretch of Xorth-English

moorland, fast

-

(4)

395 .



>

the Seyern Wales Bristol Channel

"Hi the Rocks edition R

capitalize Stonehenge

' Arthur's Stone ' (Herefordshire) Beeston Castle Rock

(Cheshire

(5) ;

:
:

}
but ^|$ men

contrast ^ metre lj ':

anapaest

(6) I never eet between the pines

But I smell the Sussex air

Nor I never come on a belt of sand

But my home is there.

And along the sky the line of the Downs

So noble and so bare.

399



(7) A lost thing could I never find,

Nor a broken thing mend

And fear I shall be all alone

Wh^n I get towards the end.

Who will there be to comfort me

Or who will be xny friend

(8 I will gather and carefully make my friends

Of the men of the Su sex Weald,

They watch the stars from silent folds,

They stiffly plough ihe field.

By them and the Gotl of the South Country

My poor soul shall be healed.

(9) If I ever become a rich man,

Or ir ever I grow to be old,

I will build a house with deep thatch

To shelter me from the cold

And there shall the Sussex songs be sung

And the slory of Sussex told.

(10) I will hold my house in the high wood

Within a walk of the sea,

And the men that were boys when I was a boy

Shall sit and drink with me

6 )

But: without feeling that except that. For I neyer:

>



double negative

Jth^ provinical But

my home, etc but when-

ever I come . -., I feel my home is there. the Downs

J^l "the South Downs"

"dune" Downs

sky line Belloc "Hills

and the Sea" Sussex

along the horizon stood out quite even and grey like

mountains, the solemn presence of the Downs. Over all this

the sky was full of storm At the Sign of the Lion. (2

Downs ^
(7) Belloc

" Drinking Dirge" (
a mood of sweet sorrow

Belloc shallow optimism

; :

Sussex

thing

a

broken thing love

—— 407



(8)

g

the Sussex Weald Sussex Kent, Surrey

—

Sussex the South Downs

®

the Weald

folds sheepfolds. jtM Sussex

Belloc 'On Everything '

The Weald

(9)

Belloc "The Four

Men"

(10)

,

beer ale Belloc " Bac-

chanalian touch 3

"Wet Sussex Drinking

Song" >
The Tipple is aboard and the night is voung.
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The door's ajar and the Barrel is sprung.

I am singing the best song ever was sung,

And it has a rousing chorus.

(

T
West Sussex ?0 "vipes

beer "The

South Country" last line

® S artless

Belloc : "The Valley of the

Rother" (in "Hills and the Sea") passage

4 There is the chalk ot the Southern Down-land, the

belt of the loam beneath it then the curious country

ot sand, full of dells and dark with pine woods then

the luxurious meadows, wliich are open and full of

cattle, colts, and even sheep then the woods. It is, in

a few miles, a little England. There are old elms

ana oaks many \\ ule parks fish pon(s ; one trout

stream and half a score of mills. There are men of

many characters, but all happy, honest, good, witty,

and hale.

"If ever ag.un \ve have a religion in the South

Country, we will have a temple to my darling valley.
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It shall be round, whh columns and a wall, and there

I will have a temple to my darling valley. It shall be

round, with columns aiul a wall, and there I will hang

a wreath in thanksgiving for having known the river."

» t= .

*

( Dcm-n-land

' «
......

: :

t^

J

S^
: Fran-

cis Jammes , W, H. Davies

"The South Country "

poet Belloc

journalism

15^ ^
; Sussex

. intensify
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most popular

:

Yeats "The Lake Isle of Innisfree "- J:

JOHN DRINKWATER

Drinkwater (1882—— ) Abraham Lincoln (1918)-^
the Birmingham Repertory Theatre Company manager

® ^!

meditative gentle

Matthew Arnold William

Waston "He is a

contemplative poet who walks serene pastures " (C. Lewis

Hind, Authors and I. p. 89.) ^
: «

chuckle

Drinkwater - :
nickname

Drinkwater

Boileau (&ot're = drink Veau = water)

40&



Drinkwater

"Seeds of Time " ( Macbeth I. 3.5S

:
Brooke Flecker

Selected Poems by J. Drinkwater I London : bidgwick &

Jackson. 1920) -'

Shelley
'
profuse strains of unpremedi-

tat d art' intel-

lectual reflective -

"Symbols" "Prayer"^
A PRAYER

: knowledge

deed

^ knowledge^
-

(1) Ldrd. not for light in darkness do we pray,

Not that the veil be lifted from our eyes,

Nor that the slow ascension of our day

406



Be otherwise.

(2) Not for a clearer vision of the things

Where of the fashioning shall make us great,

Xot for remission of the peril and stings

Of time and fate.

(3) Not for a fuller knowledge of the end

Whereto we travel, bruised yet unafraid,

Nor that the little healing that we lend

Shall be repaid.

(4) Not these, Lord. We would not break the

bars

Thy visdon sets about us; we shall climb

Unfettered to the secrets of the stars

In Thy good time.

(5) We do not crave the high perception swift

When to refrain were well, and when fulfil,

Nor yet the understanding strong to sift

The good from ill.

(
(1) '

8^

C

(2)

(3) e
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'
(4)

^® ^
(5) w I I

(1) we pray we do not pray for o the

reil: sight 1 d: remo-

ved, the slow ascension of our day : astrology

horoscope

otherwise show \<

(2) whereof: of which things "the fashio-

ning of the things "
u "the things " ( wisdom,

virtues, avs remission: diminu-

tion. " Not for" Nor that " We do not pray

(4) Thy wisdom which the secrets of the

stars Cf.

He thrids the labyrinth of the mind,

He reads the secrets of the star.

Tennyson, In Memoriam XCVII.

40S



( thrids:

threads)

(5) when fulfil
1 when to fulfil were well. tt were

it would be

(G) Not these, O Lord. For these Thou hast

reveal

d

;

We know the golden season when to reap

The heavy-fruite treasure of the field,

The hour to sleep.

( 7 ) Not these. We lenow the hemlock from the

rose,

The pure from stain'd, the noble from the

base*.

The tranquil holy light of truth that glows

On Pity's face.

( 8 ) We know the paths wherein our feet sh uld

press,

Across our hearts are written Tliy decrees

Yet now, O Lord, be merciful to bless

With more than these.

(9) Grant us the will to fashion as we feel,

Grant us the strength to labour as we know.

Grant us the ]iurpose, ribb'd and edged with

steel,

To strike the blow.

(10) Knowledge wc ask not knowledge Thou

hast ent.

——m



But, Lord, the will there lies our bitter

need,

Give ns to build above the deep intent

The aeed. the deed.

(
(6)^ ^, c^ ^ @^
(7) gglj glK

r j—
c

(9) (
--

'
';

(10) IE

—— ®^5: 3

——
Hit ^ b
4/0



simr'licity directness

[] (7) know .. from distinguish.

(8) wherein onr feet should press : which our feet should

tread upon, to bless to make us happy with.

(9) the pnrpose : faculty of resolving on something reso-

lution.. ribb'd and edged with steel : Milton

With stubborn patience as with triple steel.

Paradise Lost II. 568.

t ri-

bbed "" edge

(10) g deed'
?? Hamlet

S
knowledge deed credo)

: ^
Harold Williams "an impressive poem

both in breadth of composition and grave dignity of utter-

ance " (Modern English Writers p. 131.) :

5

,
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background

Drinkwater : Puritanic. Drinkwater

L «—— '
" Prayer "

5

SYMBOLS -
symbolism

'I>HI Gegen-

stand f object ^— einfiihren)^ .
iSit

^ (Infinity) (secret of life)

(reality) Blake

.

412~~
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*To see a Worn! in a grain of sand,

And u Heaven in a wild flower

Hold Infinity in the palni of your and,

And Eternity in an hour.

Blake. Auguries of Innocence.

Blahe quatrain Symbols (
Drinkwater

it

Nature and L e

?K ft^ symbol

Drinkwater "Poems, 1908-1914"

^J^i opening poem

(1) I saw history in a poet's song,

In a river reach and a gallows-hill,

In a bridal bed, and a secret wrong,

In a crown of thorns in a daffordil.

I imagined measureless time in a day,

And starry' space in a wagun-roaa,

And the treasure of all good harvests lay

In a single seed that th " sower sowed.

(3) My garden-Nvind had driven and havened again

All ships that ever had gone to sea,

And I saw the glorv of all dead men

In the shadow that went by the side of me.

(
(1) ^ Ji
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f-

(2)

c

(3)

(1) reach: part of a river that can be looked along

at once between two bends.

F£ a gallows-hill:

contrast

a crown of thorns

Matt. XXVII. 20 Mark XV. 17;

John XIX. 2 "cron-n of thorns "

daffodil

(2) starry space, etc:

(3) And I saw the glory

1 effective that went, etc that passed by

me. ^
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TO THE DEFILERS

\jo, thieves, and take your riches, creep

To comers out of honest sight

We shall not be so poor to keep

One thought of envy or despite.

But know that in sad surety when

Your sullen will betrays tms earth

To sorrows of contagion, then

Beelzebub renews his birth.

When 3'ou denle the pleasant streams

And the wild bird's abiding place,

You massacre a million dreams

And cast your spittle in God's face.

"defilers"

^0:7
)

!1

Wordsworth

g
(

3

——H5
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» !
<

[ out of honest IE ^
3 in sad surety:

sorrows of contagion U Beelzebub

Satan massacre a million

dreams:

cast your spittle last line

Victorian poets

line

outspoken |

" Mr. Drinkwater's last line is painful alike to

one's sense of taste, and to reverence. lie cannot

altogether be acquitted of the very offence he

condemn?, for soilure of scenery is counterpartcd

by this soilure of poetry. I earnestly hope he will

expunge the passage from his next edition'~Coul-
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si hi Kernahan, Six Famous hivng Poets, p. 250.

(

S

-

]« C. Kernahan (b. 1858)

F. Locker-Lampson ( LyraEleg-

antiarum "

"Wise Men and a Fool ' 1901)

a Fool Kernahan

Wise Men ' R. L. Stevenson

^:
; "Six Famous Living Poets,"

it ^: '
1

Noyes

Drinkwater Coulson Kernalian -J.^fjj

MJUf, 5-
5 "And cast your spittle in God's
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face." -.… 5 ' 5

'

—fr " You massacre a million dreams " mas-

sacre " "" "
ia

m.

RECIPROCITY

I do not think that skies and meadows are

Moral, or that the fixture of a star

Comes of quiet spirit, or that trees

Have wisdom in their windless silences.

Yet these are thincs invested in my mood

With constancy, and peace, and fortitude,

That in my troubled season I can cry

Upon the wide composure of the sky,

And envy fields, and wish that I might be

As little daunted as a star or tree.

Drinkwater

tE

philosophical poems nature-poems

meditative

" Reciprocity "(
41S~
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W

(

Srf

'
"

the fixture :

invested with clothed, endued or

furnished with.

,;K That: so that, iu iny troubled season :

composure: little

daunted : undaunted, fearless.

panpsychism (»
nature reciprocity

.

" Moonlit Apples» (still life) : ©
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: 3 "Reciprocity" jit 1017

"Tides"

MOONLIT APPLES

At the top of the house the apples are laid in

rows.

And the s'cylight efs the moonlitrht in, and those

Apples are deep-sea apples of green. There got?

A cloud on the moon in the autumn night.

A mouse in the wainscot scratches, and scratches,

and then

There is no sound at the top of the house ot men

Or mice; and the cloud is brown, and the moon

again

Dapples the apples with deep-sea light.

They are lying in rows there, under the gloom)

beams

On the sagging floor they gather the silver

streams

Oat of the noon those moonlit apples of dreams.

And quiet is the steep stair under.

In the corridors under there is nothing but slecji.

And stiller than ever on orchard boughs they

keep

120



Tr)'st witli the moon, and deep is the silence,

deep

On moon-washed apples of wonder.

(

3b4:

^^
1 .

] attic)— ^
——^ cider) cider-press

——
fruits »

:
silence,^ attic.
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The skylight lets the moonlight in:

skylight let in admit deep-sea apples:^ » I

A mouse: :
silence .

men or mice: "or"

; .
Dapples:

apples .. dapple apple

beams: sag-

ging:

apples of dreams:

the keep tryst :

line

apples glamour (
"apples of wonder"

vagabond)

: :

«

422



THE VAGABOND

I know the pools where the grayling rise

I know the trees where the filberts fall,

I know the woods where the red fos lies,

The twisted ems where the brown owls call.

And I've peldom a shilling to call my own.

And there's never a girl I'd marry,

1 thank the Lord I'm a rolling stone

With never a care to carry.

I talk to the stars as they cotne and go

On every night from July to June,

I'm free of the speech of the winds that blow,

And I know what weather will sing what

tune.

I sow no seed and I pay no rent,

And I thank no man for his bounties,

But I've a treasure that's never spent,

I'm lord of a dozen counties,

(

-

~
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— >

c.
w 3

grayling: salmon

3 rise grow, twisted

rolling stone wanderer. ^
" A rolling stone gathers no moss "

"

A rolling stone is

ever bare of moss " English proverb

proverb from Jnly to June:

J June

—i5 tune all the year round

phrase 5 2 3 I'm free of: I master,

spent : exhausted. line i"

iS two lines

G. K. CHESTERTON

Belloc Chester-

ton

424



essayist

paradox

- r

"The Magic" 1913)

America ^ 'openforum

Yankee " What

I Saw in America " (1923) ^

G. K. C.( Robert Louis Stevenson R. L. S.

George Bernard Shaw G. B. S.

Gilbert Keith Chesterton G. K. C.

"The Wild Knight and Other Poems"

(1900) "The Ballad of St. Barbara"

(1922) : narrative

ballads SHt
"The Ballad of White

Horse " (1911)

King Alfred Chesterton—
1915 "Poems"

"Lepanto"

: 1571 the Holy League

Lepanto Aii-
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stria Don John

K ring-

ing

\ivat Hispama

Domino Gloria

Don j olm of" Austria

Has set ms people free

Gervantes on his galley sets the sword back in

the sheath

{Don John ol Austria rides homeward with a

wreath.)

And he sees across a weary land a straggling

road in Spain,

Up which a lean and foolish knight for ever rides

in vain,

And he smiles, but not as Sultans smile, ana

settles back the blade

(But Don John of Austria rides howe from the

Crusade.)

(

*
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(

J

YifiS.

(
Spain, Italy, Austria

Spain Cervantes

Lepanto

G. K. C. ' light verse'

lyrics

=

essays Chesterton

THE MARINER

(1) The violet scent is sacred

Like dreams of angels bright

The hawthorn smells of passion

Told in a moonless night.

——427



(2) But the smell is in my nostrils,

Through blossoms red or gold,

Of my own green flower nnfading,

A bitter smell and bold.

(3) The smells of pardon,

The rose of mirth but mine

Smell shrewd of death and honour,

And the doom of Adam's line.

( i) The heavy scent of wine-shops

Floats as I pass them by,

But never a cup I quaff fr m
And never a house have I

:

(5) Till dropped down forty fathoms,

I He eternally

And drink from God's own goblet

The green wine of the Sea,

(
&iV

(1)

-
(2)

(3) '
t -

(4) f—
42S



(5)

^ :

(1)

hawthorn -
(2) the smell of my own green flower

or gold

green flower

bold: smell

' smell the smell -

(3) pardon: Chastity ^
the rose

smells liH. mme: " my own green flower."

shrewd : shrewdly, sharply, bitingly. ft}

smells of death and honour^ ^
,:. mariner ' the doom of Adam's line : mortality.

Adam '
doom line

4-J9



(A) qnaff: : neTer a

lionse haye I:

Ilk eternally

(5) "death and honour"

mariners

Bacchanalian

critic essayist

journalist, paragraph ist G. K. C.

"The Mariner"

Poet prose-writer >.

5
Chesterton : Jy

——

©

K
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discipline ffl

^ »

. ^
writer

artist t Robert Browning grotesque

i& —— TO
"Meeting at Night"

gem^ Browning :': a greatest art-

ist

Chesterton

France Du

Bellay

DU BELLAY'S SONNET

Hapov, who like Ulysses or that lord

Who raped the fleece, returning full and sage.

——431



With usage aiifl the world's wide reason stored

.

Witli his own kin can wait the end of age.

When shall I see, when shall I see God knows

My little village smoke or pass the door,

1 he old clear door of that nnliappy bouse

That is to me a kingdom and much more

Mightier to me the house my fathers made

Than your audacious heads, Halls of Rome

More than inimoi'taJ marWes unclecayed,

The thin sad slates that cover tip my home

More than your Tiber is iny Loire to me,

The Palatine my little Lyrfe there

And more than all the winds of all the sea

The quiet kindness of the Angevin air.

S Renaissance

Ronsard » the P16iade—
Andrew Lang

W. B. Yeats

" vVhen you are oci and oray and tull or sleep
"

( 5

Ronsard " k H 16-

ne"

G, K. C.

^ Yea

——



journalistic e«gays

buffoonery ^
-
t 3

G. K. C. (Medievalist)

Belloc Roman Catholic Ronsard

Du Belley

Du Bellay .
Pater "The Renaissance "

Pater g
iS^

Joachim du Bellay (1525-1560)

Pater appreciate

remarks

:
public career Ro-

ma

homesickness sonnet

(Antiquiles romaines) g (Regrets)

Edmund Spenser

——433



1591 Bellay sonnets

G.K.C.

(
{II. 1-8 ^^^ —
^W .

C

(ii. 9-16) m :
:

I

' '
[ 1-8) Happy is he

who can wait the end of age with his own kin

like Ulysses : Homer Odysseus IS

: ^ Ithaca

that lord who raped the fleece Jason

it William Morris "
Life and

Death of Ja-ou" Jason

Colchis the golden fleece

Asia



Medea

!!:
returning full and sa?e:

Ml), ^: With

usage, etc: itt " plein d' usage et raison"

usage experience wait

the end of age:

" Vivre entre ses parents lc reste de son age

"

(To live with his kinsfolk the rest of ms age)

1 i& £ Ood knows no ody knows

when. Wheu shall I see niy little

village smoke shall I pass the door

door

: 3 Homer reminiscence

Ulysses, happv might be but behold

The smoke ascending from his native land.

~Odyssey I. 73- / 4 (Cowjier's version),

(
(U. 9-16)

du Bellay m
Pater "The Renaissance"

- andaoions of itome

Loire slate Pater

echo
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" his thoughts went back painfully, longingly,

to the couniry of the Loire, with its wide expanse

of waving corn, its homely pointed roofs of gray

slate, and its far-off scent of the sea/ Pater, The

Renaissance p. 129. 11. 10-14. (Kenkyusha English

Classics).( :

Tiber: r.oive

)JC ^- 1UU

my little Lire Anjou -- Pater

" ce petit Lfire, the beloved place of his birth K

Ibid p. 128. 1. 9.

" Pius mon p^tit Lire que le mont Palatm "

\More my little Lire than Mountain Palatine)

" little " {petit) endearment

4 Aud more than all the winds the Angevin

air: ilt An-

gevin [5 Lire Anjou prov:nce ad-

jective form. Pater "the soft

cumate or Anjou la douceur Anaevuine " (On. ciL p. 136. 1.

10)

i3'J



sonnet Chesterton iam-

bic pentametre

':

" Gilbert Chesterton has not attempted to cast

this version into the form of the original. That is

a small matter, for he has made a translation than

which there is nothing finer of its kind in our lan-

guage " Maynard, Our Best Pcets \t. 10.

(

?^
^Tl:

'
- Classic

&

Chesterton

—

M^^ Poems of To-day Walters

L'ntermeyer, Caldwell. )etliupn Pert vee, J. C. Squire

anthologies 3^ H. Williams

'" a poem tnat stirs and stars that biood in

the veins is the splendidly grotesque soliloquy of

' The Donkey.' This is the poetry or inspiration "

Williams. Modern English Writers ji.
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^
3

THE DONKEY

When nsnes flew and rorests walKed

And figs grew upon thorn,

Some moment when the moon was blood

Then surely I was born :

With monstrous head and sickening ory

And ears like errant wings,

The devil's vaking parody

On all four-footed things.

The tattered outlaw of the earth,

Of ancient crocked will

Starve, scourge, deride me : I am dumb,

I keep my secret still.

Fools For I also had my hour

One far fierce hour and sweet

There was a shout about my ears,

And palms before my feet.
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sii.ij ^ Tr

:

:

L

-
: '

-

:^:
[ G. K. C.—

Ifc^J^H donkey fishes flew

^^ ife^fe

5^ palaeozoic group)

the moon was blood

donkey ass

G. K. C. donkey

braying

c errant wings: donkey .
errant wandering erring

un



' devils walking parody

quadrupeds {four-footed things) devil

It devi! ;
Ho, ho! scene

Ben Jonson " The Devil is an Ass "

Mediaeval plays

Chesterton

ancient crooked will: ass : obstinate

G. K. C. Ballaam

Numbers XXII. 23-30.)

There was a shout about mu ears Christ

Jerusalem ass

John XII. 13 "they) took branches

of palm-trees, ana went forth to meet him, and cried, Ho-

sanna."( Matt. XXI. 5, Zech. IX. 9

) ass palms

donkey

Easter Palm Sunday

H. Monro " Some Contemporary Poets " (p. 145) i

" Such sentimental condescens'on towards a little

ass is typical of the iournalist mind, that is, the

mind that seeks the shortest and most obvious track

towards a popular effect."

(
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'

WILLIAM H. DAVIES

Poet-tramp)

"̂nique W.

H. Davies (1870 m'^ !^ modernize

iuu-ve

^'
Milton R. Rrowning > M. Arnold^

.
:

: appreciate

minor poets

Robert Burns

songs Jit

—— 441



H. Davies ' .
Davies Burns )

Milton

' Davies

:
week-end journey pocket

' simple English

Davies academic

nature and life

: « Davies ^T

:

U2——
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:
: S iStS

&
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B -
\«' c

^
* *

•

… '
ft ……

| ;

: g
ft another

poet-tramp W. H. Davies :1

William Henry Davies Wales ^lonmouth^1 it

H4——



^ (picture-framing)

apprentice :^ t'
ft "The Autobiography of

a Super-Tramp" (1908) " Beggars " (1910)

:

odd jobs

N̂ew York

Chicago The Twentieth Century

Express - Davies

£

I «

Davies

London ^
vagrant life^ hawking

>

Davies

Parnas^s (
ft
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V

G. B. Shaw "half a

crown"( mark

Shaw '
Shav

Davies ( " a real post " " a genuine

innocent writing odds and ends of verse about odds and ends

of thin-s "( 11?

Shav Shaw

maiden-work

"The Soul's Destroyer and Other Poems" (1906)

Davies ;

£ tramp G. B Shaw

ffi

" poet of the poor" ; Crabbe Words-

worth shorter poems Elizabethan lyrics J:

c " Nature Poems "

(1908), " Songs of Joy and Others " (1911), "Foliage, Various

Poems" (1913), "The Bird of Paradise " (1914), ,f Forty New

Poems " (1918) "The Hour of Magic,

and Other Poems" (1922)

443——



Collceted Poems. By W. H. Davies.

(London, A. C. Fifield. 1916)

Coll.cix-d Poems: Second Series. By W. H. Davies.

(London, Jonathan Cape. 1923)

Nature Man Books

Aife Davies :
Books

^II tramp

Milton ^ Maxim

Gorky Volga Dickens Sha-

kespeare

Davies i formulated philosophy of

life spontaneous lyric quality

sophistication

5 individuaKty



^* Ni-

cholas Vachel Lindsay poet-tramp

W. H. Davies : Lin-

dsay ii^ mission

message Davies :^^
pure and simple yrist

Davies metre iambic

classical allusions

Davles '
"Leisure" : ;f

"Leisure" simple :i^J.,
'

Robert Burns :
daisy



LEISURE

What is this life if, full of care,

We have no time to stand stare.

No time to stand beneath the boughs
And stare as long as sheep or co\vs.

No time to see, when woods we pass,

Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass.

No time to see, in broad daylight,

Streams full ot stars, liks skies at night.

No time to turn at Beauty's glance,

And watch her feet, how they can dance.

No time to wait till her mouth can

Ennch that smie her eyes began.

A poor Kfe this if, full of care,

We have no time to stand and stare.

Xo time

'
iambic tetrameter

m thestanzaic couplet"
>

simpje nafve

w Davies

(
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(1)

(3) : ;a

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

fall of care

o Cf. Burns, Bonnie Doon:

How can ye chant, ye little birds,

And I so fu' o' care?(
bo fu' o care "so full of care" )

stand and stare : wax and wane i stock and stone

alliterative

question mark 2) no time

"if we have no time " connection sheep

or crow:

450"



it line
3) sqnin'ds

full of stars: stars star-fish(^,© 3 '
in broad daylight (broad = full, clear)

IL "
star-fish

5) her feet: her Beauty ^ they feet ^
(6) ,'

(7) —
"What is this life"

poor Ufe=>

this is a poor life conclude

"Leisure"

D

avies

'A Great Time " :—
all ye sheep

And cows, that keep

On staring that I stand so Jong

In grass that's wet from heavy rain—, "at Beauty's glance "
lines

Davies m
Bird oj Paradise p. 65

I tremble at sweet Beauty's glance,

And Love is still my song.

Love's Youth.
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^; Davies

The-/^(

social reconstruction

:

'
\«

'

THE EXAMPLE

Here's an example irom

A Butterfly

That on a rough, hard rock

Happy can lie

Friendless, and all alone

On this unsweetened stone

Now let my bed be hard,

No care take I

I'll make my joy like this

452



Small Butterfly

Whose happy heart has power

To make a stone a flower.

(

t

5 consc ious technique

|^ g
^

e fe the genuine poet soul *

THE MOON

The beauty haunts me heart and soul,

Oh thou fair Moon, so close and bright

Thy beauty makes me like the child

That cries aloud to own thy light:

The little child that lifts each arm
To press thee to her bosom warm.

Though there are birds that sing this night

With thy white beams across their throats,

Let my deep silence speak for me

453



More than for them iheir sweetest notes t

Who worships thee till music fails,

Is greater than thy nightingales

(

5

^

5

(U- 1-) hearl and soul: J

adverbially ;
W. 2.) close near end dear, close to

my heart {11.) 3-6. Davies

g 31

silence

{II. 7.) birds: nightingales. they

birds antecedent I. 8.) impressive^
454-^-



. 9-10.)%®

Fine! Lovely!

ectasy deep silence

notes( nominative case. (II. 11.)

Who: one who. fails run short. '
H. Monro

" The habit evident among manv 01 his contemporaries

of consciously selecting their subjects is plainly absent in

him. J. C. Squire's "The Moon/' a poem of three

hundred and twenty lines, is as the achievement of a

trained long-distance runner compared with Davies' yric

of twelve lines on the subject " Monro, Some Contem-

porary Poets( :
:

^^^
"The Moon"

Davies

Caroline poets Robert Herrick

5

Davies slum-life

(fi immediate ex-

perience



" "

DEATH'S GAME

Death can but plav one game with me ^

If I live here alone

He cannot strike me a foul blow

Through a beloved one.

To-day he takes my neighbour s wife,

And leaves a little child

To lie upon his breast and cry

Like the Night-wind, so wiia.

And every hour its voice is heard

Tell me where is she gone

Death cannot play that game with me-
lt I live here alone.

(

j



:
slura Davies^ I

family-mail

( Dgarne:

S K

1 "beloved one" ;g
Death through by

killing the Night-Trind:

3
1^ simile

SHEEP

When I was once m Baltimore

A man came np to me and cried,

" Come, I have eighteen hundred sheep,

And we will sail on Tuesday's tide.

If you will sail with me, joung man,

I'll pay you fitty shillings down ,

These eighteen hundred sheep I take

From Baltimore to Glasgow town."

He paid me fifty sbillinsrs down,

1 sailed with eighteen hundred sheep

We soon had cleared the harbour's mouth



We soon were in the salt sea deep.

The first night we were out at sea

Those sheep were quiet in their inind

The second night they cried with fear

They smelt no pastures in the wind.

They sniffed, poor things, for their green fields,

They cried so loud I could not sleep

:

For fifty thousand shillings down

I would not sail again with sheeps.

Davies cattleman

S
"Sheep" ballad

W

(

J
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Baltimore: Maryland Washington

Come: - pay down: pay at once in

cash. Glasgow : Scotland "They

smelt no pastures in the wind"

simple L stimulating suggestiveness

Z. 2) I could not that

thousand

labour question wages

capitalism

.

Lafcadio Hearn

Chicago

stockyard vegetarians

V

.
capitalism K

Davies Baltimore >
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" A Child's Pet " "Geor-

gian Poetry 1918-1919 " :
.

'

fashionable ideas

self-consc:ous modern poets

propagandism

Davies idealism

aspects

sad reality

grimness

THE TRUTH

evince I have seen a bird one dav,

His head pecked more than half away

That hopped about, with but one eye,

Ready to fight again, and die

Oft-times since then their private lives

Have spoilt that joy their music gives.

So, when I see this robin now,

460



Like a red apple on the bough,

And question wliy he sings so strong,

For love, or for the love of song

Or sings, maybe, for that sweet rill

Whose silver tongue is never still

Ah, now there comes this thought unkind,

Born of the knowledge in my mind

:

He sings in triumph that last night

He killed bis father in a fight

And now he'll take his mother's blood

The last strontr rival for his food.

L V. singing birds struggle

for existence grim

felicitous simplicity Davies

(

——

:

( since: since then 1.

6. their mnsic which

;
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5

' []
( robin robin-redbreast

rill "silver tongue "

c nukind cruel. thought

IN THE END

With all thv gold, tnou canst not make

Time sell his sand

With all thy cloth, a thin white shroud

Is Death's command

Death gives thee but a poor man's space,

With all thy land.

The beggar in his grave and thou

Must be the same

For neither thou nor he shall hear

462——



Men's praise or "blame

Though thunder and a thousand rocks

Should call thy name.

Davies 1914 "The Bird of Paradise "

(

[S ]

[ with all thy gold: With notwithstanding,

his sand: Time (sand-grass hour-glass)

shrond winding sheet. Death's command

5

"Truly Great"

Da-

vies j 5

463



TRULY GREAT

My walls outside must have some flowers,

My walls within must have some books

A house that's small, a garden large,

And in it leafy nooks

:

A little gold that's sure each meek

That comes not from my living kind,

But from a dead man in his grave.

Who cannot change his mind :

A lovely wife, and gentle too

Contented that no eyes but mine

Can see her many charms, nor voice

To call her beauty fire.

Where she would in that stone cage live,

A self-made prisoner with me

While many a wild bird sang around,

On gate, on bush, on tree:

Ana she sometimes to answer them,

In her far sweeter voice than all

Till birds, that loved to look on leaves,

Will dote on a stone wall.

With this small house, this garden large,

This little gold, this lovely mate,



With health in body, peace at heart

Show me a man more great.

(
1. :

2. g'

f̂fi [
:] '^

3.

4.

ffl

5.

6.

——

3

simple simple

——40



!;
1. nooks: c 'nool:s

and corners ' :nj c

2. my liiing kind: kind

humour

3. contented that society woman (

5

4. a self-made prisoner:

cage

prisoner last line

)
?

r

3

Davies

(1

THE KINGFISHER

It was the Rainbow gave thee birth,

And left the all her lovely hues

And, as her mother's name was Tears,

So runs it in thy blood to choose

For haunts the lonely pools, and keep

In company with t. ees that weep.
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Go 3-011 and. with such glorious haes.

Live with proud Peacocks in green parks

On lawns as smooth as shining jrlass.

Let every feather show its inari<

Get thee on boughs and clap thy wings

Before the window of proud kings

Nay, lovely Bird, thou art not vain

1 hoit hast no proud ambitions mind

I also love a quiet place*

That's green . away from all mankind

A lonely pool, and let a tree

Sigh with tier bosom over me.

Kingfisher

,'

(
1.

JfiiM

J5fe

2.

^:

^
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3.

: )
L

[ (1) Rainbow that run-; it in thy

Wood, etc such a disposition or inclination remains in your

veins as to choose the lonely pools as feeding places, liannls

for: as. trees that

weep " weeping willows 3) Tain vaing-

lorious, conceited. Sigh ivitli her bosom tree bosom

Millow ::
Tears

OH, SWEET CONTENT I

Oh, sweet content, that turns the labourer's sweat

To tears of joy, and shines the roughest face

How often hnve 1 sought you liigh and low,

And fon xl you still in some lone quiet place

Here, in my room . when full of hapny dreams,

With no life heard beyond that merry sound

Of moths tha- on my lighted ceiling kiss

Their shadows as tltey dance and dance around;
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Or in a garden, on a summer's night,

Wlien I liave seen the dark and solemn a'r

Blink witli the blind bat's wings, and heave n's

bright face

Twitch witli the stars that shine in tliotisancls

there.(
1.

I

2.

M
c

3. ^
^ &

1) Iu'gli and low: everywhere.

kiss

full of hapi).v dreams (3) solemn air:

"solemn silence" O Bli"k

b

alliteration twitch: erk.
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EARLY SPRING

How sweet this morning air in spring,

When tender is the grass and wet

I see some little leaves have not

Outgrown their curly childhood yet

And cows no longer hurry home,

However sweet a voice cries
u Come.

Here, with green Nature all around,

While that fine bird the skylark sings

Who no in such a passion is,

He flies by it, and not his wings

And many a blackbird, thrush, and sparrow

^in^ sweeter songs that I may borrow.

These watery swamps and thickets wild

Called Nature's slums to tne are more

Than any courts where fountains play,

And men-at-arms guard every door;

For I could sit clown here alone,

And count the oak-trees one by one.

(
(1) ^^ -

-

(2)^^
—



'
(3)

; M

(1) tender h the ^rass when the grass is tender

and wet. outgrown : got rid of. (3) count the oaktrees one

hj one: m^W, ^ two lines

C 3

oak 1^
m

simple conclusion

lyrical simplicity

THE TWO FLOCKS

Where are you gonirr to now, white sheep,

Walicing the green hillside

To ioin that whiter lock on top,

And share their pride

^top where you are, yon silly sheep

:

-

^
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When you arrive up 1 here,

You'ii find that whiter flock on top

Clouds in the air

(

«
PM share their pride

interpretation

ambition

silly sheep

" sweet content "

aspire ea!ist disillusion-

ment

Davies

' 7U

~
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